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Ideally, High Country News should
change its homebase every year, so that
staII would eventually come to know the
entire region. The paper could spend a
year in the Southwest, a year in the
northern Rockies, a year on the Plains,
and then back into the central Rockies.

That, however, would be rough on
staff's home life and on communica-
tions. We still occasionally hear from
someone who tried unsuccessfully to
reach the paper at Box K, Lander, Wyo.,
the paper's home from 1970 to 1983.

As a compromise, HCN holds its
thrice yearly board meetings around the
region. The next meeting is scheduled
for Santa Fe on Saturday, January 28,
1989. Because HCN has no board mem-
ber in Santa Fe, it is proving tricky to ar-
range the meeting.

If a Santa Fe resident can help, we
would appreciate advice on where the
board should meet (we need a room dur-
ing the daytime that can seat about 20),
where the evening potluck could be held,
and where reasonable accommodations
can be obtained.

If you have advice or can .offer other
hclp, please call the paper's developmcnt
director, Linda Bacigalupi, at 303/527-
4898.' . .

Speaking of the board of directors',
l:Qngiatut,llipns to Sally Gordon and hus-
. band Mark.on the September 9 birth of
Beatrice Louise, aI>3. B.ee. She weighed
in' at a hair over nine pounds and is al-
ready sleeping through "the night. The
Gordons, who live in Kaycee, Wyo., de-
fine,"night" as IOp.m. to 4:.30 a.m.. " ..

. The small-town nature of the event
reminded its of the evening, a rew weeks
ago, when we suddenly recalled that the
"company" car was. parked on Main
-Street in jmminent violation. of the "no
overnight parking" rule. A call to Mayor
James Gall at his home solved the prob-
lem. He walked the few blocks. to the car
and put a note on. it telling the police that.. I
the ,198tiied Ford Tempo had mayoral
dispensation to overnight on the street.

HeN's lease on Jthe'car will expire
this June and the paper is faced with the
price of its (limited) success. When we
leased the Tempo, circulation was under
5,000 and it easily hauled the load. Now
the 8,OOO-copy press run weighs 1,000
pounds and seriously overloads the car.

Staff is weighingalternatives. We
could hire someone with a pickup to
make the biweekly run to Glenwood
Springs, 70 miles away, over one moun-
tain pass, to get the paper. We could con-
tinue renting a truck, as we have done for
the spccial issues, which staff would
drive. And in June, when the lease is up,'
we could lease a pickup.

While the hauling of papers is im·
portant, the main use of the HCN vehicle
is to carry staff around the rcgion. The
Tempo gcts 40 miles to the gallon. A
pickup won't conie close to that. If you
have a solution to the problcm, especial-
ly one that doesn't involve leasing two
vehicles, we'd appreciate hearing it.

Speaking of solutions, the High
Country News computers, of which we
wrote so much in the spring, arc running
likc tops. That is, they crash occasional-
ly, but mostly spin right along. It would
have been hard to do these special issues
without them.

They were useful on production, but
of even more help in compiling mailing
lists for thc series. We had intcnded to
buy a ready-made list from one of the
nation's many list brokers. But we
couldn't find one that met our needs. In a
few cases, a broker had a list that wOnd·
ed as if it might work. But when we'd
ask for more details on the list's con-
stituent parts, they would refuse.

So Linda Bacigalupi set about creat-
ing her own list by getting the names and
addresses of the kinds of people weI' ,
wanted from around the regi6n. The pa·
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Pass"ingthrough
paon'iq, 1 ',

Visitors to the. Paonia office this
fortnight included subscribers Bev and
Jim Heumann of Boulder, Colo., and po-
tential subscribers Larry Stuhl of Golden
and Elizabeth Sopher of Denver. The
four were on their way to thc River Run- .
ners' Rendezvous in Telluride.

Sam and Joy Caudill of Aspen
stopped in on their way back from a
leisurely horseback and chuckwagon trip
through Indian reservations and public.
lands of the Southwest with friends.
Glancing collisions with overhanging.
tree limbs had lightly marked each on
the forehead.

Tbey said travelling through back-
country by horse has many advantages,
including the gamering of lots of infor-
mation from local peoplc attracted by the
Belgian draft horses drawing the chuck-
wagon and by the old-fashioned mode of
travel.

Ron McFarland, a staff biologist
with the American Endangered Species
Foundation in Central City, Colo.,
squeezed into our office (hc's 6 foot, 9
inches) to talk aboul wolvcs. He pulled
out his wallet to show us pictures of his
wolves the way some peoplc flash pho-
tos of their kids,

We spotted Greg Johnson of Denver
as a subscriber even before he had
parked his car - thcre was a touring
bike on the back of his Renault. When
not cycling through western Colorado,
Greg said he keeps Porsches running at
his EurosPort Ltd.

We're grateful to Pitkin County (As-
pen and environs) Commissioner Robert
Child for sending a subscription to
Alexander Chepapukhin, a representative
of 10 Soviet environmental journalists
who recently toured !he area. Bob said
the visitors believe thc Soviet Union's
environmental problems are worse than

,
. "•
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John Driscoll,llelena MY
Michael Ehlers, Boulder, CO
Jeff Fcreday, Boise ID
Tom France, Missoula MT
Sally Gordon, Kaycee WY
Bill Hedden, Moab UT
Dan Luecke, Boulder CO
Adam McI.ane, Helena MT
Herman Warsh,Emigranl MT
Andy Wiessner, Denver CO
Robert Wigington, Boulder CO
Board of Directors

Articles appearing in High Country
News ace indexed in Environmental Perl·
odtcals Bibliography, Environmental Stud-
ies Institute, 2074 Alameda Padre scrra,
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per now has a 7,000-name list made up
of public land managers, elected and ap-
pointed public officials, planners, rural
and economic development specialists,
foundations, media, and selected aca-
demics.

If you might bave a use for part of
the list (some of the list's constituents
were given for our use only), contact
Linda Bacigalupi.

Geologist Bob Nylund and a rancber during a tour of Umetco's proposed
dump site across from Uravan, below
ours, although, due to their lack of afflu-
ence, they suffer less from garbage.

Staff is grateful to Roger Otstot of
Montrose, Colo., who dropped by to say
hello while in Paonia to buy apples. One
of us was about to drive the 50 miles to
Montrose to drop off a piece of computer
equipment that had to be there immedi-
ately. Roger, an economist with the
Western Area Power Administration,
was good enough to take it, saving us the
trip. What a dump

Interns Tom Mullen and Kevin Lee
. Lopez drove-to Uravan in western CQI-
orado recently to tour the low-level nu-
clear waste site" proposed by Umetco, a .
Union Carbide subsidiary .:

The tour, organized by the Western
Colorado Congress, drew 25 people,
including rancher Carrol Weimer, who
leases federal land at the site, WCC
staffer Lynda -Alfred, and Art Good-
times, a, writer for the Telluride Times-
Journal:No one carne from Umeteo.

The tour highlight was provided by
former Umetco geologist Bob Nylund,
who interpreted a series of 7oo-foot drill
samples Umetco had taken at the Spring
Creek Mesa site.

He said the samples showed three
fractures in the rock, one of them 150
feet deep .. That means the rock is unsta-
ble, he said, and that there is no way to
guarantee an earthquake in the next
1,000 years will not crack open the pro-
posed dump. Nylund added that a Icak
might allow radioactive waste to seep
into the nearby San Miguel River, a trib-
utary to the Colorado River. For this
area, the proposed radioactive dump site
continues to be a hot story, Stay tuncd
for a report on srnte-sponsored hearings
which were set for this month and then
postponed Oct. 13. A new datc has not
yet been set.

-the staff

Unloading tbe tblt'd speCial issue
tnPaonia
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Before archaeologist Melissa Con-
nor turned over the first damp spadeful
of earth on the bed of Jackson Lake five
years ago, she had a gut feeling.

"I thought it was a good chance that
(Indians) were out here all winter," she
said.

The discovery recently of a bison
carcass and bison fetal remains' may sup-
port her theory. Bison carry their young
through the winter. If laboratory tests can
determine the age of the fetus and
whether the bison was killed by man, it
would indicate that Native Americans in-
habited Jackson Lake in the winter
months.

Although field work on the five-
year archaeological project that began
with the drawdown of Jackson Lake for
work on the dam will conclude soon,
two years of laboratory analysis lie
ahead. Connor is excited about what
sophisticated testing of the artifacts
could reveal.

'It.has long been thought that the re-
mains found under Jackson Lake were
left by people who may have spent only
summer months in the area. Popular
thought is thattheclimate would have
been too..harsh for the area to have been
iimabi~ year-round,

'ilut that focus changed nearly a year
ago when, in the midst of a snow storm,
archaeologists found a bone fragment in
an ancient hearth at the edge of the lake.

They had to wait until the end of Ju-
ly. to get back to the site.· Since. then;
bone fragments of bison, elk and rodents
. have been unearthed, as well.as pieces of
ceramic, Anum ber of tools used tp
scrape-meat from the bQ.n~,:haYe ,also
,.'beennfound" bringing into .qucstion the
theory that groups only gathered plant
.life in the area.

The late W.C. "Slim" Lawrence first
collected artifacts from the site during
the 1920s and '305, before construction
of the dam on Jackson Lake flooded the
area.

It wasn't until the drought of 1977
that the lake level lowered enough to al-
low archaeologists to do more siudy on
the site. In that year, according to Con-
nor, archaeologist Gary Wright hypothe-
sized that cultural groups foraged along
the lake for the abundant plant life, par-
ticularly camas, a plant bulb that was a
dietary mainstay for people living near
the area.

Connor does not support that idea.
"We have found no trace of camas,

although we have charted berry seeds,"
she said. "We have found bone frag-
ments of small mammals that would in-
dicate bone grease processing."

The archaeologists have determined
that there are 109 sites in the drawdown
area, although they have only been able
to excavate a fraction of those. Connor
believes the area was the site of small
hunter-gathering camps. 'She hesitates to
single out any significant find, but says
all the artifacts, once examined, will
draw a picture of what life was like in
prehistoric time.

"This doesn't produce a lot of good-
ies, but it does produce a lot of informa-
tion for historians," explained Denise
Carlevato, crew chief .of the project. "It
tells us what thdy'Wlr~f&iing arid it's
important for us to know what their diet
was:' .

Further analysis of the: obsidians
found could also distinguish connections
with trade sites in Idaho and the Plains.

Until recently, volunteers assisted
archaeologists in site excavation. As the
project concludes, all the workers on site

Fool'sgold inArizona
The gold rush of 1988 is on, minus

the gold. The Arizona Republic reports
-that the-state is now investigating about
a dozen companies offering investors in-
terests in "gold mines" that are just dirt
piles. According to state official Sharon
Fox, most of the companies are based in
Nevada and California rather than Ari-
zona. Typically, salespeople tell prospec-
tive investors that a new secret process
extracts gold from areas previously
thought uneconomical. They ask for an
initial sum - about $5,000 - to mine
the gold or offer a chance to buy gold at
a reduced price per ounce. In either case
investors are fooled into believing it will
take their investments only a few years
to payoff, but they never do, Fox warns.

Fallingwaters launch
artifact race

Changing weather patterns have
caused a proliferation of pothunters in
eastern Orcgon. In the 1980s, three years
of heavy snow tripled the size of Mal-
heur Lake, which sits at the bottom of a
basin between the Blue and Steens
mountains. Recent drought conditions
have caused the waters to recede, creat-
ing small islands on which the waves
have .washed away the topsoil annex-
posed a wealth of Paiute Indian artifacts.
Archaeologists have been combingthe
area, but so have pothunters, some of
whom conduct their illegal activities at
night in the same "Sites thescientists
work during the day. Besides pilfering
ancient campsites and newly exposed
Paiute graves, pothunters have destroyed
nests of hundreds of white pelicans. The
birds only recently staged a comeback in
the area after having been. decimated by
DDT. ' -

~=. =====,

Drained lake provides clues to past

BARBS

Arcbaeologic work at jackson Lake, Wyoming

The music must be heavy metal,
Near Whitehall, Mont., a pond is

filling with cyanide collected from ex-
tracting gold from ore. To scare ducks
away from landing and dying, the min-
ing company plays rock recordings 24
hours a day, reports the Deseret Ne:ws.

Forget fun; look at sex as an eco-
nomic indicator.

A Nevada investment group intends
to sell stock in the Mustang Ranch - at
101 rooms the nation's largest legal
brothel, near Reno.

are professional archaeologists, working
methodically to catalog and record their
fmds. There is no room for carelessness.

'We have to make sure of our data,
because we can't come back," Connor
said.

Within the next two years, the ar-
chaeological sites will once again be

flooded and, for Carlevato, that is cause
for frustration.

"We had to be picky about which
sites we could excavate, but I keep see-
ing things that are going to be buried,"
she said. "We'll come back if the dam
ever fails or if there's an earthquake."

- Lorna Colquhoun

- Steve Hinchman

Reassembling Colorado's public domain
Colorado's Western Slope will get a house will become a campsite and out- southeastern Colorado as an Anasazi Na-

$1.8 million federal boost next year for door education center. Still unsettled, tional Monument.
its growing tourism and outdoor recre- however, is the question of the bridge's About $600,000 will go to the BLM
ation industry. The money, part of the safety. to buy two ranches totalling 670 acres
1989 Interior appropriations bill recently Wirth's committee also recommend- . along the Colorado River downstream
passed by Congress, will buy land or ed acquisition of a controversial marble from Grand Junction. The purchase will
fund improvements at many of the mine located in the Maroon Bells-Snow- protect a well-used launch spot for
state's wilderness areas, national menu- mass Wilderness Area near Aspen rafters as, well as public access and use
ments and historical sites. (HCN. 7n186), and provided $100,000 . of the river corridor all the way to the

The list includes several strategic to appraise the site's value. Utah border. Another $700,000 will go
additions to the ~tate's outdoor recreation The money will also fund a three- to buy private inholdings on the north
base, but more unportantly, It may help part feasibility study to examine a pro- nm of the Black Canyon National Mon-
settle two conservation-development bat- ,posal to add 15800 acres of public land ument.
ties in the favor of environmentalists, and 3,500 acres of private land to the Finally, the bill gives $250,000 for
The package, pushed by Sen. Tim Black Canyon of the Gunnison National cooperative planning between the Ute
,Wirth, j)-Colo., ? me~be~ ?f the S~~ate Monument outside of Montrose. ; Mountain Ute tribe and Mesa Verde Na-, ,

j :pne~gy_a.~qN~tQraf~etSP~.c,~~.SQQl~1t· _ I '-"'1' ~ -; i::+ 'l! ~.1" i . J' :1i; f tio~al,Pm:kofficials' over joint parkser-«
tee, provides $170,000 to purcliase the The study Will also evaluate plans to . vice' andtribal tourism projects at the
Bridgeport Ranch on the Gunnison River add part or all of the Black Ridge Durango area park. The park and reser-
near Delta. Wilderness Study Area to the Colorado vation share a common border and many

That acquisition will reopen public National Monument and upgrade the spectacular Anasazi ruins (H Ct«,
access to the Dominguez Wilderness Grand Junction area monument to Na- 5/25/87).
Study Area after it had been closed for tional Park status. Additionally, it will
three years by a ranch family opposed to examine protection of several scattered
recreation (HCN,2/17/86). The ranch but archaeologically significant ruins in
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HOTLINE 1- Power struggle engulfs Idaho streams
Chronic country blues

The air may be clean, but life in the
country can be bad for your health. The
MI'~ta.l LB.ealy! £,-s~,,?,,iation~~y,s"rural
America has gone from a siate of crisis
to becoming a chronic economic, social
and heal th problem area." A new report
based on a year-long study backs its
claim with a variety of statistics. A Min-
nesoia study shows that suicide attempts
of teenagers between ages 15 and 19 oc-
curred 15 times more frequently than the
national average. A 1986 survey by the
Colorado Department of Mental Health
noted child abuse, spouse abuse, depres-
sion and anxiety disorders had increased
more rapidly in rural community health
centers than in urban areas. One reason
for stress is lost jobs, and the federal
government has not helped. Since 1981,
the amount of federal funding going to
rural areas (excluding commodity subsi-
dies) declined 40 percent. For a copy of
the 36-page Report of The National Ac-
tion Commission on the Mental Health
of RIVal Americans, which costs $9.50,
write to the National Mental Health As-
sociation, 1021 Prince Street, Alexan-
dria, VA 22314.

Craters of' tbe Moon

Murky future
Air pollution is making Idaho's

. Craters of the Moon National Monument
more difficult to see, but no one knows
the source. Monument ranger Neil King
told AP that camera studies show a25
percent loss of visibility between 1982
and 1985 from two types of pollution: a
dark haze and a yellow-orange plume.
The Park Service has not singled out any
major cause, but the Defense Depart-
ment's Idaho National Engineering Lab-
oratory is considered a likely source. The
Park Service says it has begun to track
down more information about the area's
dirty air and has begun discussions with
lNEL, whose officials deny responsibili-
ty. Now being touted as a Potential na-
tional park, the monument contains 1500
to 2000-year-old craters and attracts
250,000 visitors a year.

Bear cub strands itself
A black bear cub clambered up a

. telephone pole north of Gunnison' in
western Colorado recently and then'
couldn't get down. The one-year-old cub

, had drawn a sizeable crowd of onlookers
1 to the 'base of its 20-foo(-liign ~im:h"
when Colorado Division of Wildlife offi-
cials came on the scene. They decided to
shoot the bear with a tranquilizer dart,
which caused the cub to fall to the
ground, bouncing off a fence on the way.
Uninjured, the cub was taken to more
. remote territory south. of town and
,released, say~ 11]eGU{!nison..Tjmes.. ; .\ _ .

Just an hour's drive from Boise, the
Payette River is fast coming of age as a
highly regarded whitewater stream. But
. the same ferocious power that wows
floaters aha motorIStS' Is attracting
hydroelectric developers, big and small.

These two forces are rapidly coming
to a head, and it's anyone's guess who's
going to win. Like running the North
Fork of the Payette through miles of
continuous Class 5 water, the two are
negotiating an obstacle course of red-
tape and politics that is formidable
enough to defeat them both.

"It's kind of like a race," said Gar-
den Valley, Idaho, kayaker JohnWasson.
"We've got to figure out a way to edu-
cate the people about these threats before
it's too late."

Hydro developers are working to
obtain permission from about 19 differ-
ent state and federal agencies before they
can proceed on projects. Intermountain
Hydro Inc., of Eagle, Idaho, has already
received permission to apply for a
license to construct a 3.5-megawatt
hydro project on a one-mile stretch of
the Payette's south fork. Western Power
Inc. wants to dewater the legendary
north fork, diverting the river's flow to
generate 350 megawatts of electricity.

While Intermountain would merely
profit from electricity sales, Western
seeks to link its project with a power line
that would export Idaho's electricity to
southern California and elsewhere in the
southwest.

"We don't know if we can build it,
but shouldn't an Idaho company develop
it instead of some out-of-state corpora-
tion?" asks Western President Jay Jack-
son. Jackson points out that because
Idaho has a power surplus, the state's
main utility, Idaho Power Co., cannott f

compete with other developers for hydro
sites, Seattle Po,;ler and Light and Taco-
ma City Light, in addition to dozens of
other out-of-state developers, are specu-
lating in Idaho's waters.

Whitewater enthusiasts are rushing
to form alliances with property owners
who would be affected by the dams, and
with any other groups that support pre-
serving the Payette. Friends of the
Payette, an adjunct group which includes
members from the Idaho Whitewater
Association, is devoting all its resources
to alert Idahoans about the issue.

Friends recently won an unexpected
ally, the Idaho Water Resources Board, a
citizens panel composed purely of ranch-
ers and farmers. Even the board, which
may be developing a large dam of its
own on the Weiser River, has subtly op-
posed Western Power by applying for
minimum flows that could undermine
the project.

Friends is also trying to convince
Idahoans that the Payette's valne as a
free-flowing stream far outweighs any
short-term economic gain from dam con-
struction. Thousands of southern Ida-
hoans regularly float the river, and
kay akers from throughout the world
flock to the north fork to see if their
skills can match an 18-mile journey
through wicked whitewater. People such
as Wasson say they moved to southern
Idaho because of the wealth' of floating
opportunities.

After one recent fact-finding float
on· the south fork, water board member
J.D. Williams said, "This is i gredi re-
source. It ought to bc here in 100·years
for my great grandkids to enjoy."

Friends also embraced legislative
approval ofa state comprehensive water
pian, which calls for interim protection

, of the Payette's north, south and main
forks from hydroelectric development.
The lav.: took effect July L Four other

Floaters portage around "Big Palls"on tbe Soutb Fork oftbe Payette River

9,000 signatures to show citizen support.
Friends of the Payette River is at

900 W. Washington, Boise 10 83702,
(208/343-7481).

Idaho streams, including portions of the
Priest River.and South Fork of the Boise
River. 'also received interim protection.
Just to make sure the water board carried
through on the new law, Friends gathered -Steve Stuebner

WIPP blocked by Congress
Congress. But the DOE bill eventually
hit a brick wall in the House Govern'-
ment Operations, Environment, Energy
and Natural Resources Subcommittee
chaired by Rep. Mike Synar, D-OkIa .

That subcommittee heard testimony
in mid-September from numerous wit-
nesses who said the DOE had yet to
prove it could operate WIPP safely.
Those witnesses included the DOE's Of-
fice of Safety Appraisal and the depart-
ment's Brookhurst National Laboratory.
At the same time the Government Ac-
counting Office released a report saying
it would be premature to approve the
DOE's withdrawal bill because of too
many unanswered questions regarding
safety and the suitability of WIPP.

The testimony led Synar to tell DOE
officials to go home and do your home-
work and then come back and ask us for
the legislation," reports AP. Shortly after
that Richardson called off any further talks
to resolve the difference in the two WIPP
bills and the rest of the New Mexico dele-
gation were forced to declare the effort
dead.

The two sides will go back to square
one next January when' a new set of bills
are expected to lltiM€ldU'eeil-to the 10ist
Congress. wllili?wlP'ji"opponents say
many problems remain to be resolved, the
DOE says it expects passage of a bill and
WIPP's opening by March. If not, the
agency has said it might attempt an admin-
istrative land transfer.

New Mexico's congressional dele-
gation officially declared the WIPP land
withdrawal bill dead, putting the planned
opening of the nation's first permanent
nuclear waste dump on indefinite hold ..

WIPP, the acronym for Waste Isola-
tion Pilot Project in southern New Mexi-
co, is the Department of Energy's pro-
posed test station and permanent reposi-
tory for low-level nuclear waste.

DOE had intended to start shipping
radioactive waste to the facility this
month. Congress had only to pass a bill
that would give the agency final authori-
ty by transferring the 10,240-acre site
from the Bureau of Land Management to
the DOE. But the land withdrawal bill
became a vehicle for WIPP opponents
and. environmentalists to put last-minute
safeguards into DOE's operation of the
dump.

DOE's version of the bill, sponsored
by New Mexico Sens. Pete Domenici, R, .
and Jeff Bingaman, D, would have al-
lowed the agency to conduct tests at
WIPP with live waste before proving the
site meets- Environmental Protection
Agencyhealth and safety standards.

An alternate bill sponsored by New
!'.\~"i"9 J!l-ep, ,1\ill l'i"ljar~~.on:d~, re-
q uired tlie agency to.meet EPA: standards
before storing or testing waste. The alter-
native bill was spawned by scientific and
technical problems plaguing the plant
over the.past year (HCN, 7/18/88).

TQe two bills sparked a livelydebate
over the summer; staying neck andneck

'·as- they wdfkeltMif way ll}tough
«sc: -:,n' .'. F0';,.·

- Steve Hinchman
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Wyoming grants
more access

Calling it a "volatile issue that has
been festering for some time,"
Wyoming's Democratic Gov. Mike Sulli-
van signed new regulations into law in
September that open state-owned lands
to the public for recreational use. The
rules eliminate the need to obtain a
leaseholder's permission. Previously,
state-owned land was open only to
hunters and fishermen on foot or horse-
back, but the new regulations allow "ca-
sual recreational uses" which do not
harm the land, such as photography,
wildlife and bird observation, and hik-
ing. Although the rules specifically for-
bid overnight camping and "joy riding,"
vehicles no longer need permission to
drive on established roads if public ac-
cess exists. While Game and Fish De-
partment spokesman Larry Kruckenberg
calls the regulations "a very positive ac-
tion," many ranchers are unhappy. They
say the new rules will lead to increased
vandalism and theft, says the Casper
Star-Tribune.

Git along, ostriches
The oil industry in Texas may be

busted, but ostrich ranching is booming,
Reuters reports. American Ostrich
Associatioo director Tom Mantzel says
Texas and Oklahoma have about 1,000
ostrich ranches, and the skin and prized
ostrich feathers, which sell for about
$150 a pound, make the birds a growing
business. The sudden surge in ostrich
ranching is an offshoot of Congress'
1986 Anti-Apartheid Act, which banned
the import of South African ostriches.

t

South Africa was the leading producer of
ostriches, and the ban boosted prices on
all ostrich products. Mantzel says the
future of the industry actually lies in the
meat, which is low in cholesterol and re-
puted to taste like veal. Mantzel also
says ostriches need less land than cattle,
produce more offspring and fit well into
the arid, brush-covered areas of Texas
and Oklahoma. As for the transition
from the macho image of cattle raising,
Mantzel adds, "A big male ... can kick
you into the middle of next week."

" I, SOLAR ELECTRICITY~Q.:the rational alternative
Affordable poser for .rescotc applications
Financing available to qualified bu~rs
PhotocomlTl. Inc. ~

1-800-999-8208 ~

441-3278

FREE INSPECTION

of domestic solar hot water systems
installedafter January Ist, 1985

Please call for more information

Boulder Energy
Conservation Center

SERI Solar Energy Research Institute

Fr.ank appraisal
of Bozeman

"Bozeman is one of the ugliest
towns- around because of all these strip
malls," said Yvon Chouinard, moun-
taineer and owner of the successful
Patagonia clothing and outfitting busi-
ness. Chouinard said he had thought
about moving Patagonia headquarters
from Ventura, Calif., to Bozeman, but
won't make the move until the city gets
serious about town planning and urban
sprawl. Bozeman planner Bill Burdock
told the Missoulianjthe city is working to
update its 30-year-old master plan, at-
tempting especially to "prevent the car-
niva~ atmosphere" at the city's eutries.

Tarred Penny Hot Springs

Springs dispute
continues

With the sale of Penny Hot Springs
near Carbondale in western Colorado
postponed until Nov. II, negotiations
continue between a landowner who dis-
likes nude bathers and a nonprofit group.
The group, Friends of Penny Hot
Springs, was formed by spring users af-
ter the site was repeatedly vandalized.
Tons of boulders were dumped into the
springs last winter and on Aug. 31, two
gallons of tar were poured onto river
rocks at the Springs. The Friends want
Pitkin County to buy land surrounding
the springs from the highway depart-
ment, reports the Valley News. The group
would then move the springs to a new
site 200 feet downstream and build a
Pool facility with a graded trail and mar-
ble benches. However: adjoining
landowner Edwin Grange thinks the dis-
tance is not far enough. He wants to see
the pool moved 1,000 feet downstream,
a distance Friends of Penny Hot Springs
believe would cause too much heat loss.

"LOVE
YOUR

MOTH~R"
T-SHIRTS

for all sized earthlings in ful/4-eolor art
on sky blue or rich ivory high quality shirts

Adults -100% cotton - $9
S (32-94), M'(36-38), L (40-42); XL (44-46)"
, , .,.t. Kids ~durable 50/50~ $7i' C

S (6-8), M (10-12), L(14-16) ,
Babies - Yellowor Sky Blue - $6

12 or 24 month,lap shouldered

Skin deep
Artists passing as Indians are under

scrutiny in Santa Fe, N.M., a center of
Southwestern art. After Indians in-New
Mexico raised questions about C,J.
Wells, a painter noted for her portraits of
warriors and chiefs, New Mexico Attor-
ney General Hal Stratton ruled that Wells
could not bill herself as a "Native Amer-
ican" artist. Through further investiga-
tion by the Heard Museum of Phoenix,
Ariz., another artist, Randy Lee White, is
also no longer recognized as a contem-
porary Native American, artist, reports
the Arizona Republic. According 10 New
Mexico law, artists must prove they are
officially enrolled with a recognized In-
dian nation _or have one-quarter Indian
blood before they can bill their work as
"Indian art." Enforcing the law has
caused a stir among artists. Some criti-
cize the blood criterion as unfair because
of shoddy documentation of Indians in
the past. On the other hand, some Indian
artists who can prove their ancestry want
to expose imposters. The law of blood
qualification was passed in 1973 but not
enforced until this year. The maximum
penalty against an Indian imposter is
$200 and 90 days in jail. Civil damages
can reach up to $5,000.

Utah Lt. Gov. Val Oveson makes
comparable worth perfectly clear:

"It may be true that a nurse plays a
more valuable role than a garbage col-
lector. But in the marketplace, garbage
collectors make more than nurses. If we
elevate a nurse's salary beyond that, we
take away the incentive of that nurse to
become a doctor," he told the Salt Lake
Tribune.
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AMCRAP?
Some residents of small towns in the

West have complained for years about
Amtrak trains dumping toilet wastes on
the tracks. The practice leads to smelly
train stations and toilet paper debris.
Ealier this year, Amtrak bowed to com-
plaints and pledged it would no longer
spray human wastes at depots or when
travelling less than 30 miles per hour.
But the federally subsidized railroad said
it would not switch to the system used in
the East - dumping wastes into city
sewage systems. At September hearings
held by Rep. Howard Nielson, R-Utah,
in Washington, Amtrak said dumping
human sewage posed no health problems
and, moreover, it had a congressional
mandate to run the system as cheaply as
possible. Those arguments didn't get
very far with the Deseret News, which
told Amtrak in an editorial Sept. 29;
"Stop dumping on the West."

ACCESS
BED AND BREAKFAST 17 miles from
Hells Canyon, in a 1910 farmhouse on 42
acres of land: The Birch Leaf Lodge,
Halfway, OR 97834; 503n42-2990, 503(297-
6071. (2x2Op)

HIGH COUNTRY TOURING AND TELE·
MARK SKlING without backpacks.· We are
the sole inhabitants of central Idaho's
Gospel-Hump National Wilderness from
Nov.. June. If you would like toski this mag-
nificent 200,OOO-acrealpine wilderness with
us, drop us a line. Buffalo Hump Lodge, P.O.
303, Elk City, ID 83525; 208/842-2-220.
(4x2Op)

WESTERN WATER MADE SIMPLE, by the
editors of High Country News; $15.95 plus
$2.75 sbipping ($1.25 each additional book)
from.Island Press. Box 7, Covelo, CA 95428;
800/628-2828, ext. 416.

HeN T-shirts make great gifts! Fuschia, bur-
~dy, 'kelly gree~ or turquoise available in
small, medium OT extra large. $10. 100 per-
cent cotton. Include a second and third choice
and send your checks to.HeN t-shirts, Box
1090, Paonia, CO 81428.
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THERE ARE JOBS .
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, • Are you looking for a job ...
(75-100 environmental/resource
management jobs monthly)
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(Irs FREE 10 list with us!)
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(national. monthly coverage)

• Does your organization need
membership benefits ...

(reduced bulk rates available)
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Linda Rounds, Editor
c/o Student
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. LEVITATION
How do mountain springs rise to the tops

of mountains? How does a plant's sap rise,~ agamst gravity, 'to me heightS of 56 foot v ~
trees?" . ,i.,'>ll' r>

LEVITATION is a natural, mechanical pro-
cess of ','VORTEXIAN MECHANICS" which
comes about through centripetal (inward)'
. spiralling motion. .

"CAUSES" Newsletter; P.O. Box 3110-HH;
Laredo, TX 78044, explores the causes of
these phenomena and otherTittle known pr0.-

ceases of the vortex.
55.00 brings sample issue .and brochure.
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Part 4: Thefuture
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Sucking Tucson dry, by freelance
writer Barbara Telbnan.

Tucson, Arizona, is down to its last trad-
able resources: clear air and desert beauty.
Those resources hang in the balance.
ouerdevetopmeru has fouled air, dried
streams, and damaged tbe desert. The ques-
tion now is whether a new awareness of
what is being lost can stop theprocess.
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Hikers in the BeaverlJeadNational Forest, Montana,

Muddling toward tomorrow
and better cows by improving family and
human relations. These ranchers, having
heard the call to "adapt or die," have
chosen to adapt

If one had to go with a trend today,
it would have to be tourism. Jimmy the
Greek would undoubtedly offer seven-
to-five odds that the West will become a
lifestyle colony, a place people come to
retire, a string of winter and summer re-
sorts for busy urbanites in need of un-
winding.

The article by Jon Christensen on
northern New Mexico suggests that this
trend may meet resistance. Christensen
describes how a poor Hispanic area is at-
tempting to build an economic base on
sheep and weaving, in part as a way to .
fend off the conversion of the valley's
land and water to tourism.

describe how the West's approach to reg-
ulation and subsidies is changing literal-
ly everything for the region. Ford's de-
scription of the actions which have cut or
weakened the West's ties to the rest of
America is chilling.

Miners will find John Leshy's arti-
cle just as chilling. The West was built
on mining. The laws that govern the
West's water and access .to its public
lands were shaped by the needs of min-
ing. Until recently, it was impossible to
imagine the West without mining.

Now, as the specialist in mining law
writes, it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult to imagine the West with mining.
Step by step, mining is being eased off
the West's center stage and toward an in-
creasingly obscure part of the theater.
When the centerpiece of ntining in the
West, the free access to public land guar-
anteed by the 1872 Mining Law, is final-
Iy repealed, it will be an anti-climax.

We usually don't think of city-build- .
ing as an extractive activity. BurBarhara
.Tellman writes that. Tucson,' Arlz;,has
mined the landscape,airarid rivers asit-
has grown, andt!)at now it has destroyed.
what made it an attractive and viable:
place.···

One can't predict the future direction of the
rural West. Tbe region doesn't have enough mass
for today's trends to tell you much about tomor-
row. Tourism and "lifestyle" look strong today but
could be gone with tomorrow's wind, should it
come from a different quarter.

___ -,-lby Ed Marston by a change in the global economy and
in the national administration.

The West's immediate past can
be painted in broad, historic
strokes, something that is diffi-

cult to do for more settled regions. They
are so densely populated and so diversi-
fied that trends cancel each other or are
too weak to be seen in relation to the
whole.

Not. in the West Its sparse popula-
tion and specialized economies convert
the movement of 10,000 people into a
state or the creation of a few thousand

'. jobs into a boom. In the' same way, the
closure of a dozen mines or thecancella-
tion of a couple of large construction
projects results in a bust, .

Writing about the West's .imrnediate
past, therefore, is easy. For the same rea-
son, writing about its future is difficult
One can identify clear' present trends.
But there is no guarantee that they will
persist, for trends in the rural West have
no weight-to them. I

Nothing could have seemed more
massive than the energy and minerals
and real estate boom of the 1970s, and
yet it was destroyed with -effortless ease .

So while these four special issues
stand by the thesis that the West has re-
opened, there is no attempt here to pre-
dict what the reopening will bring. This
issue on the future consists instead of the
examination of possibilities rather than a
single prescription.

But this issue does start with cer-
tainty. Clashes between landed residents
and newcomers ~ the Indians and the
cavalry, the cattle barons and the home-
steaders - have always been part of the
West's history and will be part of its fu-
ture. The struggle may not be as tele-
genic as those earlier battles, but to those
who understand what -is at stake, Don
Snow's opening article. on' this theme
will be just as dramatic, . .

'1' n t'Cuuing the Apron String.s,"
. Ed Marston discusses why the

West has swung so strongly
against the federal government, even
though that seems to go against the re-
',:gion ',5 economic interests. , .

Ray Wheeler takes us on .a last
jaunt through the now familiar territory
of southern Utah,this time examining
the opportunities'and perils of tourism.

Ed Quillen looks at economics
In today's West, the battle is.usually- ;, . 'based on' modern cpmmunicatioIis. In

seen as a set piece: Those 'for change "For Whom. the. Bell Toll Rises:' Quillen
fight to overturn the status qup. And .in describes the communications needs' of
today's West no figure is more a symbol those who would live in the region's
of rigidity and tradition than the rancher. . small towns while earning their livings
Yet here in Sam Bingham's "Love and out of distant cities or foreign countries.

. Trust on the Range" is an account of an Pat Ford, in "Balkanized. Atomized .
attempt by ranchers to grow more grass. _ Idaho," uses railroads and telephones to -~
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The last 'place on earth
There is no secret handshake, but Westerners

know each other, and they know non-Westerners,
• - . . I

no matter how expensively the latterare decked out
in the region's clothes and vehicles.In this essay,
Don Snow both decries and glories in the clashes
that result when Westerners and non- Westerners
meet on his native soil.

~~~_.by Don Snow farmed by tenants for a dozen years. _
They had loved atrizine, a chemical

programmed to kill everything green ex-
cept corn. They had loved N·P·K fertil-
izer delivered in tidy white wagons,
hitched to leased tractors and dragged
hurriedly all over the fields and then left
out by the county road for the dealer's
boys to pick up empty when they deliv-
ered a fresh wagon.

-It never would .have oc-
curred to me, but when I

, heard it. it made sense.
We were irrigating about 300 acres

north of Ft. Collins, Colo., out of a big
ditch built by Horace Greeley. Newcom-
ers to farming but not to the West, we
were hard at the task of healing land

\ I \
2
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--- heap, left over from when the word te 1-
luride had a nearly alchemical meaning.
There had been many nasty remarks lev-
elled at this pile, as if the pile needed
more grief than it already owned. The
nastiness stemmed, of course, from the
majority there for whom the word mine
brought up demonic images.

I was reminded of certain folktales
wherein some inanimate object, some
useless, improbable mound of some-
thing, has to suffer the shadow-grief of a
village until the object takes on a name,
then a personality, then finally does
something positive about its plight, like
'standing up one night and collecting it-
self and pillaging several villagers as
they dream.

That part merely amused me until a
shy older woman rose to the microphone
and suggested that since the leaders of
this thoughtful and uplifting discussion
were obviously so bright and droll, and
since most of them worked for the same
"high altitude think-tank" in a town
'nearby, why not design the West Slope
exclusively to accommodate more think-
tanks, until these became the actual spine
of the regional economy? When I sensed
a general bobbing of heads among the
dozens who did not get the joke, I decid-·
ed to take on the burden of the tailings.

So now I'm on a platform in the tent
ready to launch my high wire act. When
my tum comes, I've already heard most
of my own points, my own tailings mas-
querade, from the other panelists, who
have spoken generally with the good
sense of Westerners and know of what
they speak.

I spend my talk quoting Wallace
Stegner and plagiarizing Charles Wilkin-
son's "Lords of Yesterday" thesis. It's a
precise recitation of the ways in which
the West continues to be dominated by
the resource laws, policies and attitudes'
of the 19th century, sometimes grown
over or warped, but unmistakably there,
bedrock. In this pressurized litany of Fu-
ture Trouble from the Past, I have, of
course, discussed the doctrine of prior
appropriation.

At the end of my talk, the moderator
calls for questions. The first one comes
from a newcomer to the Colorado West
Slope, a re-inventor of local politics who
says, in a question to me: "That's inter-
esting, but I don't think I caught all of it.
Who is the Doctor of Prime Associa-
tion?"

Lawrence and Georgia O'Keefe, Robert
Pirsig and Robinson Jeffers and Joseph
Wood Krutch. It haunts its own spawn so
thoroughly that the best have to leave in
orderto continue loving this hostile
place enough to scream in its windblown
face: Bernard DeVoto and Donald
Worster and Wallace Stegner.

It haunts all who are not so jaded
and somnambulant from the cities that
we can no longer feel and see. We strad-
dle a crack, a suture, in the white Navajo
Sandstone, the fossil dunes that form the
parietal bones of the canyon head, and
we follow the little crack until it widens
and then begin our descent into the dark
brains of the canyon. We lose our own
minds as we go; we can hardly believe
there is such a place left on this exhaust-
ed earth. And yet here it is. We drive the
Datsun right to it.

The West is a land of dreams, and
we cannot and should not hope to stop
the dreaming. I want to finish my sad-
dude-story another way. I wani them to
say yes, a hesitant, ponderous yes. I want
them to come back, not next spring but
next week - we can give an inch, too. I
want to show them the beautiful wind-
break we planted, which they walked
through without noticing. I want them to
see what those trees mean to the pheas-
ants and the geese, what they mean to
the soil we are grasping so hard to hold
against the irresponsibility and stupidity
of an earlier decade.

I want them to know another mean-
ing of the hilarious verb, to break wind. I
want to trust them to drive John's tractor
and mount the heavy yellow auger and
learn to fasten the power take-off to the
shaft at the proper angle and replace the
shear-bolt when the screw catches a
rock. I want them to join me in my tiny
empire of water because I never did want
to be the emperor, and I'm not happy
there, isolated in simpleton superiority.

I might even want them (0 bring me
a duck, just one duck, ,md stick around
while we sear it hot in the propane roast-
er and eat it rare and bloody with a bottle
of decent wine.

Yonder mountain is more than 60 miles
overland. The West is not quite as it
seems. Never was, never will be. The air
is pretty darnn clean.

The problem with these stories,
though, is as palpable as the pleasure
they bring. We landed gentry - I was
temporary gentry and only hired, but
gentry grows better than grass in the
West and never did require ownership -
we wear. that mud with addled pride. We
put those strangers in their place right
quick, and among us we carry a million
stories about them. I can't tell if it's un-
fortunate or not that my story is "real." I
do know the conversation, such as it
was, ended with the pastel backs of three
dudes grumbling away toward town.

There was no success there for any-
one, except a few ducks. In truth, I was
as transitory as they. We all are.

The soil was thus a mere medium, a
sterile red loam ground fine as talcum-
powder by the plows and harrows, the
fat-tire drills and spreaders run by the
tenants' hirelings. It wasn't theirs. The
owner lived in a residential hotel in
town, so it wasn't his, either.

The only part of .the farm that mat-
tered was the balance sheet. So' when the
tenants turned to malting barley, and
Coors said, "Spray!" they sprayed. Even
if there were no weeds left, they sprayed.

We 'had most of the irrigated land in
"green manure" when the first hunters
arrived. We were setting ditches out in
the chest-high yellow clover, when we
saw their shiny new Jeep stop on the
county road and three men start walking
uncertainly toward us. They probably
believed that trespassing on foot was
more acceptable than in a car.

It was June, and they were getting
an early start, seeking permission to hunt
the little reservoirs and sloughs that ran
through the middle of the place. Some-
one had told them about the new owners,
and they were out looking to do things
right - by permission rather than theft.
They meant well.

All three were "techies," middle
management in town. The New Rugged.
Patagonia everything, except for the
Vuamets and Croakies. We were mud-
daubed, fly-bitten, hot and salty as the
Dead Sea, which we smelled like. John
had on his usual sleeveless undershirt, so
his shoulders and pectorals made a
strong impression, deepened by all that
mud.

After some light chatter, one of
them finally popped the big question. He
was there to negotiate over a price. They
wanted to build-a blind down in our
swimming hole. They wanted exclusive
rights. to come and go as they pleased all
during waterfowl season. They knew the
meaning of closed gates and untrampled
fences, and they were willing to pay top
dollar.

John's answer was this: No amount
of cash would purchase hunting rights on
his farm. But they were welcome to hunt
in exchange for work. One hour planting
windbreak equalled one hour hunting.
They could start next spring, since the
year was old already. John pointed to the
mile-long row of poplar saplings and co-
toneasterswe'd already put into place.
Now it was time to start the conifers.
We'd provide the training free, and we'd
drill the holes since John wanted no grin-
gos fingering his orchard tractor.

. They walked off shaking their
heads. You'd have thought he'd asked
for their firstborn.

')
'I
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T·he problem is this: Two tiny
. worlds come into collision end-

lessly across the West. There's a
scuffle, better if it's a good-humored
one, lurid if someone goes for the gun,
but the scuffle tends to end in a draw.
The gentry, we sacred firsterners of the
West, hold our moral high ground, which
we continue to irrig-ate. Newcomers,
perennially baffled, either beat the holy
rolling hell out of us (another Pyrrhic
victory for progress, Manifest Destiny,
whitefoIks), or turn away dazed. Maybe
they leamed something, maybe not.

I say these worlds are tiny because I
mean it. It doesn't matter if K. Ross'
rancher is facing draglines while John
and I faced only a trio of shotguns and
the shattered peace of a dozen Sunday
mornings. The end is still the same: New
people come to fill up this land. They
bring every damn thing with them.
That's the story of the West, always was,
always will be.

"

People who smile like ozoned
Rashnishees while they mutter
soporifics about "clean indus-

try" miss the point worst of all.
We don't make such choices in the

West. We, the citizenry, the leadership,
even the Mormon presidency, don't se-
lect one kind of growth over another. We
get both and all and nothing simultane-
ously, That's also the West. The Forest
Service doesn't decide to halt logging
because someone announces plans to
build a ski area. First they log off the ski
area, then they tum to their reaJ pleasure
in life, which is logging the rest of it.
'People still graze cattle and ride trail
bikes right across the Bureau of Land
Management uranium digs.

Because that's the West, a.land of
dreams and dreamers, still the last place
on earth. Its very landscapes haunt us. It
has haunted us all the way into the mid-
dle of Europe in the early 19th century. It
haunted some deluded coot - maybe
the Queen, I can't remember ~ to dream
up Cibola, the Seven Cities of Gold.
That was the 16th century.

It haunted Jefferson enough to send
two living video cameras up the Mis-
souri until they ran out of river, then on
to the Columbia, then back. Lewis went
nuts. It haunted the 26-year-old Bodmer
for the rest of his days. He ran out of
paintings, going back to his dreamlike
works of the West again and again until
he died. It haunted N.P. "National Park"
Langford and his artist friend Moran un-
til Yellowstone's "natural curiosities"
were ossified into America's first pre-
serve.

It must have haunted the hell out of
Brigham Young, who, sick and halluci-
nating, could not have known all that
water in the Great Salt Lake was salt.
Look what that wrought. It haunted D.H.

Yet we tell our stories endlessly,
we self-annointed, tiresome ed-
ucators of the "general public."

Out West we chase culture a whole lot
harder than it chases us.

Telluride, Colo., July 1986. I sit un-
der a giant tent erected in the city park at
an uncomfortable distance from the uri-
nals. I am on a panel with nine others,
and we and the assembled conferees -
those left over after the International
People have talked for three days -
have just finished hearing a rousing list
read to us by Edward Abbey, the only
man in the West who can hotd my inter-
est with a list.

Our panel represents the Regional
People who have the unseemly job of
making the conference theme, "Rein-
venting Politics," trickle down to the
grass roots, the home front, in the wake
left by, for instance, Jane Fonda's hus-
band. No one made us do this. We are
there with our egos on our sleeves.

I spent part of the day before
writhing in my seat while several speak-
ers whipped the crowd into a thoughtful
frenzy about just what kind of economy
would be good for the West Slope. No
one had bothered mentioning that the
econom y that permitted our "being there
in the first place, in safety and ease, with
all the elegant feasting and sky-prayer
we could tear, had been pretty fair and
still was, and perhaps the people who
built it should gain even a grain of our
recognition. Most had given it their
lives.

The tent stands within viewing dis-
tance of Telluride's mine-mill tailings

Windbags have always floated
over the giant terrains of
the West, huffing and puffing

about the future of civilization. Their
moorings are always tied down in San
Francisco or New York or, usually,
Washington. We still don't know quite
where the West begins; it ends before
any coast. 'That should not justify our
isolation, but should instead invigorate
us to end it. We can take at least small
comfort in the fact that if we don't know
exactly where we are yet, the windhags
know even less.

Out schemes continue to remain
small, and for that we are blessed. But
our dreams must be great, greater than
before. They cannot be only the dreams
of those who come to live well by leav-
ing it all alone. The trick now, the trick
of the future, is to learn to drearn togeth-
er, here in the backslack in this failing
empire of water. Here with, and not
against, the ones who have already given
their lives. When the dudes call again,
\'11 look ' em harder in the eyes. If
they're wearing Vuarnets, \'Il ask if they
won't take them off.

Ilike to tell the story and have,
over and over in my head. It's
been years since I told it out

loud, though, and I've never written it
down until now. I like the loopy sense of
perspective it brings, the tiny but deli-
cious twinge of power it implies - real
power, like that from the Old West, the
power of knowledge, the power of men
doing over men just dreaming,

The historian K. Ross Toole liked
such stories, too. He tells one something
like it at the beginning of The Rape of
the Great Plains. You remember it, even
if you haven't read that book. A well-
dressed stranger shows up at a rancher's
place one day. The stranger has a big
idea about what to build next, what will
save this little podunk economy out in
the howling prairie. Grass just doesn't
get people excited. It's industry, our sav-
ior, the stranger represents. He wants the
rancher to sell.

He and the rancher talk awhile; then
the rancher asks the fellow to judge the
distance of yonder mountain. The fellow
guesses 10 miles. The rancher smiles.

o
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Class picture oftbe "Building an effective organization"course
beld in GrandJunction. Writer Sam Bingbam is atfar left in the

second row, Don Green is at the rigbt end of tbe mtddk row, and
Betty Green is tbird from rigbt in tbefront row

Love and trust on the range
It is generally believed that water, sunlight, fer-

tilizer and soil make grass and cows grow on the
West's ranches. But writer Sam Bingham discou-
ered that trust and love among those who operate
a ranch are just as important. '
____ ',by Sam Binghamr:a ranch owner far away in

East Coast urbanity, to an in- ,
. vestment counselor, to a

Wyoming state senator and his wife, to a
government field agent, to an ex -rodeo
cowboy and to me, an environmentalist,
the original issue was grass.

In Colorado, as in most Western
states, grass translates directly into
healthy land, abundant wildlife and prof-
it. But just as in the hungry parts of
Africa. an ever-increasing amount of
,ours is giving way to bare ground and
scrub for reasons, we all thought, that
had to do mainly with physical factors.

Yet here we sat in a windowless mo-
tel conference room, tears of emotion
streaming down our faces, learning that
grass thrives more on love, trust and
. family harmony than on any combina-
tion of climate, geography and science.

lf the husband-wife team leading
our discussion could make their point, it
would constitute the most concrete proof
ever that despite our technical skill, the
salvation Of the world, not to mention
our personal success, might go begging
unless we 311 became bener people,

For the last three years, Don and
Betty Green, Canadian consultants asso-
ciated with the nonprofit Center for
Holistic Resource Management, have
travelled a good bit of western North
America carrying this message to people
concerned about what people do to land.

Asthey see it: the management of
vital, natural things, whether farms,
forests or wilderness land, cannot suc-
ceed without sensitivity, cooperation,
playful creativity and unalloyed humani-
(y. These qualities, they say, distinguish
the complex natural world from the sim-
plicity of the machine,

If our human stewardship fails to
recognize this, a good part of the earth
might become desert because rigid habits
and sour relationships make us incapable
of responding to anything as subtle as
the ecosystem.

The Greens call their course "Build-
ing the Effective Organization," and the
group that gathered this spring in Grand
Junction, Colo" for five days of inten-
sive soul-searching reflected the diverse
cast of characters in the environmental
drama,

Laurence "Rummy" Goodyear, a
private investment manager, represented
an absentee Eastern client whose
165,000-acre Colorado ranch must com-
pete against alternative investments in
the national economy. Miles and Connie
Keogh, having found little future on their
own families', land, 'managed that ranch
for Goodyear's client, and its success
would affirm their independence and
skill.

Not long ago, Mike and Jean He31y
moved from the city back to Wyoming
and still sought a niche in the caule busi-
ness built by Mike's dad, -

Mike Gutterson, head of a ranching
family near Greeley, had a vision of dy-
'namic collaboration with his three sons.

Charles Boyer, a range conserva-
tionist from the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, had a hat full of new ideas he
wanted to sell to a skeptical bureaucracy
and a doubting public,

And there were others, couples,
spouses; agents, wildlife promoters, even
an art teacher from Seattle, looking for a
better way to contribute to the beauty of
the world. Each was seized variously by
duty, idealism or circumstance, and each
felt a bit inadequate, at least as a promot-
er of grass,

Don Green put our problems in the '

context of American industrial failures,
"Our next car will be Japanese," be said,
"not because Americans don't know how
to build good cars, but because the atti-
tudes and beliefs of management in this
country continue to make low quality in-
evitable, despite everything we have
learned about human psychology in the
last 30 Yl'ars.'\, .

Such modern-management gurus as
Peter Drucker have pointed out how cor-
porate cultures based on dogma, hierar-
chy and fear cannot compete where prof-
its depend on putting ideas and action to-
gether quickly. But those rigid attitudes,
it would seem, might still work better
selling Buicks in Nagasaki than in the
unforgiving economy of nature.

Greencited a long litany of cases:
manufacturers that lost their
best minds to the competition,

newspapers that drove away their circu-
lation, schools that cultivated mediocrity
like mushrooms, and farmers who de-
stroyed land and fortune through stub-
bornness and greed. Then he turned on a
video in which Tom Peters, best-selling
author of In Search of Excellence, made
the same point from positive examples,

We 'heard about about steel compa-
nies where thousands of employees
.break production and quality records
without any job descriptions, work rules,
inspectors or janitors; about big-time
CEOs who answer their own phones;
and visionaries who turned fruit stands
into million-dollar businesses.

"So, too, on the family farm or
ranch," said Don Green. "What happens
is usually what people expect to happen,
The potential for creativity and action in
a family is far beyond what any other or-
ganization can hope for, because no mat-
ter what strife exists on the surface, fam-
ily members want to connect. In decades
of counselling, I've never failed to find
that. But how often do we let negative '
beliefs mask that strength?"

He and Betty then set out to make us
a family, promising to demonstrate right
there how to give trust, candor and posi-
tive attitudes the upper hand. The two of
them, he admitted, had personally found

. this a difficult task. 'Though' highly sue-
J

cessful as a foolball player, social work-
er, therapist, college dean and advisor to
cabinet ministers, he had also drunk his
way through three previous marriages
and reached the brink of suicide.

Betty had already had one alcoholic
husband, andnow, as a serious student of
the disease, she felt that if she and Don
could establish a vital collaboration, any-
one couldr

The tools they used were many and
varied, drawn mostly from'work of mod-
em prophets of management psycholo-
gy: Peters, Jay Hall, Warren Bennis and
others. The common advice, however,
was to dream and listen, no more than
that.

The best leaders, we learned, do a
lot of both. They believe in people. They
listen. And if they dream so intensely
that others catch fire, they also pay atten-
tion to the dreams of others and open
doors for them, They preserve a childlike
openness to everything.

"It isn't often that you get to say
what you really want to become," said
Connie Keogh. She and Miles had once
had a vision of life unrolling seamlessly
in the Montana ranch country of their
birth, but it didn't. Mining booms, land
development,' drought and falling prices
heat on them like surf, and, bound by the
hallowed practices of the' family ranch,
they could not become what they had to
become,

"Not long after we left, we went'
back to visit," she recalls, "and I realized
that this place we loved had no room for
us and was lost to us forever." She let us
in on how hard it was to leave Montana
and make a full life at the far end of a
bumpy road an hour-and-a-half from
Grand Junction, but how the dream of
making both land and life fruitful had
not waned,

"Positive thinking isn't enough,"
said Don Green, "When you allow some-
one to express an 'Idea in person without
fear, it heals and energizes them terrifi-
cally. "

He carried the idea a step further in
another exercise, We took turns sitting in
an easy chair listening to others brain-
storm ideas for satisfying our goals. It
becarne instantly clear what brilliance,
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creativity and commitment we com-
manded as a family, regardless of back-
ground.

All the homilies we.had heard about
captains of industry who found the key
to fortune by personally roaming the
shop floor with ears cocked made sense.
Others, even strangers, had some damn
good ideas.

"To think of the time and energy we
waste in our operation over little things,"
mused rancher Mike Gutterson over
lunch. "Things like what kind of pickup
the boys get to drive, when the success
of our ranch depends on a wholly differ-
ent kind of communication."

"It's true," said Miles Keogh, "The
issue isn't whether the best policy is to
move your cattle today or tomorrow or
to winter them in the canyon or by the
river or whether you should herd a thou-
sand steers in a bunch or in smaller
groups. What matters is to not feel
afraid to think things through creatively,
and to see mistakes as lessons, not em-
barrassments.

"If you trust your' people and your
people trust you, you can either make it
work or learn something. Otherwise the
doubt paralyzes you. You don't get bet-
ter, and you end up defending decisions
long after you know they're wrong."

Despitethese revelations, howev-
er, the real world still lurked be-
yond the classroom. One day

the stock market fell 10I points, and the
next morning Rummy, the investment
advisor, confided how isolated he some-
times felt trying to wield capital in a re-
sponsible way.

Though basedin Washington, he
had taken time from the paper side of the
investment business to join the Keoghs
and other ranch employees at the grass-
roots aspect of it. He explained that his
client wanted an environmental return
and had the wealth to forego some of the
cash equivalent, if necessary, but that
was the luck of the draw.

A ranch owner, even 2,000 miles
away, could choose to collaborate with
local managers, to override them and or-
der exploitive policies, or to switch the
whole investment into stock futures.

"1 try:' he said, "to find investments
that derive their value from commitment
to a product and fair and open treatment
of people, and maybe the nervousness on
Wall Street will prove me wise. Never-
theless, a lot of people are making an ob-
scene amount of money doing just the
opposite."

He carried on long about junk-bond
tycoons, takeover sharks and respectable
banks that lend millions against shifting
dunes of paper. Would he find reason
here to trust Miles and Connie to manage
so nimbly that the good earth of the
ranch could outlast such chthonian gods .
simply by growing grass? Could his and
their vision of wealth derived from lov-
ing stewardship really compete in a
world driven by crass values?

We had learned a lot of techniques
about positive reinforcement, the quali-
ties of enlightened leadership, building
job satisfaction, planning for excellence
and forging collaboration between man-
agement and labor. We had also become
fast and trusting friends, sure that as a
team we could work magic. But would
all that survive in the advancing desert
outside?

On the last njg!JI by ,,!ay of answer-
ing that question, the Greens announced
an activity they called "sculpting" in
which we would reproduce our condition
using real people as clay. In preparation
for that, they demonstrated body lan-
guage symbolic of various responses to
assaults on self-esteem, the most com-
mon kind of violence between people.

We could recognize the "pleaser,"
the "blamer," the "super rational" and
the "irrelevant," who simply changes the
subject and dithers on. And, of course,
we heard about the "congruent" individ-
ual who stood in relaxed balance above
all such pathology.

As a demonstration, one of the
ranchers volunteered to sculpt the family
and staff of the ancestral homestead, in-
cluding his own parents, the foreman of
nearly 30 years, the other hands and all
their families.

According to the rules, they had to
do this in silence. As 'Don Green put it,
too often words get in the way. One per-
son talks. Another hits back at a superfi-
Cial point, and the fundamental gets lost.

Slowly at first and grinning a
bit self-consciously, the man
began to select people to repre-

sent his parents and the others, placing
them in various poses at jarring angles to
each other. As he did so, his face, all our
faces, began to express rising tension.

"And where," asked 'Don Green fi-
nally, "would you put yourself and your
wife?"

That was not at all clear, and when
they did put actors in their positions, it
did not resolve the scene. They stood
apart, the wife looking restlessly around
the group, the man bent in the pleaser's
imbalance toward his dad, who faced the
other way pointing the blaming finger at
his staff.

Some people around the room, and.
many of the actors, began to sniff, and
the line between reality and play evapo-
rated. A desert of emotion invaded the
pit of my own stomach. The scene
looked that barren.

But it was not.
After the silence had soaked in a

while, Don asked if anyone who felt
strongly about the scene would volunteer
to rearrange if: BEM agent CharlesBoy-
er stepped forward. FrorrrtheIook on
his face and the tears in his eyes, he was
clearly too wrought up to speak, 'even if
the rules had allowed it.

'Deliberately at first, then in the rush
of a person bent on putting out a fire, he
began to move the frozen figures, join
hands, lower the accusing finger, and
bring people face to face.

Later he would say he had recalled
how long it took his own wife, an urbane
and educated woman, to win a true place
in his weatherbeaten ranch family.
.' But Boyer hardly had a chance to

act before the figures began to move
themselves, spontaneously embracing
and drawing together like iron filings un-
der the force of some magnet, and the
whole room heaved a sigh as if a shadow
had passed away from the sun. Some
wept openly.

"You see," said 'Don Green, break-
ing the spell. "All that desire to reach out
and make contact is present in every
family. No matter how hidden it may
seem, it is always there. Sometimes it
only takes one congruent person to re-
lease it. Sometimes it is a child or a
teenager, but it could be you."

Going away into the night, we
_knew how a family that could
go through that could and

would do what they had to to make the
land prosper. They could see and hark to
its needs quickly and wisely, and it
would return abundance. .

It did seem possible to grow grass
" on trust and harmony. It only remained

to take the idea back home, back to
Wyoming, to 'Denver, to Wall Street, to
wherever.

o
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Reflections: One hand clapping
_ ~ ~ ~ r

r, ~.

Wo·e io them that join house to
house, that lay field to field 'until no
place remains, that ihey may alone pos-
sess in the midst of earth ....

Therefore my people are gone into
captivity, because they have no knowl-
edge, and their honorable men are fam-
ishedand their multitude dried up with
thirst.

Isaiah 5: 8, 13

___ -"'by C. L. Rawlins

Ilearned the lay of the ranch by
mending its fences. Most years,
two or more people did the

spring fencing, but after an open winter I
was able to get an early start and ended
by doing it alone.

The 5,000-acre ranch was marked
. off by fences into 22 pastures. Some
were bottom lands with meadows of
native grass while others were mostly
dry bench or glacier -deposited hills with
a prickle of short grass and sage on their
bony flanks.' ,

Portions of the ranch were places:
the Finn Place, Spike's Place, Mabel's.
Others had names which also suggested
they had not always been part of a single
ranch. There was the Johnson Meadow,
the Thousand Acres', the Homestead. At
the Finn Place, which had belonged to
Finnish settlers, there was a small house
with decrepit outbuildings, one of which
had been a school. Hay hands now
stayed there through the summer.' Other
ex-homesteads kept only a roofless log
house as evidence of a fanner indepen-
dence.

One family owned the ranch, though
they often said it was owned by their
creditors. There was a foreman who had
a house and a deep attachment to the

place. A local joke claimed that if she
ever got fired, she'd sneak back and hide
'in the willows, just to check up on the
cows. There were two of us ... I couldn't
call us cowboys. Hands is the local term.
(If you' ever want to hear the sound of
one hand clapping, go to a small town
, rodeo.) Two -hands and a cookwhose
middle name was Rose, .

Fencing is a good job for reflection,
Unlike cows, fences run neither at you
nor away. Stretching wire on what was
Spike's place, I'd wonder how it had felt
to be Spike, to elaim the ground, fence it,
to hoe a scraggly, frostbitten garden,
unlead new-sawn planks for a floor, to
watch red cows graze in the wet meadow
along the creek. I'd wonder how it felt to
go broke, or getsick, or give up, or sell
out. One of those must have happened, i~
not all.

As' a hand, I was free from worry
about whether I'd eat that nightaad free
from having to pay bills except for new
pants or saddle or chaps. If I broke the
fencing truck, which' already 'looked
bombed and strafed, I'd have to fIX it or
walk home, but' not pay for it. The job
conferred much the same freedom as
childhood.

As a person, I was free to take
orders or argue, work or get fired. My
stake in the place began when I hired on
and ended, except as sentiment, when I
left.

I carried memories and the mud
caked on my boots. I left worn-out jeans
for the patch bag and it-little dried blood
on the barbs. I wasn't a homesteader or a
householder. in the larger scheme of
things, I didn't count for much. I was a
hand, not even a whole body.
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Open pit mine at Qimax in Colorado

Cutting the apronstrings .
,

In an uncalculated, belter-seelter way, the West
is working hard to seuer its ties to the federal gov-
ernment. The reductions in regulations and subsi-
dies, coupled with declines in the energy and min-
erals industries, have thrown what was until
recently an extremely dependent region back on
its own resources.

.-

_____ by Ed Marston

It is hard to imagine a region
less ready for the 21st century.
The global economy appears to

have permanently lost its appetite for
commodities, throwing the West's tradi-
tional extractive industries into deep de-
cline.

The other part of the West's
economy - the federal presence - is
also weakening. Nationally, the treasury
is squeezed by huge debt and deficits.
Dams, subsidized energy projects and ru-
ral development programs. are all under
close scrutiny. No longer does the West
automatically receive a share of an ever-
larger pork barrel.

The separation from the federal gov-
ernment is accelerated by the region's
own attitudes. Over the past two
decades, the West has elected an increas-
ingly conservative bloc of United States
senators. This trend -the replacing of a
Frank Church of Idaho by a James Mc-
Clure or Steve Symms, for example - is
driven by several forces.

Those on welfare always resent the

red tape and social workers that come
with the dole. The West's cheap or free
access to public land, federally subsi-
dized water, and cheap electricity in the
Northwest have created a backlash with-
in the region.

This "get out and just send money"
attitude has been part of the place since
earliest days. The new element is the po-
litical importance of social conservatism.
Anti-gun control, anti-abortion, a dis-
taste for or lack of understanding of mi-
norities, and general alienation from ur-
ban America means the Democratic Par-
ty is increasingly alien to the rural West.

The very accent of a Teddy
Kennedy grates on Western-ears, As mi-
norities, gays and other groups become
more prominent on the national stage,
the very homogeneous, very white West
feels more distant from that stage.

Gubernatorial campaigns. in the
West are relatively non-ideological.
There is a job to be done, and voters
have a sense of who can best do that job.
The result is that Democrats, with their
belief.in government, occupy a large
number of statehouses. But in elections

for president, senators and congressmen,
ideological issues are more often the de-
ciding factor.

Candidates can't be elected senator
from Utah or Idaho without strong
stands against abortion. They can't be
elected in most Western states without
being pro-gun. It is also helpful every-
where in the West to be against unions,
since organizing to increase wages of-

fends Westerners' idea of rugged indi-
vidualism.

Conservative Democrats are still
elected from the West. In states with a
large urban population - which mainly
means Colorado - you can even (bare-
ly) elect a liberal like Tim Wirth. But
conservative Republicans in the West
don't have to swim against the tide. They
don't have to set themselves off from

Reflections: Dream on the rocks

Inthe seuling and unsettling of
the West there has not been a
single American dream, but

several fantasies moving along different
tracks. When my Mormon ancestors fled
bullets and cholera to straggle into the
Great Basin and squat on lands claimed
by the Ute and Shoshone, their dream
had a lot to do with getting away from an
intolerable situation back in the States.

It was a collective dream and
spawned collective effort, even a Mor-
mon form of socialism known as the
United Order, which could have been
cited by Marx had he known of it. Their
exodus for reasons of conscience had
economic consequences: They had to
learn to"make a living irr the arid lands,
which they did through irrigationand a
cooperative ethic.

The earl y years were thin and des-
perate. If the Gold Rush of 1849 had not
brought to their settlement in the Salt
Lake Valley a market for eggs, beef,
smithing and fresh stock, they might

have dispersed to California or Oregon,
as many wished to do, and as the Ute
and Shoshone probably still wish today
that they had done.

Even though Brigham Young and
other leaders were often the chief benefi-
ciaries of Mormon enterprise, the effort
atsettlement had a humane aim, which
was to provide a decent living to the
community as a whole. Their system of
tithe and storage, with distribution at
least partly corresponding to need, had
biblical precedent. It was also the way in
which the Pueblos of the arid lands to
the south had managed to sustain com-
plex societies in tough and varying con-
ditions. .

The guiding spirit was of religious
• f' f,-

separatism, self-sufficiency and humane
enterprise. That it has degenerated into a
mercantile theocracy is lamentable.
Another dream on the rocks.

- CL. Rawlins
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their party. They find the West easier be-
cause they are free of the Democrats'
pro-union, multihued, big-city image.

So the West's senatorial bloc over
the past two decades has come to be
dominated by socially and economically
conservative Republicans, even though
the economic self interest of the region
would predict another outcome.

Thcse Republican senators are
not free agents. In the 1980s,
they have of necessity been part

of the Reagan team, and participated in
the efforts to dismantle programs and
regulatory structures the West tradition-
ally depended on.

They have, of course, some wriggle
room. Conservative. Western senators
continue to unanimously support a large
military presence in the West and the
building of dams, despite their opposi-
tion to a federal presence and subsidies.

But other aspects of the West's de-
pendence on the federal government are
expendable. The bloc no longer automat-
ically supports universal telephone ser-
vice; subsidized or regulated air, bus and
train transportation; regulated trucking;
subsidized rural housing and other social
programs; and rural electrification. The
on-the-ground results of the shrinking of
certain governmental functions are. de-
scribed in Pat Ford's article, "Balka-
nized, atomized Idaho."

With some exceptions, then, the
West's major political force is helping to
dismantle programs and ideologies that
support the West and keep it connected
to the rest of America.

There is larger significance to this
severing of national links. Those ties
were once part ofa larger program. Wa·
ter, energy, mineral and rural develop-
ment were tools to transform the West
from a wild region to a rural region to an
urbanized region.

There was no master plan, but there
was a shared sense of direction, symbol-
ized initially by construction of Hoover
Dam, conceived by the conservative
Hoover administration and executed by
the activist Roosevelt admirtistration and
its Interior secretary, Harold Ickes.

Now that sense of direction is gone,
killed by changing times and the difficul-
ty in the Reagan era of combining social
conservatism with liberal governmental
policies. The absence of regional direc-
tionis most easily seen in the West's
senatorial bloc.

For want of a broad program, that
group has been reduced to bonepicking.
Its economic development energies serve
the surviving beneficiaries of cheap or
free access to public land; oil and gas ex-
ploration firms, logging companies, pub-
lic land ranchers, and water project
builders and recipients.

It is easy to blame the senators for
bonepicking and lack of a regional agen-
da. But given grass-roots insistence on
social conservatism, it is not clear that
they have much choice.

Wherever responsibility lies,
the West approaches the mil-
lenium cut off from many na-

tional resources, and without the institu-
tions - good education, competent me-
dia, citizen reformers - developed re-
gions take for granted.

The West will have lots of time to
demonstrate whether its antipathy to-
ward the federal govenment, toward reg-
ulation and towa~{.iio:in;lot America
will do it harm or good. Meanwhile, it
has been thrown back - it has thrown
itself back - on its resources.

What are those resources? Land-
scape, clear air, and, for those willing
and able to conform, wonderful commu-
nities and a relaxed way of life.

But there are also vast expanses of
ravaged land: overgrazed, overroaded,
polluted by radioactive tailings, littered
with official and unofficial Superfund
sites. Wildlife refuges are often toxic
sinks, some irrigated land produces more
salt than food, and hundreds of rcscr-
voirs are either silting up or unsafe.

To the original handicaps of the 19th
century - aridity, harsh climate, diffi-
cult transportation - are added the bitter
fruits of 100 years of development.
Where, a century ago, all seemed possi-
ble, now all seems impossible.
If there is a blessing here, it lies in

the narrowing of th~ rural West's choic-
es. Its first, and easiest, option is liquida-
tion. Prices of land and water have
dropped to where people from the na-
tion's real economies fly or drive into the
region every day to pick up, for spare
change. a retirement or summer home, or
ranch, or even a small reservoir.

There is a more subtle form of liqui-
. dation. The demise of so many rural
economies has opened the way for non-
rural economies: tourism, retirement and
other forms of "lifestyle," and electronic
cottages, in which small towns serve as
bedroom communities for workers
whose work base is elsewhere. These ac-
tivities are in the ;~ral West by choice,
rather than because the region has re-
sources or locations they must have.

Many of those who are in the West
by choice came for landscape, air and
recreation, but stayed because of small,
livable communities. Those communities
now being resettled were established and
shaped by people who worked the land,
or who provided services to those who
worked the land.
Thoserural activities are in retreat."

or have been routed. Inevitably, .their,
loss will mean transformation of the
towns they established. A town may be
in the Rockies, but if it is dominated by
computer program writers and tourist in-
dustry workers, its..characterwill bj: ur-
ban, not rural. .

A mix of newcomers and rural peo-
ple can be healthy, injecting a place with
hybrid vigor. But that mixing requires
the survival of rural ways of life.

so the question is: Can the West
develop new. rural activities to

. sustain traditional commurunes.
Will there be, after the present transition,
communities strong enough to resist ur-.
banization? Will there be rural towns
strong enough to force migrating urban-

. ites to adapt to the community. rather
than vice versa?

What tough, demanding land and re-
source-based jobs are there that need do-
ing?

One answer, perhaps the only an-
swer, is reclamation: deroading forests,
dealing with ubiquitous mining wastes,
recovering overgrazed land, repairing or
dismantling dams, pushing out weeds,
restoring damaged streams, detoxifying
wildlife refuges, and reintroducing
wildlife habitat and wildlife.

A regional commitment to restora-
tion would do much for thc West as a
place; it would do even more for West-
erners. Although restoration is rural, it is
not a rural activity that fits today's West.
Rather, restoration is "rural" in the sense
of the Amish, or of Wendell Berry.

The massive work of regional
restoration can not be done with the pre-
sem.Western mindset or skills. Commit-
ment to this task will require commit-
ment to change from the bottom up.
It is common to meet every sugges-

tion with the same question: How will it
be paid for? How can a region unable to
build a stable.life when it was highgrad-
ing mineral deposits and old-growth

forests repair' damage caused by extrac-
tion of a century's worth of wcalth?

The question is backward. The real
question is: How can the West not afford
restoration? How can Butte not deal with
the flooding Berkeley Pit? How can
Leadville and the downstream towns not
clean up the Arkansas River?

How can Missoula and Flagstaff not
clean up their winter-time air? How can
communities like Dubois, Wyo .. sur-
rounded by over-roaded, over-cut nation-
al forests, not meet their moral obliga-
tion torcpair land their mills despoiled?

today of caring for the waste; the rural -
West is least capable of it. .

However, it is conceivable that the
West, through efforts to deal with its tox-
ified and ravaged areas, will develop the
society, the skills and the mentality to
handle nuclear waste. It would, after all,
be a very Western activity - dangerous.

After Bulle has cleaned up the
Berkeley Pit, after the BLM and the
ranchers have brought the weeds under
control, after the West has built a strong
educational system and developed a ca-
pable, region-wide media, there is no
reason to think it couldn't take on a dan-
gerous, necessary national task.

So there is more than one way to
pay for the restoration of the West, and
those various ways will be discovered
once the decision is made to get on with
the job. If the restoration decision is
made, the rural West will clean itself up
over the next century.
If the decision is not made, the West

will continue its ecological and social
decline. Those declines will continue to-
gether because they are linked. Un-

. 'fiealihy land reflects unhealthy human
communities.

Timing is everything, and today is
uniquely right to undertake restoration.
"Because of the bust, the West has lost
those who came here for a. conventional-
ly comfortable American life. The bust
has left behind a disproportionate num-
ber of believers in its landscape, air and
wildlife, whatever other beliefs tend to
divide them. The West also has time on
its hands, for the old dreams of instant
wealth arc dead.

To paraphrase Rabbi' Hillel; If not
now, never!

Once the West decides that the
land, streams and, where neccs-
sary, the air must be reclaimed,

ways to do it will be found. In places, ,
and quietly, that process is underway, As
a first step, a large number of communi-
ties have turned to long-neglected, long-
abused riverfronts.

For the most part, this work goes
forward under the' cloak of econom ic de-
velopment. But it can also be seen as an
instinctive urge,. now that the 1970s' ,
gold Tush is past, to begin repairing the
land. The-rural West has time on its
hands, and some places are putting that
time to good use.

Restoration and reelamation also
, . provide a way for the Wesno emerge as

a full partner to other regions of the na:-
tion. For example, the U.S. Congress, led '
by Sen. 1. BennettJohnston o( ..Lou'
isiana, is in the process of shoving. a nu-
clear waste dump down the throat .of
Nevada.

There is 'some justice in-this shoving
_ the West produced and profited from
uranium, but- the present formula will
prove a disaster. Nuclear energy requires
a long-term, careful, humble approach. -
No part of the United States is capable o

1903 buffalo bunt in South Dakota

Reflections: The West's empires
dispossession of longtime inhabitants in
favor of mineral claims, they depended
not upon collective human effort as
much as on massive infusion of capital
from distant sources, and the yield -
money and mineral - was taken else-
where,

While accounts of half-starved min-
ers lucking into fortunes are still fondly
recalled, most profit went to distant
stockholders and investors who had no
intention of ever wielding a shovel
except at groundbreaking photos.

As Helena Huntington Smith
observes in her history of the Johnson,
Wyo., County War, "The ,glorious:equali-
ty of man and man under the western
skies was not exactly a myth, but it was
circumscribed by the same harsh realities
which prevailed in the country as a
whole:"

Two domains were established in
the latter half of the 19th centu-
ry; the cattle empire and the

mining empire. The early movement of
cattle into the West depended on the dec-
imation of Indian nations and eradication
of the bison. Both were accomplished by
government - cavalry and Indian agents
and the private sector, buffalo skinners,
land sharks and ad hoc militia - acting
in concert. Most of the land was not
thought to be worth much except as pas-
ture for cattle that belonged mostly to
large investors, often English and Scots.

The forty-niners, the first wave of
invaders in the founding of the miriing
empire, beat a broad trail clear across the
interior to reach the Mother Lode. A
broad trail was more than had been there
before.

Successive rushes had certain fac-
tors in common; They resulted in the - C. L.. Rawlins
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Building theMasau Trail
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A coalition ofarcbaeologists.. Park Seruice offi-
cials and a jar seeing u.s. senator have focused on
New Mexico's rich heritage as.a way to preserve
the past-and attract visitors. Time is short: Deuel-
9pment and looting cquld obscure th~past forever.

____ ·-'>by Betsy Marston

Many conservationists and archaeol-
ogists rejoiced in New Mexico last
month after President Reagan signed an
appropriations bill that includes several
million dollars to enhance the state's her-
itage.

New Mexico and other Southwest-
ern states are in a race with time as the
remains of ancient Indian civilizations
are eliminated or threatened by looting,
encroaching suburban sprawl, off-road
vehicles or neglect.

But some people had a vision of
what the southwestern part of New Mex-
ico could become. They saw cultural and
interpretive centers that would draw
tourists to the whole range of Native
American history. Instead Of a scattering
.of sites which bore little relationship to
each other they envisioned a coherent
approach.

The National Park Service and For-
. est Service took active roles in promot-
ing expansion of park facilities in the
less well traveled pan of the state. And
thanks to federal money available Oct. I,
that cooperative effort will be called the
Masau Trail, named for the Indian god
Masau who welcomed Indian people to
earth from the underworld. According to
legend, Masau's footprints were as long
as a man's arm.

The Masau Trail will link Indian
settlements through signs on major high-
ways. Giant footprint signs will mark
Pecos National Monument, Aztec Ruins,
Gila Cliff Dwellings, EI Morro, EI MaI-
pais, the nation's newest national monu-
ment, and other Park Service centers, in-
cluding Canyon de Chelly in Arizona ..

Sen. Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M., spon-
sor of the Masau Trail bill, said the many

projects just funded will begin to protect
the natural, cultural and historic heritage
ofthe state.

Bingaman, who was born in Silver
City, N.M., in the southwestern half of
the state, has introduced a half-dozen
bills that focus on everything from pre-
serving Spanish colonial history to link-
ing 19th-century forts in a "Boots and
Saddles" tour. In the remote rural areas
of New Mexico, Bingaman says he sees
its economic future tied in large part to
its past.

Another arden t supporter of the
, Masau Trail concept is Andrew Gulli-
ford, director of the Western New Mexi-
co University Museum at Silver City.

The museum is in the heart of pre-
historic Mimbres culture, which pro-
duced exquisite pottery that has been
dug up and then dispersed to museums
and private collectors around the world.
The appropriations bill just passed in-
cludes paying $150,000 for a Park Ser-
vice study - just completed - that rec-
ommends a national museum in the Sil-
ver City area.

Gulliford says it is unfortunate that
there is now no center for Mimbres study
in the valley where the ceramics were
produced. Although the museum he di-
rects displays 80 of its300 Mimbres
pieces, it .hasn't the funds to adequately
study and research a culture that left
beautiful pots but very little else telling
us aboutits people. i

Gulliford adds, "While everyone is
now paying attention to Southwestern ar-
tifacts, they are not necessarily paying
attention to the laws." Looting is a major
threat, he points out, as Mimbres pots
can command up to $30,000.

Park Service Director William Penn

Molt Jr. has the fmal say on what kind of
museum Silver City gets, which agencies
share in its administration, and when a
center is built.

But for Sen. Bingaman, Gulliford
and members of the county archaeologi-
cal society, what's keyis that the area

that produced remarkable cultures- such
as the Mimbres will soon celebrate and
house the best work it produced.

For a look at Mimbres pottery see
the centerspread on pages 16-17.,
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Suburban Moab, Utab, and tbe La Sal Mountains
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Whither the Colorado Plateau?
Until the early'1980s, southern Utah was a bat-

tleground between extraction and preservation.
Now, Ray Wheeler writes in the conclusion of his
four-part series, the struggle is between industrial
tourism, typified by Lake Powell and its several mil-
lion annual visitors, and the more modest borne-
grown tourism centered on the region's beauty and
its small communities.

__ --,_.Phy Ray Wheeler

What kind of a place might
southern Utah be if it were
not run by a handful of pow-

erful businessmen?
What kind of an economy might be

possible if outsiders were welcomed
rather than scorned? What kind of future
might be possible if the political leaders
of Moab, Monticello, Escalante and
Kanab would recognize and accept that
the surrounding public lands are a scenic
resource of international significance,
that the silence and wonder that they
hold is not merely a powerful economic
asset but something more valuable still
- something worth preserving and pro-
tecting forever whether or not it can tum
a profit every day of the year?

Here' and there throughout southern
Utah, I discovered the answer to that
question poking up out of the ground
like the first green shoots of spring.

Ever since 1979, Sagebrush Rebels
have been preaching a kind of doomsday
gospel - a fire and brimstone prophecy
that the residents of Moab would be
doomed without a mining economy to .
bring in the bread. But when the dooms-
day cry went out, someone forgot to tell
Robin and Bill Groff.

During the 1970s, the Groff brothers
were miners. Bill worked as an under-
ground miner and a helicopter pilot for
exploration companies; Robin was a
mining engineer. By 1980, both brothers
were making $20,000 to $30,000 per,
year. Then with the bust, they were out
of work.

"We'd been here for a long time,"
recalls Bill, "and instead of uprooting

and moving somewhere else, I somehow
talked Robin and my father into opening
a bike shop."

InJuly 1983, the Groffs opened
Rim Cyclery with a capital
investment of $4,500. Today it

is a booming success. "They're not mak-
ing millions of dollars," says Moab resi-
dent Craig Bigler, "but on the Moab
scale, they're doing well."

Like so many southern Utah busi-
nesses, the bike shop is rooted in the
magic and beauty of the land. In recent
years, the country around Moab' has bc-:
come a mecca for mountain-biking, and
the nearby Slickrock Bike Trail, original-
ly designed as a motorcycle play area,
now draws 10,000 mountain bikers a
year.

But the success of Rim Cyclery is
also attributable to the skill and energy
of the Groffs. There. is, says Craig
Bigler, a "symbiotic relationship" be-
tween the family and their customers.
''These guys are miners. Bill is - a red-
neck. And that, perhaps, makes it easier
for him to get along with bikers who are
yuppies or would-be yuppies or some-
thing. Somehow they just really click.

"If a couple. of hotshot bike shop
owners had come down here and .opened
one up, it probably would have failed. It
had to be indigenous - yet somehow
there had to be an openness to these kind
of people coming in that hardly any of
the leftovers from the mining industry
could possibly achieve."

After visiting the shop several times
in the spring of 1987, I noticed that a
great many Moab 'residents and visiting
bikers came there simply to hang out.

There is a special energy in the place, the
very same kind of energy, in fact, that I
felt radiating from Alfred Frost, the pinto
bean farmer who began backpacking at
age 60. If there were just one word for it,
the word would be joy.

I asked Robin Groff whether he
would go back to mining if the uranium
market revived.
~ "No. Probably ,nol" he replied. "I

enjoy what I do down here. You make all
the decisions here -=- right or wrong. I
enjoy that a lot more than mid-level
management. The thing about a small
business is you do everything from emp-
ty out the garbage cans in the morning to
filling out your financial reports in the
afternoon. And everything in between -
work on the floor, fix the bikes, and if a
tool breaks, fix the tool. Make the coffee
- everything. I like that."

Ninety percent of Rim Cyclery's
business is from out of town, yet the
Groffs have an extraordinary sensitivity
to the needs of their customers.
"If they're happy, they come back,"

says Robin. "And we try real hard to
make everybody happy. When people,

Robin and BiU Groff

bring in a broken bike off the street, we
try to get it up on the stand right away to
fix it for them. Most people are down
here having a vacation, and they've driv-
en five or six hours to ride in this area."

That attitude is repaid by a con-
sumer loyalty that can only be described
as fierce. "We have people from Vail that
bring their bikes down here to be ser-
viced," Robin told me. "People just keep
coming back. We're actually competing
with Denver, Phoenix and Salt Lake bike
shops."

After the shop was destroyed in a
fire, the Groffs received calls and letters
of support from bikers allover the coun-
try. "There was a guy in Chicago that
called us and said, 'I heard you guys
burned down. I'm coming out there on
vacation - If you need help, I'll spend
my whole two weeks there, helping
you.' That amazed me," recalls Bill.

Surely the Groffs must be some
kind of fluke. Two former ura-
nium miners hustling to provide

quality service for out-of-state tourists?

(Continued on page 18)
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The people of the Mimbres Valley in
Southwest New Mexico disappeared about
1,000 years ago. We call them the Mimbres
people because mimbres is the Spanish word
for the willows that shelter the river valley
where they lived. They built pit houses and
left no direct descendants, but they did leave
alegacy of extraordinarily painted black-on-
white pottery.

The Mimbrenos fashioned hemispherical
bowls from coils of gray ware, then slipped
the interiors with a fine, white kaolin clay.
They painted designs on the inside surfaces
with a black iron-ore paint, and used the
bowls in daily life as well as in nearly every
burial. Mimbres pots found in burial sites
usually have a small hole broken in the bot-
tom, suggesting that the Mimbrenos "killed"

the function of the vessel .before placing it
over the head of the deceased, perhaps so that
the human spirit and the spirit of the bowl
could be joined.

Sometime between, 950 and 1150 A.D.
Mimbres motifs evolved from geometric de-
signs to images of fish, mammals, reptiles,
birds, amphibians, insects and humans. But
their "picture pots" didn't stop with rendi-
tions of daily living and the surrounding nat-
ural world. The Mimbreno artists painted
_mythological heroes, strange fantastical crea-
tures, and frivolous composite beings like
turkeys with skunk's feet, dragon-like ani-
mals with bird bodies, and humans with fish
tails.

Mimbres pots give us a vivid picture of
their life and culture. But author Pat Carr be-
lieves they tell us even more,'

In Mimbres Mythology Carr. links the
myths and folklore of the Pueblo peoples of
the Southwest with the stories appearing. on
Mimbres bowls. According to Carr, Mimbres
story scenes reflect folktales told in 19th and
20th century Zuni, Tusayan.Tewe, Hopi and
Navajo cultures, and represent a part of a
continuous body of Pueblo literature.

Carr also tells us that the myths reflected
in Mimbres pots give us- an idea about their
outlook on life. One observer called them
"the laughing artists of the Mimbres Valley"
because in their stories justice and goodness
prevail.

Drawings and stories from Mimb;es
Mythology, Pat Carr, Texas Western Press.
the University of-Texas at EI Paso, El Paso,
TX 79968.
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ColOrado
Plateau. ..

In Blanding, a firm called Cedar
Mesa Products produces hand-painted
pottery for sale to tourists. In 1982, its
first year, the store grossed more than
$90,000. Today the firm, owned by
Blanding native Joe Lyman, brings in
well over $500,000 a year.

In many ways, Lyman and his pot-
tery shop epitomize the enormous un-
tapped economic potential of southern
Utah. Lyman produces a product that
draws on native American cultural tradi-
tion. He employs 30 Navajo and Ute In-
dian artists, and his attitude toward his
employees is revolutionary: "Why
should I hire these people and force them
into my mold?" Lyman asked Utah Hol-
iday magazine in a recent interview. "In-
stead, I'll put them in an environment
where they can succeed."

Recognizing that many Navajo and
Ute Indians are tom between cultures;
Lyman goes out of his way to provide
them with flexibility on the job. He pays
them by the piece and allows them time
off when they need it.

"They can come and go when thev
want, leave when they want, take two or
three weeks off when they want, and still
have their jobs."

(Continuedfrom page 15)

"I don't think it's unique, other than
that we work hard at it," says Robin.
"It's just a matter of realizing what's go-
ing on in the world. It took about six
months to realize that the mining indus-
try was not going to come back, and it
was either move or find something else
to do.

"And if you look around, it doesn't
exactly take a soothsayer to see that
Moab has resources - and that's the
scenic beauty. Other than Jackson Hole,
Moab's one of the only towns in the
West that sits at the entrance to two na-
tional parks. It's a renewable resource."

Coming from a former Moab min-
ing engineer, that: is indeed a profound
statement. Even more profound is what
came out next: "Moab has not catered to
the tourist business at all. People come
here and they go to Arches and Canyon-
lands national parks during the day; they
come in in the evening and there's noth-
ing to do. They have money to spend and
no place to spend it. There's a lot of
room for entrepreneurs that want to pro-
vide a service to these people."

It is indeed ironic that while Moab
residents have been leaving town for
lack of employment, tourists stream
through, wallets bulging with money,
"and nowhere to spend it." tasked Robin
Groff to explain this paradox. Why has
the town not moved swiftly to fill the
need?

"The government, the older sector
of town - they were involved with min-
ing all of their lives. They feel that we
need industry in here to make this a vi-
able community. I think we do need
some light industry. '\

"But you're not going to attract it
the way the-town is tight now - it has
nothing to offer, basically. It's off the
beaten track. There's' no railroad, no
highway. I think we need a more grass-
roots approach to develop a recreation
industry."

Melvin Heaton is a native of
Moccasin, Ariz., population 70,
where his family has lived since·

1886. As a boy, Heaton grew up riding
bareback, herding cattle and performing
as an extra at the movie ranches in near-
by Kanab.

Like many southern Utah natives,
Heaton has supplemented his income
from ranching with a government job,
working for the National Park Service at
Pipe Springs National Monument. All
his life, Heaton has nurtured three loves:
horses, Western history and the spectacu-
lar landscape of the Colorado Plateau.

In 1976, he hit upon an ingenious-
means of combining the three. As a bi- "
centennial event, Heaton organized a
group ride over the historic Mormon pio-
neer trail between Pipe Springs National
Monument and St. "George, Utah. As
icons for the event, Heaton designed and
constructed two Conestoga wagons.
Public response was overwhelming.
Some 250 people signed up for the ride.

When Arizona Highways published
a story on 'the event, about 2,500 people
wrote for more information. Heaton
promptly took out a $26,000 loan and,
began building more wagons. Today he
makes his living as a guide.

In addition to the Honeymoon Trail
ride, which Heaton rides once a year
with 100 people, 30 horses and 10 cov-
ered wagons, Heaton runs guided

~
"
f,

While Sagebrush Rebels are
searching for the next mas-
sive taxpayer-subsidized

construction project or the next real es-
tate or mining claim speculation deal, a
few of their neighbors are prospering the
old-fashioned way - through hard
work, ingenuity, and a love for the beau-
ty of the land and for cultural traditions
that by far predate the first big mining
boom of the 1950s.

Ceramic artists Nelson Maryboy
and EOteYazzte at QUalUy

Productions shop in Blanding,
Utah

- C. L. Rawlins

Melvin Heaton, canyon guide

horsepack trips that are among the most
ambitious of their kind anywhere in the
world.

His "Three Park Spectacular" winds
230 miles across the heart of the Col-
orado Plateau, threading the narrow slot
'canyons of the Paria River, traversing
the forested ramparts of Bryce National
Park, skirting the cliffs and domes of
Navajo sandstone bordering Zion Na-
tional Park, slicing through the Vermil-
lion Cliffs and finally winding among

the plateaus and volcanic mountains of
the Arizona strip to the brink of the
Grand Canyon.

Heaton's success is attributable to
his native skills, his ingenuity, and a
powerful marketingtool - the Colorado
Plateau. "People who ride all over the
world have told me that you can't find
this kind of country anywhere else,"
Heaton says.

His clients include a French trail-
riding association that makes annual ex-

Reflections: Ranching' as. diversion
• r - 11, " - '';

There is a myth, which we
native Westerners not only tend

. to accept but to peddle whole-
sale, that the West is mainly in the bands
of independent, self-sufficient, neo-Jef-
fersonian yeomen in sweat-stained Stet-
sons.

That's horseshit. Thepioneer West
was quickly dominated by those who
had the capital to go into cattle, mining,
logging or railroads. The very existence
of the national parks, forests and public
domain lands is due to the desperate
mess these pillagers had created by the
century's turn. Today, states like
Wyoming are still politically dominated
by large landowners, industry, banks and
other entrenched interests. Many of these
represent investors from outside the
state.

There are nee-Jeffersonian ranchers,
crusty but lovable in their battered
cowguy regalia, but most of them either
inherited their ranches or bought them
with money earned in banking, defense
or other lucrative fields, and then took
up ranching as a genteel kind of working
retirement.

The only aspiration open to a simple
cowpoke is to get a job managing a
ranch for the real owners or to marry a
rancher's child and share the inheritance.
Most of the small ranchers in Sublette
County, Wyo., have day jobs to support
their ranching habit. A man might drive
a grader for the county road crew, a
woman work as a clerk or school bus
driver.

Ranch work is done early or late in
the day or on weekends. So goes yeo-
manry in cow country.

Most of the large ranches bought in
the last 10 years have gone to investors:
people with no, background in ranching
.'----~-:..-.~";,J.'--------~---~-----,

I

and no intention of working on their own
land, except as it might occasionally
prove entertaining. ,

Most of these toy ranches gain
flashy front gates, deluxe fences and new
trucks with the brand gold-leafed on
their doors. Toy ranchers tend to stock
their newly bought land with exotic cat-
tle and registered horses, which are
greatly admired by weekend guests.
Western romance is worth a lot in the
slim, grim late 19805.

While the temptation is to regard
these wealthy rancheros as fools, the fact
is that most of them know cattle raising
isn't worth their time, except as diver-
sion. What is worthwhile, from an
investor's point of view, is cheap land,
tax breaks and water rights.

Ranching condos has made many
fortunes. With three-fourths of the
West's people in cities, there's a demand
for commuter developments and second
homes. A lot of erstwhile cow and min-
ing towns depend on real estate hustles
for survival.

Ranches around Pinedale, Wyo., at
the head of the mainstem of the Col-
orado River system, are now worth more
for their water rights than for all the cat-
tle they've raised in the last century. Toy
ranchers are. at heart. investors. A cow-
boy hat, sits lightly on their well-bar-'
bered heads.

Eighty-six percent -of the wealth
held by families in these United States is
the property of lO'pereenlrOf the farni-
lies. The West is not exempt from this
formula, despite our popular fantasies.
Land ownership, wealth and control of
resources have been concentrated in few
hands, while many others have been dis-
possessed.
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gcntina,/BuCi~ the canron' fountry of" subsidies to" Del Webb Corp on Lake t '
southem Utah, Heaton s "chents have" Powell. When Del Webb announced ~
found Something uhfque."'we can .ride plans for a new motel at Hall's Crossing, 1'>
for five days on-this route," says Heaton, . San Juan County promptly awarded Del ~
"and never see-anybody,' Webb its annual allotment of tax-exempt

When doornsayers began lamenting industrial revenue bonds to stimulate in-
the fate of the Western rancher, someone vestment in the project.
forgot to tell Melvin Heaton the bad
news" In addition to guiding, Heaton
draws income from ranching and film
production work" His pack trips are 'so
profitable that he runs just four a year.
He spends much of his time in the back-
country, scouting new trails for his
clients. His net profits from guiding
alone exceed $25,000 per year.

By Moab standards, Ken Sleight
is a one-man chamber of com-

. merce. Between commercial
river trips in Grand Canyon and horse-
pack trips in the Escalante canyons,
Sleight somehow finds time to manage a
bookstore and a guest ranch, Indeed, in
his younger years, Sleight helped orga-
nize the Escalante Chamber of Com-
merce and served as its first president.

Yet for 30 years Sleight has been an
outspoken environmentalist and a target
for the wrath of Sagebrush Rebels. In
1979, when Sleight was campaigning
against a Trans-Escalante highway,
Rebels ran his pickup truck off a cliff.

Like many who have spent their
lives in the outdoors, Sleight radiates in-
fectious joy - except when he is dis-
cussing the development of Lake Powell.

Sleight was one of the first environ-
mentalists to oppose the flooding of
Glen Canyon, and for 20 years he has
watched, wiih increasing dismay, the
transformation of Glen Canyon into one
of the West's most intensively developed
recreational playgrounds.

"All along the bank of the reservoir
it's-polluted," he says. '~Writing on the
waIl, they're desecrating Indian ruins -
writing on Rainbow Bridge itself. You
can't hardly get off your boats to camp
on a beach; it's all covered with human
excrement"
. With more than 2 million visi-
tors a year, Gieh Canyon National Recre-
ation Area is,'the most popular outdoor
tourist attraction in the state. When
Sagebrush Rebels, talk about tourism,
Lake Powellis what they have in mind.
This kind of tourism is easy for Sage-
brush Rebels to understand, since it is
little different from the mining and pow-
er plant projects of the1970s.

This is industrial tourism, wholly
dependent, now and in the future, upon
large construction projects. This is camp-
grounds, marinas, gas stations, stores,
restaurants, ferries, RV parks, airports,
motels and, most important of all, con-
dominiums, which is to say, whole cities.

The distinction between industrial
tourism and the tourist trade plied by Joe
Lyman, Melvin Heaton and Ken Sleight
(let us call theirs "dispersed" tourism) is
a distinction ,of economic caste. While
dispersed tourism creates jobs in the
smaIl towns ringing the wilderness core
of the Colorado Plateau, the Industrial
tourism of Lake Powell creates wealth '
for those who are already wealthy,

As usual, most of it flows out of
Utah, into the corporate coffers of Del
'Webb Corp., the Phoenix construction
giant which built Sun City and operates a
fleet of casinos in Las Vegas.

"We're subsidizing Del Webb," says
Ken Sleight. "The-government puts up a ,",
lot of things, campgrounds and so on.
And then Del Webb puts their money in-
to restaurants and promotion." Not the
least of the Lake Powell subsidies is the
proposed paving of the Burr Trail -
Garfield County's link to Bullfrog Mari-
na on Lake Powell.

Why would San Juan County
pOll.! its resources into Del
Webb Corp. rather than into

the small towns of Blanding, Monticello
or Bluff? That is a question San Juan
County Economic Development Board
director Peggy Humphries has asked her-
self more than once.

When county commissioners asked
her to allocate a large chunk of her
$43,000 annual budget for a brochure
depicting Lake Powell as the geographic
center of San Juan County, Humphries
balked. Del Webb Corp., she observes,
,has an annual advertising budget of $2
million and annual gross revenues of $40
million.

"Why should I emphasize Lake
Powell, for heaven's sakes? I have a hard
time promoting that. I'd rather promote
Arches or Canyonlands than Lake Pow-
ell. If you're pulling a boat, or if you're
going to the lake, everything else is go-
ing to be secondary."

Reminded that San Juan County
benefits from sales tax and transient
room tax revenues generated by Hall's
Crossing Marina, Humphries replies,
"Yes, but you'd have a hard time con-
vincing a motel owner in Blanding or
Monticello. And I can definitely see their
paint."

The massive complex of corporate,
tourist development surrounding Lake
Powell has transformed the smaIl towns
of Moab, Monticello and Blanding from
destination points into "pit stops," says
Sleight. "We're being bypassed. We're
putting our emphasis on Lake Powell in-
stead of our small towns."

Elsewhere in southern Utah, indus-
trial tourism follows a familiar pattern.
Taxpayer dollars help to subsidize the
creation of golf courses, new roads, and
the expansion of water, sewer and power
systems. then the real estate and con-
struction barons move in and begin
building condominiums. At present, at
least three southern Utah towns -
'Moab, Kanab and Springdale - are
moving to construct golf courses.

For Springdale, the new golf course
has been a traumatic affair. To acquire
property for the golf course along the
Virgin River, the City Council con-
demned the "backyards" of a number of
long-time residents.

"A lot of the old-timers in town feel
like everything is being taken out of their
hands," says Springdale restaurant owner
Michael Parry. "All of a sudden, it's big
money talking here, and people, espe-
cially alot of the old-timers, feel a sense
of helplessness."

Parry's business, the Bit and Spur
Restaurant, has a reputation as one of the
finest restaurants in southern Utah. It
was one of the few businesses in .town to
take a strong public stand opposing the
golf course: '

. "I just hate to see this town slide'
downhill." says Parry. "You can see this
town going the way of Sedona and Taos
- places that are completely out of
touch." '

On a bright November morning af-
,~,H1W,.smn\Iler tourist trade has quieted
down, Springdale regains for a moment
its native charm. Morning sunlight rolls
down 3,000 foot cliffs of rose colored
sandstone, and a cool fall breeze sends
cottonwood leaves scuttering in the
streets. But this tranquility, one must re-
member, is soon to be lost - buried un'

- - "S'y sibniSinM6a];'. Whrily needone (itwo
hardware stores ... ' You either accept lim-
itations or you're stuck with this endless
need for growth.

"You can't just grow, willy-nilly,
without exceeding the capacity. And
there's really a capacity to how many
people, can live here. There just isn't
space. This valley is so narrow. Where
would you put the freeways? The noise,
the congestion, would be horrendous."

What Bigler wants, in other words,
is for the town of Moab to do something
revolutionary - to do what few other
communities in the nation have been
able to do since the arrivalof European
immigrants on the American continent:
to live within its means.

Rather than finding creative new
ways to feed growth, Bigler wants Moab
to learn to control growth.

In 1986, Bigler completed a study of
Moab's economic development pros-
pects. In his report to the community,
Bigler urged the townspeople to "estab-
lish Moab/Grand County as a diversi-
fied, four-season destination resort area"
by creating for the town a "destination"
resort image ... to attract- investors and
employers who want to own property

, and/or live in such a place.",
At the end of our interview, I asked

Bigler whether creating such an image
for Moab would not destroy the charm,
the very character, of the town.

Wheeler; Are you possibly creating
the seeds of your own disaster? Is that a
paradox?

Bigler: Uh huh.
Wheeler: Building up momentum,

making Moab an attractive place to visit
and an attractive place to live. Creating
pressures for development .which will
create a Moab which is bigger than
you'd like it to be, personall y?

Bigler: Uh huh.
Wheeler: So how do you get around

that paradox?
Bigler: (silence)

'Wheeler: Cross that bridge, when
you come to it?

Bigler: Yeah. I've fussed with it an
awful lot. If you want Moab to be just
like any other urban area, then you let it
grow, willy-nilly, endlessly trying to go
back and recover from the mistakes of
the past. , j

Or you orient "the growthand devel-
opment so that you get a very specific,
selfish clientele that wants it for itself,
drives the prices up so that no one else
can afford it- which is the Vail route.

Or you oppose all kinds of develop-
ment and you control growth through
poverty..which is what we're doing now.
We can't afford to grow; we're not grow-
ing. That's the preference of a lot of peo-
ple in this town. The "minimalists" and
the retirees.

Wheeler: Is that your preferred al-
ternative?

Bigler: (silence)
Wheeler: Off the record?
Bigler: (silence)
Wheeler: You're in a bit of a bind,

Craig.
Night had fallen around, Bigler's

house. A warm, gusting spring wind was
shaking the windows and stirring the
cottonwood leaves .

As I stared down in to a beer mug,
watching the bubbles rise off the thick
, bottom. I realized I had at last found the
path to the future of the' Colorado
Plateau. The future will be precisely'
what-we who live here are willing 10be-
lieve it can be. With the collapse of the
mining economy .and the rise of the envi-
ronmental movement as a political force,
the Colorado Plateau is up for grabs. .

Michael Perry

der condominiums, RV parks, billboards,
putting greens, helicopter tours, conven-
tion centers.

"What's the use of doing a quality
project here if you're going to be sur-
rounded by trash?" asks Parry. As devel-
opers move in, natives like Michael Par-

.ry are quietly moving out.
"I've chosen to leave," he says. "I'm ,.,

tired of being angry about it. Springdale
was my last move in southwestern Utah.
I will come here as a tourist, but I proba-
bly will never live here again."

The last thing former economic de-
velopment expert Craig Bigler wants for
Moab is the kind- of prosperity that he
sees in the town of St. George. "Prosper-
ity?" says Bigler, "I think it's hideous. '
St. George is built to defy the environ-.
ment, rather than to be compatible with
it or take advantage of it.",

The problem, with industrial "
tourism, says Bigler, is not merely that it
destroys the beauty qr, tranquility or, the
culture of a community like Moab. What
is worse is that ,iridusttia'i tourism ca~
hook a community or-an entire region 0·0

an addictive cycle of deficit spending.
To pay for the expanded infrastruc-

ture needed for industrial tourism, com-
munities like St.. George have "begged
and borrowed money from the state,
from the federal government." says
Bigler, He says they are like junkies, al-
ways looking for the .next big hit. For
Craig Bigler, it is a syndrome that is all
too familiar.

"The liberals - Lord, I know, be-
cause I was part of it - had this attitude"
that growth is good, and as long as you
can make growth happen, then things are
going to be O.K. But what they never
faced up to is the costs imposed by that
growth. For streets, for water, for
schools, for police - these things in-
crease disproportionately, and so you
have to have more the next time around.
And then you still have to have more to
cover your .costs. You always have to
have more. There's never enough.'

W.·hat in the hell do people like
Craig Bigler and Michael
Parry want, anyway? They

don't like the miningeconomy because it
destroys the beauty of the landscape. But
they don't like industrial tourism either
because it can so often be equally de-
structive.

If they are opposed to mining and
opposed to industrial tourism, what then
aren't theyopposed to?

"1M only thing that will work for a
small town in southern Utah, in my
mind," says Bigler, "is a minimalist ap-
proach where you say, 'Hey, we don 't
want to have the kind of development
that requires these kinds of massive in-
vestments. We" only need two grocery
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Forwhom the Bell toll rises
We all bring in money from else-

where and spend it here. We all require,
to varying degrees, good telephone ser-
vice, because our clients and customers
are scattered. Telephone is the only
quick way they can reach us, and often
the only way we can get the information
- "raw materials" - that we require.
We need state-of-the-art communications
because our competition is not some re-
tailer down the street, but everyone else
in the world who does what we do, It
isn't enough to be accessible to Salida;
we've got to be easily accessible to New
York and London.

We're invisible to the local chamber
of commerce and its boosters of eco-
nomic development, because we don't
have smokestacks or payrolls.

Another reason that we're not ap-
paren t is that we aren't organized -
people who like to go to meetings and
elect officers don't run solitary cottage
industries. But I'dbe glad to wager that
we're the only growing segment of the
local' economy.

Further, I believe we are the most
plausible way for most rural areas to
prosper in coming years. The major asset
of many rural communities is that they
are cheap to live in; which is vital when
your cash flow fluctuates so violently.
Many relatively isolated little towns are -
also congenial places to live and work.

. So long as our cottage industries can.
in touch with the rest of t1le'
. rnpetitive rates, using c
ations technology as,'

.crate far from

his customers wouldn't be able to con-
nect to the AT&T long-distance network,
while the customers of his new competi-
tor, an AT&T subsidiary, could call long-
distance.

In that reformist era, AT&T looked
like a predator. By 1913, an agreement
had been reached, AT&T would no
longer try to acquire local telephone ex-
changes. It would make its long-distance
service available to the remaining inde-
pendents.

But AT&T would maintain a
monopoly on long-distance service, and
it would also undertake to provide, with-
in reason, "universal telephone service."

As propounded by Theodore Vail,
the man who led AT&T to its near-
monopoly position with the financial
backing of J.P. Morgan, universal service
means that anyone who wants a tele-
phone can get one installed. The cus-
tomer will pay a minimal price for local
service - i.e., the $5 or $6 a month we
used to pay. The customer will have ac-
cess to the long-distance system.

Where AT&T offered local service
through its subsidiaries, the company
could implement universal service on its
own. But what about rural areas, gener-
ally served by independents?

On a per-customer basis, ruralareas
cost a lot more to service than urban ar-
eas. A mile of line in town might serve

. g customers, whereas the com-
t have to run to miles of line

ural customer. Yet a
much the same

matter how
duces. The

at could
ight serve
The city

000 a

A century ago, rural communities lived or died
depending on whether a railroad was built
through them. After World War II, interstate high-
ways played a similar make-or-break role. Today,
writes Ed Quillen, access to good telephone service
will determine the economic fate of many Western
towns.

A:
stamping plants - should also be close
by, Likewise its major markets, so that

convenient to ship products to the'
. jJY of its customers. There are a lot

asons why the American steel
eloped primarily between

burgh, and why they
ichigan. -
ormation-based

,.' and harder
ider Mark

s away
eight

t1le
ti-

urged you,
,stick with"
fliers prom
answering ..'
articles wll;
computers c
phone line, fete

.most anywhere.
i But if you liv
;.of this could have b '.
'Saturn. Long-distance c'
for market share in the citi

:the boondocks, your long.
;choice was simple: expensive ~
;costly AT&T. ,! If .-your loc~l s,crvlce came fr
,party line, you didn t dare use a co
,telephone, because party lines use dif.
,ent ringer signals than private lines. Th.
'cordless phone could beep for sorneoni
'else's number, and ignore yours. An-
swering machines, a necessity to small
enterprises, present that problem and an-
other: Sometimes they don't hang up
once the message is taken, which ties up
the line even though no one is talking. In
many states; it's .illegal to use.an answer-
ing machineon a party-line. -:

As forthe "electronic cottage," it's a
shack if it's ·on' a party line, Computers
and modems aren't yet smart enough to
hang up if the neighbor picks up the line
and announces a pressing need to report
a barn fire, And the migrating bytes get
scrambled by the interruption. go, the telephone indus-

ly competitive; every
. ight have two or three

Mencken recalled that
.ld of 1904 sported six

m wall - one for
rovided local ser-
.at down to one.

'l;;memory had
y two concern
ines handled
came from a

ere were
·-'n

~~ia-'ex-
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ets, s could
t1le'rural inde-

, n 't. -As its agreement,
AT& could '·take over those compa-
nies, but it was still obliged to provide
"universal service."

AT&T met this obligation through a
process called "the settlements and sepa-
rations pool. If

You've always heard that long-dis-
tance service subsidized local service;
the settlements pool was the mechanism
for that subsidy.

This subsidy procedure was an ef-
fective applicaton of t1lesocialist maxim,
"From each according to his ability to
pay, to each according to his needs."

The telecommunications revolu-
tion got underway with the
court-ordered break-up of

AT&T onlan. I, 1984. Although society
was supposed to benefit, if you lived
outside a metropolitan area, there wasn't
much of anything you could call a bene-
fit. severa

Instead, you got the same old scr- us here.
vice, except you_ had to pay a lot more ris or long-distanc
for it. Your monthly base charge for 10- ace or- "Bell Operatin
cal service kept climbing, On top of t1lat, "could run 23 of them; the
you got stuck wit1l somet1ling called an on a ~ ough for almost Bell, as in "Moun .'
"access charge" - $6 a month if you - three years, he tried to. He had to wait Bell." Most were Vi
had a business line; for residences, $1 a t1lat long, and then pay $1,200 to Moun- AT&T; in all Bells, AT&T'
mont1l in 1985, doubled to $2 in 1986, tain Bell to install a new cable, before he ty of the stock.
and raised to $2.60 last summer. could get a single-party business hne, This was the "Bell Sy

But there's marc to it than that. T_he As a freelance' writer, I too need not serve all phones in
changes in the telephone industry will good telephone service. There's no way percent were dir 10 ed
present a major challenge to rural aieas that I could deliver a timely weekly col- Operating y. About
t1latwant to prosper. umit to t1leDenver Post, 150 miles away were, by the Big Fiv

Pundits say America is moving from and generally two days by mail, if I TE, United, Continen
an industrial economy to an information couldn't connect my compuu;t~e;:r~t~0ft~~ii"P'.and Allte!. The other phones i'
economy. What that means to rural areas telephone and deposit my f! Ig t ~ almost all in rural area
is t1lat the old wisdom about the sources into the Post'scornl!lI or could I served by 1,432 tiny telepho.

of economic growth is no 10nng:;e:,:r,~w::i:s~~-,.'~i"""h~li~~~~~:"'fForihe research for this nies.
dam. .j., e if I couldn't reach the computer- During the early days of
,,~,;:.'!if!l!!i'i,qwk·.. In heavy- ized informaiion serviCes that- provide ry, AT&T sought a total rna
goods t1lat must be transported. Keeping' details I couldn't find in the local library, every telephone in America.
costs wit1lin reason requires the right 10- Those two enterprises can easily be it controlled the long-distanc
cation. It has to be near bulky raw mate- multiplied, even in this remote little Wherever an independent co
rials - coal, are, etc. Bulk commodities town: ot1ler writers and computer pro- flourishing and AT&T want'
require appropriate transportation, like grammers, people who tie fishing flies, a in, t1le independent quickly
waterways and railroads. An industry's maleer of upseale fly-fishing ree.!s, sculp- facts of life. He could sell au
ot1ler suppliers ~ smelters, foundries, tors, artists, artisans. Or he couidlryl to stay in b

I' I

Businesses make about 85 per-
cent of the long-distance calls
in America. Long-distance was

riced out of proportion to cost, but
.&T could get away wit1l t1lis because

a monopoly on long-distance.
ubstantial excess went to the

..g companies to keep rates
I telephones. It might

al company $30 a
lain and amortize a
ge to your house,
e of t1le requisite
/stipport staff, etc.

But you ooIl'·"·· $6 a mont1l.The other
$24 a month was " up by what was,
io essence, a tax on .. s to make
sure that individuals caul" IF:
phone service. At>%

In 1981, AT&T collected about $30
billion in long-distance revenues. Of
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seholds had tele-
phone , ough most ofthese were
linked to primitive barbed-wire networks
where a farm wife served as a part-time
operator, running the switchboard when
she wasn't hanging laundry or milking
cows.

Even those systems lost money and
began to vanish, to where only 24 per-
cent of farm homes had phones by 1949.
So the REA, while continuing to pro-
mote electricity on the farm, began fi-
nancing rural telephone systems. Some
rural systems were organized as cus-
tomer-owned co-operatives, like their
electric counterparts, while others re-
mained private companies. '

The REA would underwrite loans
for both types, and both could. use other
REA services, such as setting technical
standards and testing vendors' offerings
in a laboratory. Just five years ago, the
combination of REA low-interest long-
term financing with a guaranteed income
from the AT&T settlements pool meant
that rural telephone companies were fi-
nancially healthy, even though their local
rates were quite low in comparison to the
cost of service.

As the president of one explained to
me, "You could borrow money at 5 per-
cent from the REA. And AT&T would
guarantee you a 12 percent return on
your investment. All you had to do was
maintain what you had, upgrading as
necessary. In those days, you would have
had to work at it to lose money with an
independent telephone company."

That ended on Jan. I, 1984, when
AT&T was broken up. The major effect,
so far as we're concerned, is that the Bell
Operating Companies and AT&T Long-
Lines are no longer part of the same
company. Whereas most of what AT&T
had once paid out of the settlements pool
just went to other AT&T divisions, that
money was now forever gone from
AT&T's coffers.

Further, AT&T faced competition
from Sprint, MCI, etc., in the long-dis-
tance market. It couldn't set rates arbi-
trarily high and use the excess to subsi-
dize universal telephone service. No
more guaranteed money from Ma Bell
for rural independent.telephone systems.

How much a local telephone compa-
ny gets from the pool is now determined
almost entirely by how many long-dis-
tance calls its customers make. ';I'o help
make up for the loss of guaranteed in-
come from the settlements pool, the Fed-
eral Communications Commission

long-distance calis
goes. straight to the local telephone com-
pany, just like your monthly charge for
basic service. It's actually an increase in
rates for basic service.

They did it this way, through th
FCC, to avoid hundreds of hearin
fore the public uti scorn ns of
fifty states. But ev , ocal tele-
phonecornp"l1ies .. n seeking rate
n<riellSlis:·atiTiifious cli'p, because they
have to recover more of their costs from
all users as less comes in from long-dis-
tance.

Our telephone system is changing
from paternalistic socialism to an "if you
want it, you pay your share" operation.
The remaining subsidy mechanism is the
Universal Service Fund, financed
through an access charge levied on inter-
state long-distance calls. It provides op-
erating subsidies to rural telephone sys-
tems whose costs exceed a certain per-
centage of the national average.

However, no one I talked to is too
sure how it works. I heard figures rang-
ing from 110 percent to 150 percent as
the minimum, and the varying formulae
for payments were complex. Not one ru-
ral telephone manager knew how much,
if any, his company could expect from
the fund.

One effect-is that rural telephone
companies are cutting costs by laying off .
employees. Maybe it's a desirable trim-
ming of corporate fat, but it might also
mean that service could get worse. Sup-
pose it takes them days to repair your
line after a lightning zap or backhoe at-
tack, instead of hours. Is your business
better off this way?

Let's-see what else this means to ru-
raltelephone customers.

There are other long-distance ser-
'vices besides AT&T; MCI is the
.biggest of the competitors.

MCi's rates are lower than AT&T's.
But most of us can't use MCI. MCI

advertises that you can call any tele-
phone in the country through its system,
which is true. But you can't use MCI to
place a call unless you're in a metropoli-
tan area.

Why? Certain AT&T people I talked
to wouldn't go on record, but they sus-
pected that MCI is "skimming the
cream" off the long-distance market.
MCI will serve the profitable urban ar-
eas, while leaving the expensive rural
markets to AT&T.

I asked various public-relations peo ..
pie at MCI about this, as well as what
the company's plans were for expanding
into rural markets. Over 18 months of
off-and-on trying, I heard run-arounds
and unkept promises that "we'll call you
back on that."

What does this apparent MCI strate-
gy mean to us in the country? Nothing
good. .

If MCI keeps its costs down by
skimming the cream, it will gain metro
market share from AT&T. To remain
competitive and in business, AT&T will
be forced to lower its rates for urban
markets. That money will have to be
made up somewhere - and rural areas
are a captive set of pockets within
AT&T's reach.

Our long-distance rates will go up.
That makes it harder for me to compete
with a writer ln, say, Denver. I already
use long-distance more than she does,
because when she's working on an arti-
cle she can reach a lot more people with
a local call than I can. But when my

lilt! "
1 sgoing to hurt rural"

s in the place where they're
petitive right now - their at-
ss to cottage industries.

. of course, other long-di
besides MCi

serve as. Most are
no in the trade as "resellcrs." They
don'_uPwn transmission facilities; they
leas<¥'lIapacity, generally from AT&T. In
effe(1; they're retailers and AT&T is
theirfi(lholesaler.

lfIing one of those - Ihave friends
hcre~o swearbyNorth\VesLreJeom -
iSF~tWi'3B1YCheaperthanAT&T. But
. 11\';' price difference is primarily an arti- .
fice of regulation that will disappear
sooner or later. In the meantime, it's a
good way to drive local rates even high-
er.

Those companies can undercut
AT&T by substantial amounts - 40 per-
cent is typical - because even now the
long-distance company doesn't get to
keep most of your long-distance toll. The
long-distance company pays the local
company for access.

In 'rural areas, AT&T pays a.Iot
more' to the local company because
AT&T benefits from a convenience es-
tablished when there was only one long-
distance company'. To call through
AT&T, you just dial "I" and then the
number. Using another service means di-
aling a dozen digits before geuing to the
number you wanted to call.

Because the non-AT&T carriers do
.not have the "1" convenience. in rural
areas they pay about 45 percent less to
the local phone company than AT&T
does. The FCC set that up so that com-
petitors would have a fair chance in the
market - they may not be as easy to
Use, but they could offer savings.

In cities. most of that price differen-
tial has vanished. As' soon as their ex-
changes were switched over, so that you
could select a long-distance carrier that
you would connect with every time you
dialed a "I" first, everybody started pay-
ing the same percentage to the local
phone company. That's why MCl's price
advantage over AT&T has dropped from
45 percent to less than 10 percent.

Why the difference between rural
areas and cities here? Most cities have
modern electronic-switching exchanges
that work like big computers; they were
easy to convert to multiple long-distance
carriers. In rural areas (especially those
served by the former Bell Operating
Companies), the exchanges are often
old-fashioned stepper or crossbar sys-
tems, clicking arrays of electro-mechani-
cal relays. These antiques still function
reliably, but they were designed to func-
tion easily with only one long-distance
carrier. Using more than one means dial-
ing a lot more numbers.

Anyway, once your exchange is
modernized. you won't save much mon-
ey by using a competitor instead of
AT&T. And if you use a competitor in
the interim, you'll be delaying the day
your phone company can modernize
your exchange. Your discount long-dis-
tance calls won't provide as much in-
come. to the local company, and thus,
there won't be as much money for mod-
ernization.

Without that modernization, more o.!
your friends and neighbors will be stuck
with party lines, which won't work with
answering machines, cordless phones or
computers. You won't get call-forward-
ing, call-holding, and other changes that
can turn your telephone into a better
tool.
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Eagle T.e.le.communrir?~.·MR!ttd?A:lthoughthey're spre~.d..all.ltfsome rugged
countrys'(fe?tlW~u.ron't have party lines ..
Their exchange is modern and digital,
with the accompanying bells and whis-
tles. They pay less for telephone service
than I do, even though it must cost more
to provide their service.

A rancher over in the Powderhorn
valley between Gunnison and Lake City
wanted a phone. That's Mountain Bell
territory, and he got a bill of $47.597 for
his first dial tone. He had to pay the full
cost of extending the line.

In Eagle's territory, the same ranch-
er might have paid only $100 or so for
installation, despite similar costs to the
phone company.
, Why these differences, in both price

and quality, between Bell and indepen-
dent service"

Because the independents can fi-
nance their capital investments through
the REA. And the REA, conscious of its
mission, requires them to treat all cus-
tomers alike. It costs Eagle Telecommu-
nications about $150 to install a phone in
a trailer park in town; at a ranch up the
remote Sheephorn valley, that might be
$6,000. But the installation fee in both
cases in minimal.

Because Eagle can borrow more
cheaply from the REA than Mountain
Bell can from the capital markets, Eagle
can afford to modernize its facilities
more quickly.

Further, Mountain Bell customers
subsidize Eagle's, thanks to the way that
money from within-state long-distance
calls is divvied up. If someone from
Howard calls Colorado Springs, Eagle
gels substantially more of the toll than
my Mountain Bell exchange gets if! call
Colorado Springs.

So rural telephone service can be
both good and affordable - for the mo-
ment, and in places.
- The independents and co-ops sweat

blood with every federal budget. The
Reagan administration always proposes
to eliminate the REA's loan programs for
rural telephone systems. Congress re-
stores most of what the phone companies
say they need, but the administration
keeps whittling away. The loan pro-
grams' days may be numbered; with ev-
ery census, the rural proportion of the
population. and thus our representation
and political clout, declines.

Rural telephone executives say loan
programs are important because they
have difficulty borrowing money' in tra-
ditional markets. Phone systems are cap-
ital-intensive and take a long time to
amortize; the small-town banker is un-
likely to be able to lend $1 million over
20 years for a new digital exchange. Go-
ing to bigger capital markets means
competing with investments that can pay
better returns.

The REA's laboratory and technical
standards division are also important to
independent telephone companies. They
can't afford to maintain their own lahs to
test vendors' equipment. If they all tried
to set technical standards, there wouldn't
be standards, so they're content to let the
REA determine minimum acceptable
signal voltages and the like. And that's

(Continued 0';page 22)
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another thing the Reagan administration
would like to get rid of.

Therein is the national political
threat to rural telephone service, al-
though it affects only the co-ops and
small independents.

The local political climate can work
against the Bell companies' rural cus-
tomers. In 1986, Mountain Bell proposed
vast improvements in its rural service to
Coloradans - eliminating the 753 eight-
party lines, upgrading most of the 48,941
four-party lines to single-party, and in-
stalling modern electronic exchanges.
Since it can't get REA money, Mountain
Bell proposed financing this by raising'
all Colorado customers' rates 'by 52
cents a month for 15 years.

Similar proposals had been ap-
proved elsewhere in Mountain Bell terri-
tory, such as Idaho, but Colorado regula-_
tors wondered why the urban 80 percent
of Mountain Bell customers should pay
more for phone service to benefit the 20
percent out in the country. The improve-
ment plan was approved, but Mountain
Bell was told to make rural customers
carry more of the load.

Other changes in the wind could
hit all of us who don't live in

, cities, Principal among these IS

something called "toll-rate dcaveraging."
As things work now, the time-period

being the same, ani850-mile call costs
the same as any other 850-mile call. That
might be over a busy route, such as
Chicago to Denver, or it could be from-
Pine Bluff, Ark., to Pine Bluffs, Wyo;"
Obviously: it costs the long-distance
company substantially lessto handle the
Chicago call, but interstate long-distance
rates, regulated by the FCC, concern on-
ly time and distance - not the true cost
of the call.

MCI, to a large extent, evades this
inequity by refusing to serve the Pine
Bluffs of this land. And AT&T says it is
opposed to dcavcraging, just as it re-
mains comrnitcd to universal service.

But recall that AT&T has to com-
pete with the MCls. If AT&T starts los-
ing its share of the profitable markets, it
will have to start pricing long-distance
service more in line with actual costs. In
which case, you're unlikely to hear any
more AT&T opposition to toll-rate dcav-
eraging.

This is already started in New Mexi-
co for intrastate calls, which arc regulat-
ed by the states, not the FCC. Customers
pay different amounts for a business- '
hours, lO-minute IOO-mile call, depend-
ing on both the local carrier's and the
long-distance carrier's costs. Those
costs, and. thus the rates. even vary in di-
rection. It costs more to call from Es-
panola to Albuquerque than from Albu-
querque to Espanola, everything else be,
ing equal,

Deaveraging is favored by big busi-
ness, by far the biggest user of the long-
distance network. Why should Megacorp
pay ,10 times the true cost the service
required to keep its Denver and Chicago
offices in touch just SOa writer in Salida
can afford to talk to an editor in Paonia?

Even now, if Megacorp gets too fed
up with' this situation, it can set up its
own communication system, via satellite
or other microwave links. This is called
by-passing, and it alarms telephone com-
panies,

Even the local exchange carriers
hate the idea. If Megacorp goes through
regular long-distance, the local carrier
collects healthy access charges that help
keep its exchange running. If the bulk of
a Megacorp office's communication goes
through an in-house telephone system
and an antenna on the roof, there also
goes substantial income for the local car-
rier.

Enough of that and the local carrier
has to make up for lost revenue with a
general rate increase, Some people won't
be able to pay those rates, so they termi-
nate their service. Monthly costs remain
pretty much the same, though, so it's

_time for another rate increase. More indi-
viduals drop off, and more businesses
start looking at by-passing a telephone
system that gets more expensive by the
month. It's the death spiral usually dis-
cussed in connection with electric utili-
tics. This scenario gives nightmares to
the management of the local phone com-
pany'

Political maneuvering aside, the
best we can hope is that our

. telephone service will be good,
It can't be cheap, but it ought to be reli-
able, and our exchanges should offer ev-
erything that metropolitan exchanges of-
fer.

Without that link to the rest of the
world, modem cottage industries - per-
haps your town's best hope for economic
growth - can't function. You won't get
new ones, and those you have will even-
tually migrate.

A century ago, every town wanted a
railroad connection. It was the only way
to participate in the national economy.
That was the iron network of the indus-
trial age. Towns that had good rail ser-
vice prospered; those on branch lines
didn't, The emerging products of rural
America are now less substantial than
ores and crops, but getting them from
here to there is still the only way to par-
ticipate in the national economy.

As technology improves, making
that connection will become simpler,
even in places that don't have telephone
service now, The telephone may appear
to be ubiquitous, but it isn't, It may be
no surprise that 98 percent of Alaska
lacks telephone service.

But even in 'he 48' states, there are
413,000 square miles -Texas and
Montana put together - without tele-
phone service, Half a million people
live in this phoneless zone, which com-
prises big chunks of Nevada, Montana,
,Oregon, Arizona, and Idaho, as well as
parts of 21 other states. They're sofar
from existing lines that no one can af-
ford to serve them.

Radio waves can go where wires
don't. Rural radio-telephone systems,
however, are technically quite different
from the mobile cellular-telephone sys-
tems employed by Audi-borne yuppies
in cities. " #. "

Generally, the phone company runs
a land cable, with capacity to handle
several calls at once, as far as feasible,
At the, terminus, there's a switching sys-
tem and a radio transmitter and receiver.
The households within 15 miles or so
have telephones with numbers and dial
tones; they. function identically to the
.farniliar ones, except that they're con-
nected to a little antenna in the yard.

Service like this costs two or three
times more per month than traditional
service, but those who have it say it's a
vast improvement on no phone at all. In
conjunction with Motorola, Mountain
Bell has one functioning in an upscale
mountain suburb near Woodland Park,
Colo.

Another wireless system, "Ultra-
phone," serves nine ranch families in
Platte County, Wyo. Until late 1986,
making a call meant a 35-mile round-
trip to Glendo. Each installation cost
$4,852, bur there weren't any com-
plaints.

It's possible to take the fixed
radio telephone concept a step
further. If you can put a dish in

the yard to receive television signals
trom a satellite, couldn't you figure out
some way to transmit to and receive
from the communications satellites that
handle telephone signals?

There are several ways, as it turns
out. The FCC is considering proposals
from half a dozen companies. Techni-
cally, all work pretty much alike. I
talked to people at Sky-Link in Boulder,
Colo., to get specifics on their proposed
system, which they said could be oper-
ating by 1989.
It would mean a dish in the yard,

, aimed at a satellite, The other earthly
end of the connection would be a termi-
na~ in a city chosen by the user, The ru-
raltelephone would become part of that
city's telephone system. Calling any-
where else would involve long-distance
through the regular network,

Consider a rancher in the sparsely-
populated Nebraska sandhills if Sky-:
Link's plan is approved. He can use CB
radio for reaching his neighbors in an
emergency. But he does most of his
business in Omaha - purchasing
equipment, selling cattle, ete. With his
dish in the yard and a phone in the
house, he gets an Omaha dial tone every
time he picks up the phone, although, if
he wanted to call Denver or even Valen-
tine, that would involve a long-distance
call from his Omaha number,

A novelist in the wilds of Montana
could get a Manhattan line, simplifying
his dealings with agents and editors, A
Denver executive could stay in touch
with the office, even from the' remote
weekend cabin he bought "to get away
from it all." A high-tech homesteader
wouldn'thave to worry about any utili-
ty lines, because the satellite link de-
mands so little electricity it could be
powered by a solar panel and a storage
battery,

An installation would cost $2,000
to $3,000, Sky-Link officials estimate.
Then would come a monthly charge of
$25 or so, for using the satellite system.
On top of that would be whatever the
land-based telephone company in a dis-
tant city charged for a monthly line.

There are more possibilities, some
of which sound like comic-strip fan-
tasies, It is comforting to know that
there are a lot .of smart people who do
care about finding ways to make sure
rural America doesn't get cut off from
urban America,

Our future, however, is in our
hands, not theirs.
If we're willing to pay while insist-

ing on service that comes close to the
state of the art, the countryside can be a
thriving place, no matter what happens
to crop prices and federal assistance.

o

Reflections. Dragon worship

Once, it is said, we lived with
dragons just over the horizon,
Though few claimed to have

actually seen one, it was known that at
any time a dragon might thunder in with
a belch of smoke and flame, lay waste a
quiet village, devour a virgin or two and
flap off with the gold of a region.

In today's West, it happens all the
time. The dragons have names like
Exxon and Chevron or initials like LP
and DOE. The results are much the same
as those of legend. Smoke, flame, dust

\ I I I
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and devastation. The gold still flies
away.

Where the dragons of legend took
captives, modem dragons provide jobs.
They also hire publicists, lobbyists, con-
gressmen and cabinet officials, A lot of
good citizens will offer to kick your
unpatriotic ass for suggesting that drag-
ons are monstrous, Some of these people
have been broken, stepped on and burnt,
~'et still worship dragonkind.

On a very local level, phone ser-
vice presents another political
problem that can' divide com-

munities. Vocal telephone customers
come in two categories: Hustler and
Granny,

I'm a Hustler. I need the best phone
system I can gCI.Naturally, I don't want
to spend any more than I have to for that
service, but I'm willing to pay what it
takes.

Granny lives down the street on a
pension, She'd be satisfied with a four-
party line, and she never calls long-dis-'
tancc. She doesn't need call forwarding
because she rarely goes anywhere. Im-
proving phone service means raising her
. bill for services she doesn't need. And ~
when they have thlficarings, she'll tc-
-rnind me .that she's on a "limited in-
come," as if anyone had an unlimited in-
come.

H Granny wins, rates stay relatively
low, but service deteriorates. If Hustler
wins, the town might have some hope
for. a future, but the people. who built the
town just got priced out of telephones.

Many states address this problem
with a "lifeline" service of minimal rate
and reduced service; California taxes
within-state long-distance to finance its
service. Some local phone companies let
people opt for measured local service, '
wherein you're billed for the time you
talk. That gives Granny a low-cost op-
tion, and yet intense users get a modem
system.

You'll be seeing more such propos-
als in the future, Affordable universal
telephone service is no longer a national
priority. Fortune 500 companies won't
help you have a ,phone at home any
more, and they don't see any social or
other obligation to finance any more of
the long-distance system than what they
use.

We'll have to pay more for tclc-
phone service, both local and long-dis-
tance, than we're paying now. No mailer
how eloquently the rural interests present
the case for continued subsidies, words
can't overcome the hard economics of
emerging deregulation.

Certainly, we can lobby to protect
our peculiar subsidies, just as every other
special-interest group does. Toll-rate
deaveraging is inevitable, but the longer
we can postpone it by protesting, the bet-
ter off we are, The low-interest loans and
other telephonic services provided by the
REA are doomed by demographics.
Even so, concerted letter-writing earn-
paigns might postpone doomsday for a
few years.

II , I

- C. L. Rawlins
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PUCCommissioner Perry Swisber

B-......lIoJ .......iized, atomized Idaho
A combination of technological change and

free market ideology has led the nation to aban-
don not just railroad and bus lines but its long-
held commitment to universal transportation and
communication. This article on Idaho describes
the Balkanization process and its consequences
for the rural West.
____ -Jby Pat Ford ment, the snake', with regulation, the

apple .....
Swisher has been one of Idaho's.

three public utilities commissioners
since 1979. He is known for his blunt-
ness. Heads snapped around the table
when he told a committee of the 1988
Idaho Legislature that one provision in
Mountain Bell's telephone deregulation
bill was "grand theft" Theft, "robbery,"
and "a rip" are his synonyms for deregu-
lation of basic services.

A million people can call them-
selves Idahoans, but Swisher is one of
the few whose life has earned. the title.
He knows this state as you know your
backyard. As an Idahoan, deregulation

BOISE, Idaho. As the impostor
called deregulation burst from
Washington, D. C, in the late

1970s and early 1980s, Idahoan Perry
Swisher watched his state's transport and
telephony bounce in irs.turbulent wake.

Long a phrasemaker, Swisher called
the new approach theology, the Gospel
of the Beltway. In a speech to some of
the new creed's seminarians at a college
of business administration, he proposed
its Genesis: "In the Beginning, there was
a free market in which all transactions
occurred in innocence. Enter govern-,

implies something larger which he calls
.balkanization.

Idaho is, first, its geography. Dis-
tance, ..dryness, mountains and canyons
- the common western isolators -
determine much and influence every-
thing, Two communities 25 miles apart
may be two or three times that by wire
and road. Connecting a few hundred
people here with a few hundred up and
over there is hard, expensive, unprof-
itable work.

Aggravating the natural pocketing
are unnatural boundaries. Idaho shares
with Montana the nation's only state line
segment to follow John Wesley Powell's
advice - put political divides on water-
shed divides - but the rest of its borders
atone for that lapse into sense. Idaho's
northern Panhandle - narrow, surveyor-
straight, 400-plus tough miles from the
populous, dominating Snake River Plain
in the south - should be anything, geo-
graphically, but Idaho.

Idaho became a state in 1890, but
the real creation of a unified community
and polity has been long, hard labor.
Some recall not just the growth of a
skeleton - roads, tracks, wires, docks,

canals - on which "Idaho" might be
made flesh, but the indispensable
'enabler of it: federal policy and state and
federal money.

In Idaho, the memories of skeleton
building aren't that old. Writer John
Rember:

."1 remember the summer of 1956"
when we watched with something like
patriotic awe as the Rural Electrification
Administration planted the first power
poles in the soil of Sawtooth Valley. I
was only five, but I can remember sens-
ing, perhaps for the first time, the great
expanding outside nation those poles
represented. We had been invited to join
it People outside the valley walls cared
about us, we who lived in this remote
place and were included in. their
progress."

A bit earlier and some miles south,
ODeen Redman watched his family's
Albion Telephone Company and its scat-
tered customers connect to the outside
through that same REA. Albion served a
few hundred farmers, ranchers and vil-
lagers dusted over 2,000 square miles of
southcentral Idaho and a slice of Utah.

(COIllinued onpage 24)
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Sprint and US West"are not out fighting
for market share in those 2,000 square
miles. But with the REA and a regulato-
ry scheme which pooled and averaged
Albion's costs with the broader system,
a few hundred people had affordable
modern telephone service.

Thanks to Congress, the REA has
survived yearl y Reagan administration
attempts to eliminate it. But in 1986,
after the courts and Federal Communi-
cations Commission deregulated tele-
phooes, Redman filed with the Idaho
PUC to raise Albion's basic service rate
from $6.20 to $35 a month. That's the
price to rural users of the withdrawal of
a compact that saw the national tele-
phone system as a whole.

It is not just telephones. Swisher:
"Trunk airlines served four, sometimes
five airports in our state of scarcely a
million people before deregulation. Now
they serve two, sometimes one. Dozens
of Idaho communities lost scheduled
common carrier service .with truck
deregulation. After bus deregulation in
1981, public need was no longer a factor
in bus routing. Greyhound crosses Idaho
now only for the reason a chicken cross-
es the road."

An old woman in McAmmon can't
rely on the bus to take her 20 miles to
the doctor in Pocatello. A shipper in
Parma can't find a live body to help him
corral three freight cars to start his
onions on the way to the processor.
From cubicles in Washington, D.C.,
these are invisible events.

"Changes in daily lives seem tiny,"
Swisher says. "The increments are large.
Old folks move to the cities; small
towns erode. But there's a continent-
wide inversion: "the phenomena of the
Information Age" - his voice has an
edge - "blanket them from view."

Swisher's seat on the Idaho Pub-
lic Utilities Commission, the,
PUC, puts him in the ring on

these events. Established in 1913, the
same year as Grace's branch line, the
PUC oversees Idaho operations of pri-
vately owned utilities and common car-
riers. That includes 17 telephone compa-
nies (from Albion to AT&T), six rail-
roads and several hundred motor carri-
ers.

From 1976 through 1986 (and per-
haps since; it is early to tell), the PUC
was the best public body in Idaho. Its
energy regulation was a national model.
Swisher came on in 1979, joining a
young attorney named Conley Ward.

One year later Richard High, a
farmer and Republican legislator of
Swisher's age, joined them. These three
served together until 1986, through the
years when deregulation - especially
the Bell break-up in telephones - both
narrowed the PUC's.powers and greatly
expanded its job.

All are remarkable men, but Swish-
er is uniquely arresting. There is a voice
in the late poetry of Irishman William
Butler Yeats - passionate, profane,
chained to the body's decay, angry-
edged biller, blunt-edged cruel - yet
schooled, hammered, musical. "A wild
old wicked man." This is something like
the voice and presence of Perry Swisher.

He is 63. His large body moves
unevenly from early polio and age. Not
long ago a good chunk of his insides
was removed. Something in his eyes and
jaw suggests an old smart- fish: Thin
gray.and white hair is tame only in the
official photograph. He smokes and
swears, continuously.

Within, an omnibus of a mind: fact-
insistent, elliptical, reflective, flinty, elo-
quent And always pushing, provoking.
By turns Swisher frightens, inspires and
infuriates environmentalists, reporters,

businessmen. He prodded this year's
national meeting of energy regulators
into a panel on the greenhouse effect.

Underlying all is an Idaho encyclo-
pedia. PUC attorney Mike Gilmore:
"There's not a town in this state he
hasn't been in, and can tell you who ran
it 20 years ago, the best place to eat, the
people to talk to. When he hears a case,
he knows instinctively what it means to
the logger, the widow, the farmer. He
just knows."

An uncommon regulator; along
with Ward and High, uncommonly com-
petcnt. But in the areas of transport and
telecommunications they have mainly
employed their talents to contain dam-
age and sound alarms.

The rail network and Idaho's
access to it were in place when
Swisher was born. Agriculture,

timber and mining all depended on rail.
Even today, 60 percent of Idaho's lum-
ber is shipped by rail, over half its pota-
toes and wheat, and half its onions.

What follows from today's progres-

sive decline? "The Staggers Act coin-
cided with the opening of the Cyprus
molybdenum mine near Challis," Swish-
er says. Ore concentrates from the
state's largest mine are today trucked
110 miles to the railhead at Pocatello,
paralleling much of the way the rusting
tracks of the abandoned Mackay branch.

Among the results: five times more
fuel consumed, higher freight costs and
broken pavement Idaho can't afford to"
fix.

The Camas Prairie Railroad, co-
owned by UP and Burlington Northern,
is a vital link for north Idaho farmers
and sawmills with the main lines and
Lewiston's port. It is on the notice list
for abandonment. The branch line from
north Idaho's Silver Valley mines west
towards Spokane is on the list this year;
the branch east, into Montana, is already
gone.

Portions of UP's Boise Group
branch lines, which funnel farm and
lumber products to the mainline and
between processing plants, will appear
on the list this year, and are for sale. The

Reflections: Combining homesteads

What happened to the Jefferso-
nian ideal of the yeoman
whose sturdy values were

supposed to preserve the moral character
of our nation? Maybe there are a few,
plowing dry fields in the Midwest,
between thruways and stacks of coal-
fired power plants. In the urbanized,
industrialized West, though, they are so
few as to be remarkable. The modern
western yeoman runs a drycleaning busi-
ness or a sign shop.

The progress of agriculture in the
West has largely consisted of the com-
bining of busted homesteads into large
ranches capable of generating cash
through livestock sales, oil leases or
investment prospects as real estate and
water rights. It might have been done
differently.

If western ranchers had forged coop-
eratives, as many farmers did, instead of
feuding and devouring each other, then
the small livestock ranch might still be a
viable basis for community. In general,
the only cooperation that has been
achieved is directed toward lobbying for
predator control, tax breaks and
increased subsidies which usually are
written to benefit the large operator and
investor. A few cattle associations run
cooperative grazing on the public
domain, but they are counter-examples
rather than the rule.

It would be possible today to oper-
ate ranch-cooperatives supporting sever-
al families if the families could: a) work
together; b) make do with a living that
generated only small amounts of person-
al cash income; and c) replace the near-
feudal system of sale ownership and
labor peonage with mutual ownership
and some form of practical decision
making. I don't seriously believe this
could happen, except under the influence
of some strong religious fai th or
Japanese ownership.
- Even if it did, you stillcrash into the
hard fact that most of the West isn't
remotely suited for long-term, large-
scale agriculture. It's too dry, period.

Where well-watered mountain
ranges can be linked with lower-eleva-
tion hay farming, grazing is sustainable
over the next few centuries at least, but
the extensive desert ranges have already
been ruined by livestock.

When you add the fact that large
ranches insist on running livestock in
huge herds on fenced ranges to cut labor

; \
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Riders on the rancb

costs, then one reason for the continuing
desertification is clear: Our sense of
what is economic has little regard for
the nature of the land. We tend to con-
centrate our use rather than disperse it.

Irrigated farming, if it takes the
direction of the highly-mechanized,
sprinkler-irrigated corporate farms, is
also going to founder on depleted soils,
erosion, lowered water tables, deposi-
tion of salts and diseased monocultures.
The combination of overgrazing and
industrial agriculture are creating huge,
impoverished, brittle ecosystems in the
arid Western lands.

Still less are these ecosystems suit-
ed to large cities. The resource plunder
that goes on to keep the urban West
humming makes grazing look like Iow-
impact camping.

Cities import water, power and
food, and export air pollution, investors
and tourists. It's a heavily subsidized
way of life, withhuge costs to maintain
the infrastructure of freeways, water, .
power, sewage, air conditioning, com-
munications and elaborate services. In a
catastrophe, southwestern cities would
die quick:1y, since they have only a tan-
gential relationship to the land and its
life. They bloom under concrete and
glass in the severe expanse of desert-like
colonies on the moon.

-CL.Rawlins

Idaho puc ..
(Continuedf/"Om page 22)

Thanks to federal low-interest loans
and technical support, Redman watched
a modem system of exchanges and lines
rather quickly replace their primitive
one, giving them access to the nation
and world.

Perry Swisher's memory goes fur-
ther, back. He was born on a ranch in
southwest Idaho's vast Owyhee Plateau,
well before paved roads, power poles
and affordable telephones reached it.

"You live that far out," Swisher's
former colleague Conley Ward says,
"and all sorts of things people take for
granted are wonders - bridges, roads,
telephones. You realize how fragile they
are if that national compact is with-
drawn."

Swisher lived 40 years in Pocatello,
east Idaho's railroad town, where trains
- after delivering the paper he printed
his newspaper on - branched out to tie
Idaho to itself and its fellows. He went
to the Idaho-Legislature in the I950s,
when it saw transport as important, and
the state raised its small share of funds
for the costs of Interstates 15, 84 and 90.
He was city editor of the Lewiston Tr i-
bune, north Idaho's best newspaper,
when the first decent north-south state
highway was completed, and when
Lewiston built an inland port linking
Idaho to Pacific Ocean shipping.

Today, he stubbornly bears .witness
of this work, and the national compact
supporting it, to the ahistorical urbanites
he finds in federal agencies, corporations
and business schools:

"Until this generation, universal
accessibility was a conscious goal of
national and state policyrnakers, and the
private se~tor. A dynamic of progress •
was that it included the ability to get
from here to there - when walking or
riding, shipping or ordering, flying or
catching a train, mailing a letter or send-
ing a telegram, making a phone call or
turning on your radio or television. From
the digging of the Erie Canal to the first
orbit in space. making access universal
had equalstanding with the beliefs
embedded in the Bill of Rights."

Until this generation.

T'he little town of Grace lies 40
miles southeast of Pocatello.
The six-mile branch connecting

Grace to Union Pacific's mainline is a
lifeline for the 100 growers in the Farm-
ers Grain Cooperative.

Last year, as the Coop was shipping
out 22,000 tons of wheat, barley and
malt barley, Union Pacific quietly put
the old, deteriorating line on its notice-
of-abandonment list. By 1990, UP will
be able to ask federal permission -
since deregulation it doesn't need state
permission - to drop the line.

UP says it won't abandon if the line
is profitable. That's the only real criteri-
on now, and the judgment is essentially
the company's.

"flow is the Interstate Commerce
Commission, from desks in Washington,
D.C., going to know what six miles of
decaying track means to a hundred Idaho
farmers?" Swisher wonders.

"These are Reagan appointees. They
don't listen to people." Since the
Staggers Act deregulated railroads in
1980, one-fifth of Idaho's trackage, 500
miles, has been abandoned.

Albion Telephone. Sixty years ago,
ODeen Redman's family brought tele-
phones to a place the Bell System didn't
want - remote, barely peopled Great
Basin country, emphatically high cost.

Today, it's the same - AT&T,
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Idaho PUC..
(Continuedfrom page 24)

PUC will protest these abandonments,
but the railroads and Interstate Com- '
merce Commission will make the deci-
sions.

The events force a question - ,
do the railroads really want to
keep their Idaho customers and

attract new ones? There was once,
Swisher points out, a strong party
involved in this question - the public,
through state and federal regulation
based on a conscious policy of reason-
able access.

He has watched American railroads
too long to miss their many other prob-
lems. But now, as a deregulated regula-
tor, as a reduced representative of Idaho,
he can't do much to help. The PUC
retains some power, and an activist PUC
can move into areas that mayor may not
be its purview.

But Swisher can, and does, act
quasi-officially. He jawbones the com-
panies and unions and pesters Idaho's

, congressmen to consider the future
worth to their state of a new national
commitment to a modern, high-speed
rail network based on universal access.

As an Idahoan, he can keep mulling
with local and state leaders how to hold
on to what remains. The Camas Prairie
Railroad is temporarily making a little
money, thanks to shipments from a
Grangeville sawmill. That gives breath-
ing space to consider whether Lewis-
ton's Port District should be able IlJ buy
a branch line, as Washington ports can.
Or whether the state should be able to
buy it, as South Dakota is.

The Camas line's magnificent high
trestles and wilderness-edge destinations
suggest tourism possibilities. Whatever
UP and BN decide, it may be that the
people of northcentral Idaho can some-
,how keep the line alive, supporting
farm, timber and travel economies.

To deregulation's priests and
parishioners, Swisher offers a last warn-
ing about the law of unintended conse-
quences. "Our kids and grandkids will
not forgive us allowing the railroads to
die." And their reaction, when it comes,
may match in fervor and extremity what
the deregulators have done.

"In yet another generation, Ameri-
can rail deregulation could eventuate in
nationalization of the rail beds. A gift "
from free-market ideologues to the 21st
century, and all in the name of free
enterprise."

A skldaho puc member Conley
Ward about Ronald Reagan's
Federal Communications Com-

mission-c- and stand back.
"The most benighted, misguided

federal agency I've ever seen" -- voice
and gesture rising in anger, astonish-
ment, and a kind of soldier's glee - "in
thrall to a utopian vision. without one
whit of reality. By any normal layman's
definition of insanity, those people were '
insane. What a crew." .'

Crew chief was Chairman Mark
Fowler, a former disc jockey whose on-
air handle had been Madman Mark.
Wholly appropriate, Ward thinks, to
both Fowler and his senior staff. Their
utopia was complete deregulation of

. r' .... '<. J."" •

telephony. Swisher, Ward and High
fought underdoggedly to keep Idaho
free of it, and a part instead of the human
compact called universal telephone', ser-
vice.

Today telephone "access" is $2.60 a
month, scheduled to rise to $3.20 in
December and $3.50 in June 1989.

Every American residential telephone
subscriber pays it. (Each business line
pays $6 per morrth.) This variously
named payment - subscriber line
charge, customer access line charge,
customer interstate access service - is a
separate item on your bill, but it's just a
basic service rate increase in disguise.
Your local company gets the money.

The access charge looked different
when the FCC first ordered it. It was to
start, with the 1984 Bell breakup, at $4
per month, and rise over five years to
$12 or more. Local companies were IlJ

recover through it all the costs interstate
long-distance once paid for use of the
local system.

Protest in Congress and active resis-
tance from state regulators forced the
FCC IlJ retreat from that pure vision of a
long-distance market wholly unobligat-
ed to the backbone system. But the con-
cept remains - by Swisher's lights, a
pernicious logic precariously contained.

Since the 1930s, fixed costs of local
telephone networks were- defined as
joint costs, to be shared between local
and long-distance service. Nationally,
through a, paper transaction within the
Bell System, AT&T "paid" the regional
Bell operating companies the long -dis-
tance share of those joint costs. Small
non-Bell companies pooled long-dis-
tance revenues.

The Bell breakup dissolved that
arrangement since AT&T and the oper-
ating companies, now separate, could no
longer share revenues. The FCC had to
decide how to replace those interstate
long-distance revenues to help pay
backbone costs. And the decision had to
account for the new fact which led to
breakup - AT&T's monopoly on long-
distance was ending.

The Idaho PUC joined most states
in urging that joint responsiblity for
backbone costs remain in place, with a
new formula through which all long -dis-
tance carriers contributed to them, This
approach promised some stability and
commitment to universal service.

But the "conservative" FCC was
intent on radical change, and long-dis-
tance was their wedge. These were Belt-
way conservatives; AT&T, Sprint, MCI
were real;AJbion Telephone Company
was not.

"AT&T fed them the old self-serv-
ing industry argument," Ward says, "the
same one they'd made in the '20s -
that long-distance subsidizes local ser-
vice. Academics and think-tankers
joined in. The FCC bought it."

The access charge became the
biggest in a series of FCC orders which
steadily moved backbone costs from
long-distance to local exchange cus-
tamers.

TheIdabo PUC didn't buy it. "All
through those years," Ward recalls,
"we'd go to conferences and hear indus-
try and the feds intone their mantra: TaU
is subsidizing local. They said it so often
and so loud that legislators, reporters,
even state regulators came to believe it.

"They were shocked when we-
asked' for evidence, and doubly shocked
when we concluded it wasn't so. Local
ratepayers were paying roughly their
fair share."

For Swisher, it was simply theft, a
massive transfer from Idahos to popu-
lous corridors, homes to businesses,
local exchange companies to cream-
skimming long-line carriers. Abetted by
government "To the FCC, people were
no longer people, but 'cost causers.'
Abstract economic cogs."

Talk to the people running
Idaho's small phone compa-
nies, and you begin IlJ suspect a

hidden rule beneath these events: Dereg-
<,

ulation emanating from Washington,
D.C., will, in rural Idaho, do the oppo-
, site of what was intended.

"You know, this is all supposed to
make things easier for businesses," Jeff
Adams says drily. Adams runs Project
Mutual, the small' phone co-op serving
Minidoka County, along the Snake
River just north of Albion's territory.
"What it's done is greatly expand our
administrative burden - paperwork,
consultants, attorneys."

Albion's Redman has a current case
in point: "The FCC just changed the
whole accounting system we've used for
decades. We had to hire one new person
just to deal with that alone. Obviously
our customers will pay for it."

Competition presumably caused the
Bell breakup. But when Adams and
Redman discuss Idaho's telephone land-
scape today, the word "monopoly"
keeps corning up - AT&T's practical
monopoly on north-south long-distance
in Idaho, Mountain Bell's on southern
Idaho's east-west. Deregulation's major
competitive effect has been to discour-
age it.

Mountain Bell dominates Idaho
telecommunications. serving the more
than 70 percent of the state's people
who live on the Snake River Plain.
Pacific Northwest Bell serves the
Lewiston area just north. There are 20
"independents."

Most, like Albion, serve small,
remote areas, but one, General Tele->
phone of the Northwest, or GTE-NW,
serves all of Idaho from Moscow to
Canada, and is the second-largest com-
pany in the state.

Albion and GTE;NW, from re-
moteness and ruggedness respectively,
serve very high-cost areas. Mountain
Bell and Project Mutual are relatively
low-cost, because of flat terrain and
greater densities. '...-sf

Before the breakup, a state settle-
ments agreement tied the pieces togeth-
er. Backbone system costs were shared
between local exchange and in-state
long-distance service. Long-distance
revenues were pooled, then allocated on
a formula giving high-cost companies a
bigger share.

GTE-NW received $24 million
more from this formula than it billed in
long-distance, Mountain Bell roughly
the opposite. The aim was affordable
basic rates and uniform long-distance
rates. To both Redman and Adams, this
agreement was their "partnership" with
IheBell System.

The partnership is over. Idaho was
split into three "local access and trans-
portation .areas" (LATAs) - southern
Idaho, GTE-NW's service area, and a

slice between largely served by Pacific
Northwest Bell.

Suddenly, calls crossing these
lines, interLATA calls, could only be
carried by AT&T or its competitors. In
Idaho, that means AT&T. Conversely,
AT &T was banned from competing
within LATAs; the southernIdaho one
quickly became known as "Mountain
Bell's LATA."

For the independents, it was a mess.
Project Mutual, Albion and their fellows,
had been dealing with one entity on
long-distance settlements - Mountain
Bell. Suddenly they had complex and
shifting administrative dealings with
four: Mountain Bell, AT&T within and
without Idaho - "from our end, it may
as well be two different companies;"
Adams says - and the FCC's new
administrator of interstate revenue
arrangements.

But the real chaos was in finances,
Mountain Bell and AT&T could no
longer share costs or revenues. Long-
distance revenues 'once collected by
independents now flowed to AT&T.
Mountain Bell" administrator and prima-
ry revenue source for the old toll pool,
refused to share revenues anymore
across LATA lines (that is, with GTE-
NW). The pool collapsed at the same
time that the access charge and other
FCC orders were steadily shifting costs
once borne by AT&T to in-state compa-
nies.

The partnership became a melee.
Mountain Bell and AT&T - big, rich,
starting the new ball game with essential
monopolies and protection from their
only short-run competitive threat (each
other) ~ sought maximum deregulation
and basic service run-ups to keep rates
in their separate long-distance markets
low.

The high-cost independents began
seeking huge rate hikes of 300 to 500
percent to cover their lost dollars from
settlements. Threats emerged that had
been stilled for 50 years - service area
~raids, deaveraged long-distance rates,
withdrawal of long-distance service
(competitors have a way of folding).

The puc worked five years,
and is working still, to piece
something coherent back

together that still honors universal ser-
vice; often, says Commissioner Dick
High, "without the foggiest idea if we
were doing it right."

The PUC's tactics varied, but its
strategy stayed constant: to keep rates
more or less .even across the state.
Despite that effort, sparsely populated
areas saw hefty rate increases. But the

•

(Continued 0..page 31)

mix well. And most of the college kids
discovered that modern ranching had
more- to do' with barbed wire, diesel
mechanics and a line of credit than with
ropes, horses and open spaces.

Some who -gotas far-as an acllJal
riding job noticed that cows aren't very
.interesting, In short, they discovered
that ranching was work. As the romance
wore thin, a further notable discovery
was that wages for ranch hands were
even lower than those at the tail end of
the cow business - burning patties at
McDonald's.

Unless you believed the cowboy
myth, it really didn't make much sense.

Reflections: Dulled by the range

Inthe '70s and early '80s, there
'was a wave of romantic interest

, in the West arnong those dis-
gruntled with life in suburbia There was
a boom in cowboy clothes and law stu-
dents sported cat hats with legends like
"Calvin's Saddle Repair" as evidence of
,authenticity, Ranches, or at least those in
scenic locales, could count on plenty of
cheap help in the form of college kids
yearning to be cowhands. The three or
four hundred buckaroos in Nevada got
more publicity than the 30,000 gambling
dealers and cocktail waitresses. Maybe
it was a golden age.

But America got bored with pointy,
high top shoes and rural guys named
Sprout and Junior who spit snuff when
they laughed. Myth and reality don't - C.L. Rawlins
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The Reis Tijerina assault on a county court-
-c- '-house in the 1960s and TheMilagroBeanfield War

novel and film have publicized the tensions in
northern New Mexico over land and water. Less
well known is this quiet attempt - grounded in
land and water and genes - to hold on to a rural
way of life.

the late 19608, land grant activists led by
the charismatic Reis Tijerina stormed the
county courthouse in a hail of bullets to
protest the lack of action on their ancient
claims. Today on a hill above town, an-
other group of land grant claimants is
holding out against developers in a shep-, -
herd's camp bristling with weapons, sur-
rounded by signs reading "tierra 0

muerte,' land or death.
- But Ganados del Valle, a nonprofit

organization in its sixth year, has taken
another path. It has worked to revitalize
a tradition of weaving that nearly passed '
away during the last generation.

A restored century-old trading post
in the quiet village of Los Ojos serves as ,
headquarters for the organization and as
a workshop and store for Tierra Wools, a
weavers" cooperative.

In a back room, four young women
shuttle yarn and trade stories across
handmade looms while another spins a
fine white wool. In the showroom out
front, .bold designs of the Rio Grande
weaving tradition show on rugs, pon-
chos, jackets and shawls. Under one
roof, Ganados del Valle unites this re-
gion's traditional Hispanic culture with
competitive, hard-nosed business Sense
and an entrepreneurial awareness of spe-
cialty market niches,

"The decision was more symbolic than
economic," Varela said.

After failing at a number of agricul-
tural ventures, including raising hogs
and cattle, Varela helped raise money to
start a community medical clinic. Two
months after it opened, the center was
firebombed. "Somebody was scared the
land grant movement would get a toe-
hold through the clinic," Varela said.

The attack galvanized the communi-
ty and Varela. Although she knew little
about running a business, let alone a ru-
ral medical center, Varela agreed to stay
on and manage the clinic. She learned
about business on the job. She also slow-
ly learned to diagnose the community.

Rio Arriba County has always suf-
fered high seasonal unemployment.
Young people follow a simple, mean
rule: grow up and get out. Varela saw
Tierra Amarilla becoming a community
of old men and women. "I saw the cul-
ture going through stress as more and
more pastures were emptied of live-
stock," she said.

When Varela consulted with state
government officials about the potential
for economic development, she said their
attitude was to "write it off, or 'put in a
ski resort." Conventional wisdom said
Tierra Amarilla was in the wrong loca-
tion - 72 miles from a bus run, 100,
miles from freight lines, and 160 miles
from the nearest airport ".. for anything
but recreational development.

In, fact, the area had already been
proposed 'for recreational development,
Nearby Heron Lake and El Vado Reser-
voir, created when the Rio Chama was
dammed, were popular with anglers and'
campers. Summer homes for profession-
als in Santa Fe and 'Albuquerque began
to dot the valley, Developers sought to
build a ski resort in the dramatic 2,000-
foot cliffs of the Brazos Mountains east
of town.

With new development, Varela said,
. "--,-;"'-'"

•

____ by Jon Christensen rating their breeding stock had been, es-
sentialto their success.

McNeal's comparison of Man-
zanares and Varela with the characters of
M ilagro was on target. Maria Varela is a
dynamo of "40-sornething," usually
dressed in jeans and a sweatshirt and al-
ways on top of the action. Antonio Man-
zanares, a handsome 36-year-Qld, stands
square-shouldered, his hands in the

- pockets of a well-worn jean jacket.
" Together, the two have brought new

, '" hope to this depressed valley - but not
.through anything as dramatic as divert-
-. ing water from a resort or standing off
~eveIopers with shotguns.

M·aria Varela first came to Tierra
Amarilla to work for the land
grant movement in the iate

1960s" Backthen, she took direction
from a councilof village elders setup to
re-establish traditional decision-making
in the erstwhile land grant:
'''We had a romanticized view of an

old form of cooperation.t'she said. "And
they had all kinds of ideas about what
they wanted '" to grow potatoes; raise
pigs, get their garbage collected, pave
the highways and start a medical clinic,"

The group decided to start with a
potato farm. But the idea didn't work,

, I I : .

Los Ojos, N.M. - Lightning
from a late afternoon thunder-
storm flashed on the white

adobe walls of the old trading post as
three weary sheep traders settled ac-
counts after a successful, auction, The
room 'smelled of rain, wet earth and
wool.

Lyle McNeal, a breeding .specialist
from Utah State University, was on his
way into the downpour bundled in a
damp corduroy rancher's jacket, a grey
Stetson pulled over his head. He daw-
dled and joked with Antonio Manzanares
and Maria Varela, who run the livestock
growers' cooperativein Tierra Amarilla, .
a valley of rich green pastures surround- T' ierra Amarilla has had its share
ed by mountains, ..•.. ' of battles be.tween traditional

The friendly, banter settled on The "I' Hispanic residents and Anglo
Milagro Bearfield War and the movie's newcomers. Much of the surrounding
portrayal of life-here in northern New "'tCn;tory was part of a 6OO,OOO·acreland
MeXico: '. " . . ,','tgJ:ant given to thefirst settlers of the re- '
, If anyone wants to find the real 30- gion by 'spain and Mexico: But Congress

tion,' "this is ilright here," McNeal ,turned the Tierra Amarilla community
joked. "Joe' Mondragon and Ruby ,,: ;~dgrantinto a private belding in 1860,
Archuleta. Right-here in this room." .. amfsO<ln after the 'land was sold to a

Miihzanares.and Varela shook their',:-",~thy Santa Fe land-baron, E~ersince,
heads and smiled, The latest sale was,I''ldeSi:endants of the original settlers, have
one. of their best ever. They, had just ' .been fighting to regain land they believe
moved 110 head of specialty sheep -' "'was stolen from them.
churro, cormoand karakul - at a price Throughout the last century, Span-
better than they had averagedbefore; " " -ish-American vigilantes torched the
They were tired but seemed pleased to ',,'h3ystackS Of Anglo-ranchers who bought
humor McNeal, whose hell! in reinvigo-: :'land within the Tierra Amarilla grant, In

~~ --~~-
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residents worried that land prices would
rise, that agricultural water rights would
be usurped, and that local people would
be stuck with the minimum wage jobs of
a tourist economy.

"'pool flocks to make the 400-head mini-
mum.

After a couple of years of growing
cooperation among local growers and
improving sales, "People started asking
us when we were going to start an orga-
nization," Varela said. 'Then we knew it
was time to formalize it."

Ganados del Valle was set up as a
cooperative, with a vote for every mem-
ber, under the auspices of a nonprofit
which seeks funding to provide training
and advice for both the husbandry and
weaving projects.

Ganados del Valle has since become
one of the top five employers in Rio Ar-
riba County. More than 30 local families
have used the organization's livestock
shares program, revolving loans, and co-
operative grazing and marketing efforts
to increase their flocks. Sixteen local
women have been trained in traditional
Rio Grande weaving techniques. Work-
ing full-time, they can bring home a de-
cent income, Varela said, producing and
selling their wares through Tierra Wools.

The Los Ojos trading post is now a
popular stop for tourists coming through
Tierra Amarilla to the lakes and the
scenic narrow-guage railroad out of
nearby Chama.

Around that time Varela accepted
a scholarship at Amherst in
Massachusetts to study for a

master's degree in rural development
and economic planning. "Gelling out of
the valley, reading and talking to other
people really helped me," Varela said. "I
began to look at economic development,
agriculture and culture as really tied to-
gether," she said. "I discovered that
sometiines the best new ideas are old
ideas.

'This is a livestock-based communi-
ty," she explained. "That's not just a ro-
mantic ideal; it's a deeply rooted culture
that provides much more than just sub-
sistence. "

Varela began discussing her ideas"
with Antonio Manzanares, one of the
few young men continuing to raise sheep
for a living in Tierra Amarilla He told
her plenty of things could be done to im-
prove the local livestock economy, rang-
ing from pooling flocks for summer
grazing to finding better markets and a
higher price.

Their first step was to break through
the isolation that kept local prices 10 to
15 cents lower than the average. They
found a company that held auctions by
phone and could sell their sheep for top
dollar whenever local growers could

But the hostilities between local
" residents and outsiders still sur-

face.
Investors are once again promoting

the Brazos Mountains ski resort. Local
residents have fought a developer's plans
to transfer water from agriculture for the

Antonio Manzanares sbows a cburro sbeep
J

project all the way to the state Supreme
Conn. And on a hill overlooking town, a
local family and a group of heavily
armed land-grant activists refuse to leave
land owned by an investment company.
The company wants to sell the property
for vacation homes and condominiums.

"It's nothing new," said Man-
zanares. "It's still the same struggle that
has been going on here in my lifetime
and way before then. But now it's more
defined. It used to be just defined as a
land struggle, Anglos versus Spanish-
American. Now we're feeling more de-
velopment pressures on land and water.
Now it's a lot of other things.

"We're trying to build an economic
base using our own natural resources,"
said Manzanares. "It's not unlike the
struggle those guys are having up 'on the
hill, just on another front,"

Varela said she saw the need for
people with different approaches to pre-
serving land and water rights to work to-
gether. "First there are the people who
mobilize around petitions against divert-
ing water from agriculture. Then there
are the people on the hill who have de-
cided no one will push them off the land.

''The role of Ganados amidst all of
this crisis reaction," she said. "is to make
our land and water productive. We have
to do something productive, or the kids
will continue to leave this community.

"It's the popular thing now to stand
up to developers," Varela said. "But you
can't just stand up to the developers and
say, 'No, no, no!' You have to say, 'This
is what we want, This is what we're go-
ing to do. So gel out of the way ... '

o

Jobanna Terrazas, marketing coordinator for Tfl!rra wools
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Paonia, Colorado, coal miners in the late 1970s at the now-closed US. Steel mine

Mining's diminished future

,.

At one time the West revolved around gold, cop-
per and silver ores and the flumes, smelters, min-
ing towns, railroads, laws and politicians associ-
ated with mining. But over the past few decades
the West's sources of wealth and its associated way
of life have moved away from mining. As a result,
mining is being shoved off the West's center stage,
and into a smaller and smaller corner.

The rewards can be enormous. Con-
gressman George Julian, a major player
when federal mineral policy was estab-
lished around the Civil War, said:

"The business of mining ... sharpens
, the faculties and dulls the conscience."
Because its "prizes are often rich and
suddenly gained," it "gives cupidity its
keenest edge." Little wonder then that
the symbol for today's Arizona state lot-
tery is a cartoon mining prospector.

Unpredictability does not end with
discovery. Minerals are not renewable,
and that means mining enterprises are fi-
nite and less stable than those dependent
upon renewable resources. The speed
with which bust has followed boom has
sometimes been astonishing. Numerous
spots around the West exploded to sever-
al thousand residents within months of a
strike and then emptied overnight when
the deposit was depleted.

homesteader. And both miner and home-
steader labored long and hard under dif-
ficult conditions. But unlike the home-
steader, the miner's commitment is less
to a place than a deposit, his dream less
of building a home than of becoming
wealthy overnight.

This further undermines the stability
of the mining culture and dependent
communities. It is no surprise, then, that
the "boom and bust" syndrome, and
boom town social ills like alcoholism
and divorce, tend to occur more fre-
quently in mining towns than in other
communities.

This internal instability is aggravat-
ed by markets. Historically, the price of
- many minerals has widely, even wildly
fluctuated. The emergence of it global
market for most minerals in the last few
decades has, madethings worse, as
Chilean copper, Canadian uranium and
Australian bauxite have played havoc
with the demand for output from U.S.
mines.

Another characteristic of mining, its
environmental desiructiveness, is inher-
ent in wresting a resource from the earth

____ .by John Leshy that mining is the highest and best use of
land has been increasingly questioned
by environmentalists and by the commu-
nities that apparently stand to benefit
from the mining.

This sea change of attitude makes
the question "Does mining have a future
in the West?" a real one,'

Mining-is fundamentally different
from other natural resource uses. More
than with most enterprises, it isa gam-
ble. The importance of luck is being re-
ducedby science and technology, but the
hunch is still very important.

Any migration is a gamble. But a
miner's gamble has a harder,
edge. It is not just that his mi-

gration is often. to remoteareas, In that
sense, he is not that different from the

\ j I ~I

Beginning with Coronado's 16th·
century search for the seven
cities of Cibola, the lure of min-

eral wealth has played a -special role in .
Western history. From the fabulous, fren-
zied "rushes" of the 19th century
through the uranium boom following
World War II,mineral activity has left its
-mark on the West.

Until recently, mining was regarded
as an unqualified good. But as the 20th
centary has unfolded, the assumption
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and processing it into a usable form,' It
alters landscapes and fouls air and water,
Some impacts can be controlled, but
some cannot

In the years since the California
gold rush, mining has gradually changed
from an individualistic endeavor to a,
much more complex, sophisticated one,
Most early ventures were small, owner-
operated, often poorly capitalized, pick-
and-shovel operations, These still sur-
vive in substantial numbers - mom and
pop explorationers, whose roots go back
to the early prospectors, Relatively few
make much of a living at it, but they are
as close to romantic figures as the min-
ing industry has today. '

By early in this century, these small'
er operators had been largely supplanted
by industrial miners - more systematic
and sophisticated, and employing higher
technology in exploration and develop-
ment. Their most obvious characteristic
is scale - wide-area exploration and
large open pits, They are also organized
along more conventional 'capitalistic
lines, with sharp divisions between man-
agementandlaboL ,

These mines took root in the second
half of the 19th century; with mostly ab-
sentee owners and large numbers of rela-
tively poorly paid workers laboring in
harsh conditions, they were the first
places in the West the labor movement
gained a toehold,

The bargaining power of unions,
along with government regulation, mod-
em mechanization and other technologi-
cal advances have improved the lot of
the miner, But in the process, he or she
has become much more a conventional
industrial worker than a romantic figure.
Mining can still be hazardous, but ex-
ploitation has been muted by the trap-
pings of the modem welfare state. The
"company town,", where nhners owen
tbeir:::soul to the.coQ1pany store, is gone.

So the miner of legend --:..:..whether
as the lone explorer or the pick-and-
shovel laborer working under hazardous
.conditions·~ has just about disappeared.
Some of the myth of these earlier days
survives in the public mind, but the min-
er never captured the American imagina-
tion the way the rancher did, It is hard to
imagine a grimy, tired miner reaching for
a Marlboro, even with spectacular peaks
in the background, Of to expect Holly-
wood to make a movie about an "urban
miner."

The cowboy, like the miner, was al-
so a low-paid worker, laboring under
harsh conditions, But he worked l\1e
land's surface, nomadically, caring for
animals, and in many ways his life was
genuinely romantic, In theory, the miner
shared some of this - he led an inde-
pendent life in the outdoors amid often
spectacular scenery. But the reality was
different

The history of mining shows how
little attention the typical prospector or
miner paid to his surroundings. A few
got captured by a place or landscape.
Robert Stanton lost a bundle trying to
wrest gold from the elusive sands in the
bottom of Glen Canyon along the Col-
orado River at the turn of the century, yet
he was entranced by the region for the
rest of his life.

But he was the exception: most
prospectors and miners were too con-
fined by their struggles, and too, con-
sumed by. the search for riches, This 'is
not remarkableos-st iemvironmental
sensitivity is -fiilked"to' economic and
physical security; when you are trying to
make a -living from the earth under un-
certain conditions, appreciating your sur-
roundings is unlikely to be a priority, '

The insiability of mining, its physi-
cal destructiveness and; finally, the fail-
ure of mining to capture the public.imag-

ination have all set the stage for contem-
porary conflicts over mining's future,

The differences between miners
and environmentalists are fun-
damental because they are com-

peting for the same landscape. To the en-
vironmentalist, nothing insults the natu-
ral balance and beauty quite so much as,
mining, And its effects last. Long after a
mine ShUlS down, it can produce wind-
blown dust that lodges in lungs and ob-
scures vistas, toxic chemicals that foul
streams, disruption of underground
aquifers, and land subsidence.

On these issues, environmental sen-
sitivity has largely prevailed. As a soci-
ety, we have made the decision to more
highly prizeournatural surroundings.
Many industrial mining operations have
responded to the 'challenge; some are
proud of their environmenla! sensitivity,
and there seems to be no turning back to
the days when such damage was irrele-
vant.

But while today's mines are better
neighbors. and mining towns more desk-
able places to live and work, these are
often not enough to tempt many locali-
ties to welcome them. Even communities
that came into existence as mining
towns, like Crested Butte, Colo., now
harbor substantial, even overwhelming,
sentiment against new mines nearby.

Part of the resistance is environmen-
tal, But perhaps a more basic reason is
culturaL Many have fled to the moun-
tains (where, of course, minerals are of-
ten found) to escape industrialism, and
they are horrified at the prospect that it
will follow them. The "not in my
backyard" attitude that plagues all sorts
of industries today is aggravated by the
peculiarities of mining - the instability,
the lure of sudden wealth, the rootless-
ness.

There is an irony in the resistance
thatmountain towns, many noworiented
,toward tourism, offer to mining. In many
cases, tourism followed mining and sim-
ply took over - at bargain prices - lhe
homes and infrastructure mining had
built.as occurred at Aspen and Telluride,
Colo., Park City, Utah, and many other
places. The fact that few miners stay
long enough to reap the rewards of this
transition is consistent, for the initial dis-
coverer of a mineral deposit rarely cap-
tured much of its value, either.

In the resistance tv mining, only re-
cently - after a long evolution - have
its cultural aspects come to be regarded
as relevant. Not until the turn of this cen-
tury did the idea iake hold that the gov-
ernment had anything to say about
whether and where mining might take
place.

Nearly all mining in the West is
found on federal, or formerly federal,
land, and the government's tacit acquies-
cence to the trespasses of the '4gers in
California's Sierra Nevada range firmly
established the policy of turning its min-
erai land over to prospectors and devel-
opers on demand. That policy was later
formally ratified by Congress in the
Mining Law of 1872.

That law is still in effect. It is the
last remnant of free access to federal
lands that was the driving engine of
19th- century westward expansion. Its
scope has, however, been substantially
diminished 'by withdrawals of federal
land and by removals of certain kinds of
minerals from its ambit.
f, " Fossil. fuels and most fertilizer'miri-
erals must now be leased, Sand and
gravel and other common substances
may be sold, but only at the federal gov-
ernment's discretion. An overlay of envi-
ronmental regulation and resource' plan-
ning by federal land management agen-
cies has also weakened the 1872 mining
law.

But enough of the old mining law
policies of mineral self-initiation and pri-
vatization survive to rankle those who
prize other uses of the public land. And
that fight between mining and other uses
has focused new attention on the possi-
bility of reforming the mining law. , . _

.''In the end, however, whe,ther the
Mining Law of 1872 is formally
jettisoned may not make a great

- deal of difference. The .change in values
will likely prove durable, and increasing-
ly confine where and how an industry
will be allowed to operate.

If, for example, the long-anticipated
oil shale boom comes to the Colorado
Plateau, it will likely.involve substantial
advance planning, up-front financial aid
for social services, tight environmental
controls and other features 19th-century
miners would find unbelievable.

While still a potent symbol, the pro-
tection the 1872 mining law once gave
industry is increasingly proving hollow.
Like all laws, it is at the mercy of larger
social currents, and the culture of the
West- and political power with it - is

evolving away from mining.
Signals of this change abound, as

when citizens in and around Douglas,
Ariz., (a town founded by and named for
a Phelps-Dodge magnate) opposed con-
tinued operation of the firm's copper
smelter because it was seen as blighting
the town's trade and tourism, or when
the state of Idaho sued mining compa-
nies to clean up decades-old, but still
polluting, mining residue. The Reagan
administration, the most pro-mining and
anti-regulation one within memory, has
had little discernible impact on that evo-
lution.

This is not to say mining will disap-
pear. But the process of opening new
mines will be increasingly difficult, and
those that run the gauntlet and begin op-
erations will scarcely be given free rein,
as in the past.

To borrow a lawyer's phrase, in the
court of Western public opinion, the
burden of proof has shifted from the op- '
ponents to the proponents of mineral de-
velopment, and with that shift, the gold-
en age of Western' mining has passed.

o

Reflections: A considerable gap_

Inone of those curious reversals
, that characterize the upper

reaches of the middle class
mind. ranching and grazing .now
embody - for environmentalists at least
- everything we hate about the rural
West.

Ed Abbey fired a salvo in a speech
at the University of Montana: Ranching
was subsidized land rape, the West a
ruined garden of Eden, and the only
thing dumber and smellier than a cow
was a cowboy. Hot snakes, a scapegoat!

The same crowd that earlier fondly
recalled ranch summers at white-wine
socials are suddenly out to get the
scourge of cowdom and sheephood off
its public lands.

Right now. Between the intelligent
debunking of a Wallace Stegner and the
self-righteous rant of Abbey's following
of recreational elitists, there is a consid-
erable gap.,

As a longtime admirer of both writ-
ers, I'm poignantly aware of it.

- C.L. Rawlins

Reflections: Broke and lonesome
They came back and gardened

another summer, making stained glass
butterflies and music, mowing hay for
farmers, scratching to meet their pay-
ments. That fall they both left for the
Big Stink.

The house was rented by another
couple Who still dreamed. They scraped
for a winter and left, but the owners
didn't return except to put up "For Sale"
signs. This was a recurring drama. Some
pilgrims managed to stay and join the
life of the places they adopted. "Others
simply left and accepted their fate as
commuting' wage slaves. The human
results 'weil! not-that different than those ','
of the initial wave of homesteaders, who
found that the terms of the land gave lit-
tle reason for their desired sort of exis-
tence.

They loved the country, but
couldn't give up enough to stay.

- CL. Rawlins

During the '70s, a lot of my
friends took the money they'd
inherited or earned and bought

houses in tiny towns that looked out on
magnificent landscapes. The dream was
a combination of the old Jeffersonian
ideal and the recent back-to-the-land
ethic which fired the Whole Earth Cat-
alog.

One couple I knew bought an old
Mormon place in Alton, Utah, beneath
the red battlements of Bryce National
Park. The first winter they found out
that there weren't any jobs. They also
found out that they could never really

[, join the-community without joining the
Mormon Church. They met spring broke
and lonesome.

They gardened that summer and
canned a lot of fruit. They made beer
wi th hops that twined on their wire
fence. By January, the man had left for
work in LA. The woman stuck it out
until March and then joined him.
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'" slIg;ia";'caCtus in AriZona- .~\. " . "". ~'.
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Su¢Kihg'Tllc'son dry
That; if( fact; is already 'happening.

Service jobs- are. the fastest-growing ·sec-_
tor of the' economy, Half of new Jabs in
the area pay minimum wage, and are of-
ten part time, so they have no health in-
surance or other benefits. Even, home-
builders are concerned that fewer and
fewer people can afford to buy new
homes.

What hope is there? If desert beauty
were treated as renewable instead of dis,
posable, Tucson and other Southwestern
towns might have a future. The construe-
tion industry prospered by using up an
irreplaceable resource. Now, in the
1980s, it is in the doldrums, having over-
built apartments, single family homes
and soon even destination resorts.

Net population growth in Tucson
was near zero in the most recent quarter.
Environmentalists see this as the only
hope for saving the last cactus and palo
verdes. The construction industry sees
lack of growth as a disaster, and franti-'
cally seeks to attract major new employ-
ers to stave off the collapse.

, The Sierra Club's report on its
study, titled "Saguaro We Going," dis-
cusses Tucson's dilemma and opportuni-
ty. The work probably has application to
other places in the West.

While details may be different, the
story is being repeated throughout the re-
gion. Saving the environment has always
made excellent economic sense to those
who think long range. Judging by the re-
,action of some in Tucson's business
community to "Saguaro We Going," it is
beginning to look sensible to those with
. shorter -term goalsn ...."l-~

,:
sive federal subsidy, in the form of the
Central Arizona Project, which must
pump water 2,000 feet uphill and 400
miles in distance, has been used to main-
tain the status quo. But even that has not
been enough. Its water will be mostly
used in the cities, where people can af-
ford to pay more to fill pools and water
golf courses.

Climate, the third leg of the Tucson
economy, refers not only to warm win-
ters, but also to pristine air and desert
beauty. It retained its appeal after copper
and cotton had peaked, and, unlike them,
appeared inexhaustible. The Sunshine
Climate Club boasted that its advertising
had "sold the desert to the nation and
made it a great asset."

By the 1980s, however, that re-
source too was being destroyed. Grow-
ing numbers of autos and trucks fouled
the air, and Tucson is no longer a haven
for those with respiratory diseases. New-
'ly arrived Easterners, homesick for fa-
miliar vegetation, landscaped yards with
plants that produced the same' pollens al-
lergy sufferers had fled.

Nor did the land escape. Desert was
destroyed up to boundaries of Saguaro
National Monument and other beautiful
public lands.

A partments and factories spoil
views of mountains, and tourists have
begun to say Tucson looks like towns
anywhere else in the United States, with
its K-Marts and other national franchis-
es.

No region can survive unless it is
economically self-sufficient, or has
something to trade to the world. Tucson
has destroyed its self-sufficiency, copper
and cotton can no longer support it, and
it is about to wipe out its last tradable reo
source - desert beauty and clear air.

Once they are gone, residents will
be reduced to doing things for each other
- flipping hamburgers and taking in
each other's wash. , '_

" I

",Tucson, 'Arizona, is down, to its' last. tradadle
resources: -clear air, and-desert beauty. Those
resources ihang in the balance: Ouerdeuelopment
has fouled air, dried streams, and damaged the
desert. Tbe question now is whether a new aware-
ness of what is being lost can stop the process.

____ by Barbara Tollman. < brought the first important change to the
land.

The 'arrival of the railroad brought
another major change: It becanne cheap
to import and export goods froin the re-
gion. No longer could one speak of the
place as living off its own.resources.

A new alteration came with the
high-powered pump: Irrigated agricul-
ture was freed from dependence on sur-
face water. The region began to live off
water deposited thousands of years earli-
er. Population density increased and hun-
dreds of streams, including the Santa
Cruz River, dried up as the water table
dropped lower and -lower.

It was now no longer possible to
have a self-sustaining economy. Tucson
and the surrounding countryside had be-
come dependent on the three Cs: copper,
cotton and climate.

Copper repeatedly boomed and
busted; it appears to have peaked in the
1960s and will probably never return as
a significant regional factor. The better
ores have been depleted and the South-
west is now at a disadvantage in compet-
ing with richer foreign ores.

Cotton production peaked a decade
later, in the 1970s. It declined in step
with the plummeting water table. The
deeper the water dropped, the higher the
pumping costs rose, and the less prof-
itable cotton became.

Up to 90 percent of Arizona's water
is used for irrigation, and today growing
cities compete for what is left. A mas-

.'

InTucson, Ariz., tlie billboards
ask: "DOES YOUR JOB DE-
PEND ON GROWTH?" In the

1970s, bumper stickers boasted: "CON-
STRUCTION FEEDS MY FAMILY!"

Because GROWTH and CON-
STRUCTION have meant DEATII and
DESTRUCTION for Arizona's unique
wildlife and vegetation, the counter-
bumper stickers read: "ARIZONA -
LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT."

The bumper sticker war shows that
both sides hold a common assumption:
That economic health and natural values
are incompatible. The Rincon Group of
the Sierra Club recently examined that
assumption, and found the opposite to be
true. To survive economically, we must
preserve desert beauty.

Long before Anglos arrived in
southern Arizona, a self-sustaining-coon-
amy supported as many as 45,000 people
living on local resources. This economy
'could probably have continued for a
thousand or more years withoutdestroy-
ing its base - the rich, flood·ren-e-wM
farmland and the vegetation and wildlife
of the Sonoran Desert.

For the first 300 years of Spanish,
and then American rule, this self-sustain-
ing economy continued with some modi-
fication. But toward the end of the 19th
century, the introduction of cattle

''',' ,

A summary of the,report, "Saguaro
We Going," is available for $1.50 for
postage. The entire report costs $7.50,
Write, The Sierra Club, P.O. Box 864,
Tucson, Ariz. 85702.
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SPEAKING THE TRUTH
Dear HCN,

In 1975, we moved to Halfway,
Ore., following the lead of Tom Bell,
who had founded High Country News in
1970. Tom and 1 were elected to the lo-
cal school board about 1977. We were
elected because the voters and the teach-
ers couldn't get the "good old boys" to
listen.

Three of us then tried to hire a disci-
ple of Dr. William Glasser, author of
Schools Without Failure, as high school
princpal. The superintendent wanted to
hire a football coach who'd gone to
school nearby and had the "Eastern Ore-
gon Philosophy." Our candidate had a
beard and was from Los Angeles.

Looking back, I'm astounded at my
naivete. It is probably a blessing that our
candidate was voted down four to three.
The community would have chewed him
up in a year.

Your description of the schools in
the small town West was so similar to
our experience that I thought Tom had
told you aboui it. This is my way of con-'
.gratulating you on thecurrent series. It is
seldom that a publisher will speak the
truth about the culture of the Rocky
Mountains.

Dave Olson .
Portland, Oregon

REALLY:HARn UP
Dear HCN,

I was very disturbed by the article
you ran in the 9/26/88 High Country
News called "Wyoming is dead, long
live Wyoming." I am sony Tom wrote it.
H~'s capable, of better. I am sorry you
printed it. Your standar.ds should· be
higher. During about half the article I
couldn't understand what he was trying
to say, and the other half made me mad.
As a person who appreciates clear and
straightforward language, I was con-
fused. As a person who loves Wyoming
and our agricultural heritage, I was an-
gry. As a member of the High Country
News Board of Directors, with my name
on your masthead, I was ashamed.

I have read the Solace of Open
Sapces, the book about which Tom says
he was writing. I felt that sometimes
Gretel Ehrlich let her creative use of lan-
guage and her romanticism get the best
of her. In reacting, I'm afraid Tom let his
anger (I'm not exactly sure at what) get
the best of him. In order to retain my
high regard for your editorial judgement,
I must conclude that you were really
hard up to find some words to fill your
extra pages with. Next time you are that
hard up, I know I can do better for you.

Lynn Dickey
Sheridan, Wyoming

DESTRUCTIVE GROUP
Dear HCN,

Your recent issues on the "Reopen-
ing of the American West" are very
good, quite timely, much needed. I espe-
cially like the series by Ray Wheeler on
boom and bust in the Colorado Plateau
area and the article by Tom Wolf on the
"real Wyoming."

The most powerful, reactionary and
destructive little group in the Western
states are still the public-lands livestock
ranchers; and they survive by hiding be-
hind the cheap mythology of the "Cow-
boy": literally, a boy who lOOKSafter
cows, which is exactly what the word
means in Australia, for example. Gifted

, but innocent writers like Gretel Ehrlich
in Wyoming and Thomas McGuane in
Montana (to name only two) help .keep
the welfare ranchers in business by senti-
mentalizing the obvious and failing or
refusing to perceive the significant.

Edward Abbey
Oracle, Arizona

YELLOW JOURNALISM
Dear HCN,

I have just completed reading "War
on the Colorado Plateau" by Raymond
Wheeler (HCN, 9/12/88). If the entire ar-
ticle is as libelous and untrue as what
Janet Ross supposedly told Mr. Wheeler,
then your publication is the epitome of
"yellow journalism,"

At the BLM meeting referred to, I
did say that those were the things the
people were saying in their anger and
frustration at what Gene Day and others

.. were doing. I did tell Congressman
McKay and the Governor the same thing
and said that if the bureaucrats did not
give more consideration to the rights of
the local people, I feared that talk might
turn into action.

-~ • I

Another inaccuracy is ihat I own
5,000 acres of mining claims in the heart
of the unit. The mining claims that I own
in that area were completely outside of
the original WSA. Later it was complete-
ly dropped, and only about two years
ago it was put back into consideration,
and the area where my mining claims
were added on the fringe, not in the mid-
-dle,

Another interesting part of Mr.
Wheeler's article is his reference to Mr.
Dave Foreman lobbying for the Wilder-
ness Society. Mr. Foreman is the author
of a book on how to sabotage grazing,

. mining, timbering, road construction and
other equipment and activities. He is also
a leader .in Earth First!, the extreme
environmental group that does advocate
and commit vandalism, destruction, and
terrorism. It is interesting why Mr.
Wheeler makes no reference to that. I'm
sure it is too much to expect an accurate
and fair article from your publication or
your authors.

Calvin Black, Chairman
San Juan County Commission

Monticello, Utah
Ray Wheeler replies:

When I wrote that Cal Black owned

mining claims "in the heart of the unit," I
Was referring not to the final Mancos
Mesa Wilderness Study Area (WSA),
but to the original Mancos Mesa
"wilderness inventory unit", as depicted
on BLM's Utah wilderness inventory
map of April 1979. Black's mining
claims lie at the head of Moqui Canyon,
deep in the heart of that 115,000 acre
unit.

At each stage of the inventory, BLM
reduced the size of the original Mancos
inventory unit by further constricting its
boundaries. Yet in late 1979, when Como.
missioner Black ordered a San Juan
County road crew to destroy a BLM bar-
rier blocking vehicular access to Mancos
Mesa, some two-thirds of his 5,000 acres
of mining claims remained inside the
wilderness inventory unit as it was then
defined. BLM did later cut the entire
Mancos inventory unit from wilderness-
study. Only after that decision was over-
turned by the Interior Board of Land Ap-
peals did the agency finally establish a
51,440-acre Mancos Mesa WS A. The
new WSA boundary neatly excluded at
least 80 percent- of Black's mining
claims. Coincidence? Perhaps.

Commissioner Black suggests that
(COntinued on page 32)

.Idaho PUC..
(COnttnuedfrom page 25)

PUC's efforts- did prevent the $60 per
month rates that for a while threatened
rural telephone users.

As part of its tactics, the PUC rein-
vented an Idaho toll pool, renamed a
Universal Service Fund; it was.ratified
by the 1988 Legislature. In effect,
Mountain Bell's basic rates become the
norm, with Albion's or GTE-NW's
guaranteed to be no more than 25 per-
cent higher,

This state-level regulatory grind -
there was much more - was laced with
frustration. Tune after time in PUC case
orders, one finds statements such as this;

''The rate increase that we approve
today has its origin in federal policies.
The deregulatory trend on the federal
level - whether in airlines, railroads,
busses or telephones - has primarily
benefitted the populous corridors on this
country's coasts or along the Great
Lakes. The sparsely populated rural
states like Idaho have borne the brunt of
the costs of these policy changes. It is
beyond our jurisdiction and authority to
reimpose' what we believe to be the logi ..
cal remedies to these detrimental federal
policies."'R eal change impelled the cutting

. of the Bell pie. Technology
opened competition in parts of

the telephone business. Swisher con-
tends the regulatory structure could have
met that challenge.

"Regulation is alterable, reducible,
improvable, transferable," capable of
adjustment to times and technology. The
Idaho PUC has voluntarily deregulated
much of trucking, some of telephony,
and indirectly, much of energy in Idaho.
He insists that PUC deregulation has
encouraged competition, not chaos. .r

The fruits of good regulation can be
seen in southern Idaho: It has what US
West calls the best non-metropolitan
communications network in the country:
universal one-party service, a fiber optic
spine, and end-to-end digital services by
1991. It is the kind of modern rural
infrastructure needed to help counter
Balkanization.

Modernization was done by regula-
tion: The PUC granted rate hikes to
cover the first parts of it and agreed to

drop an excess earnings investigation
against the company in return for -the
digital upgrade; a pledge to not charge
ratepayers for most of it, and a pledge to .

. .seek no basic rate hikes for two years.
But whatever the strengths of regu-

Iation.vthegenie isout of the bottle.
After five years of huge consequence>
from' the court's order, the FCC's
encyclicals and natural corporate rapaci-
ty, regulators can't meet the challenge in
telephony or railroads. Congress is the
place for remedy. Swisher is not san-
guine;

Balkanization is a constant force in
. the geographically fractured West -
physical, social and political connec-
tions age and break. But why has the
federal government. in the last decade so
aggressively promoted it?

Much was the by-product of ideo-
logical pursuit, hard to correct because
the ideologue doesn't listen. Listen to
New York Sen. Patrick Moynihan
describe the David Stockman economic
crusaders:

"A coterie of half-educated ideo-
logues who seized power in such mat-
ters' being ideologues, prove impervious
to experience ... conservatives have dis-
placed liberals as starry-eyed advocates
of exotic economic doctrines."

The PUC saw the same in the FCC,
and ICC - people with no historical or
rural perspective, who didn't know what
they were doing to Idaho and couldn't
be made to know.

But the deeper reason, which
allowed these zealots to keep their
places and win more than lose, was and
is the national policy vacuum. Congress
did not act. And closer to home, Western
senators and congressmen didn't unite
to speak for and defend their people and
states.

In brief letters to each other, the
PUC kept citing effects of deregulatory
actions on Idaho, and Idaho's congress-
men kept repeating, formulaically, the
Reagan slogans. Only Jim McClure, the
senior senator, had some grasp of the
issues; he voted against bus deregula-
tion, for instance.

But he, and even more the others,
read the telephone issue mythically -
government versus' the free market - or
politically - Republicans (them) vs.
Democrats (Ward and Swisher). The
railroad issue does not seem to even
have been noticed. All voted routinely
for bills labelled deregulatory, and none

grasped, much less articulated, the pat- .
tern of result in Idaho.

There's a more practical matterthan
ideologicalblinders. "Congressmen

....spend their time getting elected today,
not making policy that might rile con-
tributors,", Swisher says.' "There's more

. turnover in the Politburo these days than
in the U.S. House of Representatives." .

. Federal Balkaneering has slowed
as tbeReagan wave faltered and key
actors like Mark Fowler left govern-
ment. The steady efforis of state regula-
tors have forcedmore pragmatism on
the FCC, and the industry has moderat-
I'd as well. Whoever wins this fall,
Swisher thinks the next administration
will be more practical, and more
humane, than Reagan's.

But the drift will not change signifi-
cantly without new policy. Swisher says,
"Only a new national policy can bring a
working modern rail system back to

. Idaho. In telecommunications the facts
are different, but the need's the same."

In the vacuum, Balkanization will
be at work. "Financially and legally, it's
an unstable system now," ODeen Red-
man says of Idaho telephony but

. describing the transport network too. "It
will be volatile for a long time. I don't
know whether my little part will survive
or not."

Swisher understands that technolog-
ical trends hold potential to give rural
people and communities options hereto-
fore impossible. But, he insists, those
options could easily now only to the
rural rich, bypassing the rest. Public reg-
ulation, or its lack, will have much to do
with the outcome.

Characteristically, Swisher widens
the perspective further when trying to
divine the future. Reagan deregulation is
a part of a larger, deeper trend called
Balkanization. But an atomized West is
a symptom itself of something larger.
He suggests it with a few brush strokes
and leaves you seeking purchase on his
meaning:

"Hundreds upon hundreds of thou-
sands of the GTE-NW population, town
or country, are cruising, like kids on the
city couplet or a small town's Main
Street. They jog. They watch and listen
to cassettes and discs. They do not vote.
They do not go to the meeting. They do
not write in."

o
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RAY WHEELER
CONTINUES. ••.
·(Conttnuedfro1ll page 31)

his statements in an April 12, 1979,
meeting with BLM staff were not threat-
ening. in nature. If so, the public record
of that meeting, on file at the BLM of-
fice in Moab, is misleading.

A BLM staff report from Janet Ross
reads in part: "Calvin Black, County
Commissioner, was the chief instigator
of negative and occasionally violent feel-
ing toward BLM in general, as well as its
staff ... He said, 'We've had enoughof
you guys telling us what to do. I'm not a
violent man, but I'm getting to the point
where I'll blow up bridges, ruins, and
vehicles. We're·-going to stan a revolu-
tion. We're going to get back our lands.
We're going to sabotage, your ~ehicles.
You had beller stan going out in two's
and three's because we're going to take
care of you BLMers.' BLM wilderness
inventory team leader Paul Happel said,
'Mr. Black I hope you are not threaten-
ing me?' Cal said, 'I'm not threatening
you. I'm promising you.'''

COWYBOYMYTH
Dear HCN,

Having myself just finished a cri-
tique of Gretel Ehrlich's work for anoth-
er journal, I was surprised and pleased to
read Tom Wolf's more thorough,
thoughtful, and eloquently expressed
"'Wyoming' is Dead - Long Live
'Wyoming'" in the Sept. 26, 1988,
HCN. Wolf's article unveils the true con-
sequence of cowboy mythology faster-
and better than any I can remember. Gre-
tel Ehrlich may be Wyoming's best writ-
er, but writing from the perspective of
her chosen ranching reality, she does
more harm than good to the real West.
This West is far more important than a
dramatic selling for the cowboy lifestyle.

How long can we blindly clutch on-
to cowboy mythology whilc the real
cowboy clutches the throat of the rural
West? Please consider Tom Wolf's
words again: "Perhaps we need not let
the endlessly celebrated, endlessly
lamented death of 'ranching as a way of
life' deceive us into missing the real
death. It is healthy, natural ecosystems in
Wyoming that are dying." Do we care?

Lynn Jacobs
Tucson, Arizona

WOLFIS EMBIITERED
Dear HCN,

How regrettable that you selected
Tom Wolf (HCN, 9/26/88) to review
Gretel Erlich's fine book The Sol~ce of
Open Spaces (or did he volunteer?).
Wolf demonstrates, and has previously
proven in other writing, that he is embit-
tered against Wyoming, particularly
Wyoming ranchers. Wolf reviewing a
book about Wyoming is' like Custer re-
viewing a book about Indians.

Wolf's perception of Wyoming and
its people is obviously very different
than Erlich's. Erlich says she came to
Wyoming seeking solace, to discover her
inner self; she found resurrection. Wolf,
in a piece in Northern Lights, . says he
came to Wyoming to save it, to educate
the natives in the provinces into seeing
the "true" light; he was apparently
chewed up and spit out, but lives to seek
revenge. Considering their different mis-
sions, it is no wonder they saw Wyoming
from different viewpoints, but Wolf's
criticism of Erlich's book seems to stem
not from the book itself; but from Wolf's
previously drawn conclusion that the on-

ly good Wyoming rancher is a dead one.
I wonder about the validity of the

quotation from Bobbi Birleffi, which is
central to Wolf'S piece. The remarks, en-
closed within quotation marks, were

_,made several years ago in a bar after
several beers. Wolf has been previously
accused in print of putting words in peo-
ple's mouths and of having a lax memo-
ry about even documented occurrences. I
am curious as to Birleffi's response.

Nancy Curtis
Glendo, Wyoming

DEVOURING THE SERIES
Dear HCN,

I just wanted you to know that I'm
devouring your current series on the
Rocky Mountain West. Ed Marston's ar-
ticles in the first two should be required
reading for anyone considering moving
here. I've copied them for wider reader-
ship and to hold on file as many people
are curious about our lifestyle here.
, We moved here 12 happy years ago.
But we have our own resources, in terms
of money, friends and work. And the Big
Surprises were the Power of the religious
right, and the militant alii tude of the
"FourWheel Drivers, Miners and Pol-

. luters", which you have touched on very
neatly. In fact I can't think of anything
you left OUl.

I was at the Colorado Environmen-
tal Coalition meeting here, and met a
Boulder psychiatrist who wanted to
know what Buena Vista was like to live
in. I spent several minutes trying to char-
acterize it, and all I needed were copies
of your articles.

Barbara Whipple
Buena Vista, Colorado

FRUGALITY WORKS

Dear HCN,

After receiving your special compli-
mentary issue of the September 26, 1988
High Country News entitled "The Bus;
in Agriculture and Mining," I would ap-
preciate a chance to comment on a cou-
ple of the anicles.

First, I would like to say that the last
two years here in eastern Montana have
been very profitable for my father and L
As a young cattle rancher with only ten
years' experience, big profits the last two
years have been a welcome change.

The articles I wish to comment on
are "Discouraging Words in Montana"
and "The Fate of the Plains." The feeling
I was left with 'after reading these two
features was of total despair in the region
and certain depopulation and desertifica-
tion. I felt empty until I opened my ac-
count books and noticed the ample 'prot-
its I have worked hard for over the last
few years and then stepped out on my
porch and viewed a landscape with grass
and trees that are still alive after a record
drought.

In "Discouraging Words in Mon-
tana;" of all the people interviewed only
one man who built a business was Nibs
Allen and he knows it can still be done.
The main reason for peoples' troubles in
the plains is anificiall y high land prices
caused by environmentally unsound, ex-
pensive government subsidy programs
and tax laws. Another trend mentioned
was absentee corporate ownership of the
plains. This trend is changing and would
never have happened had it not been for
extremely lucrative tax shelters for the
wealthy that have recently been changed.
Just this year three very large corporate
farms in this region have been sold - all ,
to local young people and neighbors for
reasonable prices. Depopulation is.more

"

related to advances in communication
and quicker, easier travel as much as to
any other (actor. The plains' successes
are best characterized by Nibs Allen,
'Those people who tend to business and
manage well will do well."

t::IH· In "The Fate of .the Plains," ex-.
tremely one-sided views appear with,
people proposing drastic solutions but
not one 'of these people's area of knowl-
edge is in biology, soil or range sciences.
This article mistakenly assumes that all
of the Great Plains is in terrible environ-
mental condition and desertification is
eminent

At a Range Research Symposium
conducted at Fort Keogh Experiment
Station in Miles City, Mont, a panel of
professors and researchers issued a state-
ment in the published summary that
read, "In spite of local problem areas
where range conditions are not what they
should be, rangelands in North America
are in the best condition they have been
in in !OO years." So while range condi-
tion is nOl in the pristine state it once
was, most areas of range are slowlyre-
covering. The knowledge and scientific
know-how isnow available to rejuvenate
the plains and leave agriculture and other
users somewhat changed but still in
place. Changes must be made, but make
them with knowledge, not emotions.

, In this article you mention two peo-
ple who have grand plans for the plains
but know very little about the original
ecosystems that flourished in the plains
outside of a few vague generalizations. I .
am speaking of Robert Scott, whom I
have met, and Bret Wallach, whom I
have not. Only about one rancher in 10
in eastern Montana is in financial trou-
ble, which is not much different than the
rate of failures for small businesses.

The farming of the plains is about
half a disaster. If the highly erodible half
was put back to grass the way it be-
longed" many of the erosion problems
would be over and the other half would
be profitable. Much of the land damage
to Northern Plains lands was done di-
rectly in response to government crop
subsidies by sodbusting land speculators
hoping to capitalize on subsidy based in-
flated land values. The 1985 Farm Bill
went a long way toward correcting this
problem with its Conservation Reserve
Program, sodbusting and swampbusting
programs, and payment limitations.

In closing, the situation is tough, but
not nearly so bad or irreversible as these
articles por-tray it. Our secret to survival
has been frugality and conservation, not
the least of which has been a very good
rest rotation grazing system.

When the land finally gets cheap
enough (as it is, now) that young people
can make a business work, I hope the
Federal Government doesn't bid up the
price so high that they can't get into
business. The plains can be a beautiful,
profitable place to live as long as we lis-
ten to the people with the knowledge and
facts and not the utopic pipe dreams
based on fanciful generalizations of peo-
ple with no scientific background who
make their homes very far from here!

Let the plains develop on its own
and don't try to bend it to fit any
grandiose schemes and the results will
create much less hardship and much less
expense to all parties involved.

Lon R. Reukauf
President

Prairie County Range Committee
Terry, Montana
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scattered metropolitan areas, boom and
bust have struck the West again.

The area is suffering through anoth-
er prolonged economic drought and
wondering, what next? In the past five
years the rural region has lost popula-
tion. Energy projects stand idle or un-
built. Ranches cannot be sold. Towns, ei-
ther. Young people go away and do not
come back.

The West stands again as a new
frontier, a blank slate onto which the fu-
ture is yet to be inscribed. This is the
thesis of a special edition of High Coun-
try News, a respected environmental and
social journal of jhe intermountain West
published in Paonia, Colo. The News
called on writers and specialists through-
out the West to provide an assessment of
, the region and its prospects as it enters
the 1990s.

In one article Publisher Ed Marston
portrays a West that has been almost sep-
aratc from the rest of the nation, except
for the cities and a few isolated- resori.
complexes like Aspen and Santa Fe. It is
built on 'an old economic ethic of natural
resources and agriculture, inextricably
tied to federal land policies and knit io-
gether by a culture "anchored in small
communities, -extended families, conser-
vative religions and an education system
designed for the procreation of that way
of life," Marston wrote.

But the old way has unraveled. The
energy boom of the 1970s posed severe
environmental threats, but also brought
jobs and wealth. Ranchers could afford
to expand or sell out to the energy com-
panies. The rural renaissance attracted
affluent professionals fleeing the frenzy
of the cities. New businesses opened
along Main Streets from Gallup to
Billings. And then, bust. And no more is
the federal government the generous pa-
tron, and managing general partner, of
the West through spending on giant wa-
ter and energy programs.

Marston said the theme of all the
manuscripts that he solicited is that the
West is being reworked from the ground
up. The frontier has been reopened.

More than ever before, Westerners
have an opportunity to affect their own
affairs without decisions imposed from
Washington or the headquarters towers
of giant energy companies. They now
can compete - and plan - for econom-
ic development, at some risk perhaps to
traditional values. Or they can try to
cling to the old ways and languish until
the next energy boom brings another
round of chaotic growth and disruption.

High Country. Ne:,"s offers no easy
answers. But, clearly, the adversity of the
1980s also presents the West with the
greatest opportunity that it has ever had
to comrol its own destiny.

LA TIMES EDITORIAL
The sun has set for now on the Sun

Belt concept of the intermountain West
as a region of economic prosperity' and
growtlj. )Except for the West Coast and

Los Angeles Times
editorial 9118/88
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